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PREFACE 
The bibliography includes 254 entries which are not 
comprehensive but are fairly representative of the subject. 
While starting with this venture, a general survey of the 
literature is made available in Maulana Azad Library, Aligarh, 
Geography department, Aligarh and Sapru house. New Delhi. 
ARRANGEMENT 
An entry is preceded by the siibject heading in 
capitals. The entry begins with the Entry Element (i.e. 
Surname) of the author in Capitals, followed by the Secondary 
Element (i.e. forename) in Paranthesis, and then the title 
of the article, which is followed by the title of the 
periodical, its volume, issue number, date of publication, 
after which, are given the pages. The each entry is then 
followed by an informative abstract of the article. 
STANDARDS POLLOWED 
Care has been taken to strictly follow the rules and 
practices of the Indian Standards for Bibliographical 
Reference (iSj2381-1963) of each entry of the bibliography. 
Thus it gives a uniformity, for the bibliographical 
reference throughout the select bibliography. The items 
of bibliographical reference for each entry of a periodical 
article are arranged as followst 
- i l -
ea) Name of author/authors 
(b) A full stop (,) 
(c) Title of article inclvtding sub-t it le , i f any 
(d) A f u l l s top (•) 
(e) Title of Periodicals, underlined 
(f) A full stop (.) 
(g) Volxxne number 
(h) Coma ( J 
( i ) I s sue number 
( j ) Semi colon (;) 
(k) Year of pviblication 
(1) Ccroa ( , ) 
(m) month 
(n) Semi colon (;) 
(o) I n c l u s i v e pages of the a r t i c l e s 
(p) Pul l s top ( . ) 
SPECIMEN ENTRY 
SACHINDRA NARAYAN. Plight of a Bihar tribe. Mainstream. 
20, 50; 1982; Aug 14; 27-8. 
AUTHOR INDEX 
To make this bibliography more helpful, all the 
authors in the index are arranged alphabetically by their 
Surname followed by location i.e. entry number. 
- i i i -
TITLE INDEX 
Tit l e Index i s a lso given to ease consultation 
All entries are arranged alphabetical ly along with entry 
numbers. 
PART ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
Tribals - represent ing a huge chunk of t h e s o c i e t y , have 
been a v ic t im of economic e x p l o i t a t i o n and s o c i a l d i scr imina-
t i o n . Since a long time India has been a melt ing pot of 
var ious c u l t u r e s . I n s p i t e of the a s s i m i l a t i o n and i n t e g r a t i o n 
of c e r t a i n groups with the neighbouring communities, there are 
s t i l l some d i s t i n c t pockets i n which some groups r e s i d e with 
t h e i r p e c u l i a r customs maintaining t h e i r i d e n t i t i e s . These 
are the t r i b a l s . These t r i b a l communities form an important 
sequent of the country ' s populat ion and g e n e r a l l y l i v e i n 
areas which are by and large unfavourable for s e t t l e d a g r i c u l -
ture and some other a c t i v i t i e s . Their occupations and way 
of l i f e are i n t r i n s i c a l l y l inked with t h e i r environment. 
I f we look deep i n t o the h i s t o r y of mankind, we f ind 
t h a t one of the o l d e s t races was t h a t of Negri toes who l o s t 
t h e i r foothold on the v a s t c o n t i n e n t s . The Mtindas, Gonds, 
Santha l s , Oraons and many other t r i b a l commxinities are the 
o l d e s t inhabi tants of t h i s sxib-continent . 
1 . Origin and H i s t o r i c a l Perspec t ive 
India has been r i g h t l y descr ibed as a 'mel t ing pot ' 
o f races and t r i b e s . Though our knowledge i s vague about 
the o r i g i n and subsequent h i s t o r y of the numerous aborig inal 
tribes of India in the absence of sufficient archaeological 
and palaentological data, yet a story of their glory and 
decline may be arranged as far as the historic data do shed 
some light on their life and we start picking up threads of 
reliable proofs instead of clinging to the conjectural 
scheme of things* 
2, Tribes in lndla» Their Classification 
Looking at the physical map of India, and the distri-
bution of tribal population we find that both geography as 
well as tribal demography permit a regional grouping and a 
zonal classification* B.S. Guha has classified Indian tribes 
into three zones* 
(i) The north and north-eastern zone 
(ii) The central or the middle zone. 
(iii)The Southern zone 
In the central or the middle zone we have another 
massing of tribal peoples in Madhya Pradesh with extension 
in Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Bharat, Southern Rajasthan, 
Northern Maharashtra, Bihar and Orissa and Bastar form 
the peripheral zone* 
The In^ortant tribes Inhabiting this zone are the 
Savara^ Gadaba and Borido of the Ganjam d i s t r i c t ; the Juang, 
Kharla^ Khond Bhumljl and the Bhulya o£ the Orissa h i l l s . 
In the Plateau of Chotanagpur l i v e the Munda# the Santhal, 
the Oraon« the HO and the Blrhor. The Gond forms the 
largest grovqp and occupy the 'Gondwan land* . In the h i l l s 
of Bastar l ive some of tiie most colourful of these tr ibes 
l ike the M\iria, the Hi l l Mxirlya of the Adlihajmar h i l l s and 
the Biscm-horn Maria of the Indravati va l l ey . Most of the 
tr ibes of th is zone practise sh i f t ing cul t ivat ion as means 
of the ir l ivel ihood but the Oraon« Santhal, Munda and Gond 
have learnt plough cul t ivat ion as a resu l t of the ir cultxiral 
contact with the neighbouring rural populations. 
3. Social Customs 
Marriage 
Indian tribes like tribes of other parts of the world 
practise several forms of marriage as a matter of convenience 
and social acclimatization in their respective cultural 
ecological settings. The various forms are: 
(i) Polygyny 
(ii) Polyandry 
Polygyny is found among the Naga tribes* the Gond* 
the Baiga, the Toda, the Lushai and most of the other Proto -
Australoid tribes of middle India. Polygandry is found in 
Himalayan tract stretching from Kashmir to Assam and i s 
popular among the Indo-Aryan and Mongoloid t r ibes . 
Ways of Acquiring Mates 
Nine iR^ortant ways of acquiring a mate have been 
found to be popular among the Indian t r i b e s . 
1• Marriage by capture 
2. Marriage by exchange 
3. Marriage by Purchase 
4, Marriage by elopement 
5, Marriage by service 
6, Marriage by Intrusion 
7. Marriage by trial 
8. Marriage by mutual consent 
9, Marriage by probation 
The marriage by capture in which ce^ture is observed 
only as a ceremonial* The oraons, Mundas« Kharias and 
Birhors have such customs. Marriage by the 'purchase' is 
a highly prevalent mode of matrimony throughout tribal 
India. Bride price is the central theme in this type of 
marriage. This type of marriage is prevalent among the 
Munda, Oraon, HO, Santhal etc. The worst consequences of 
bride price are probably seen among the HO tribes of 
Chotanagpur/ Bihar. 
4, Religion 
Tribal religion is a curious mixture of theism and 
animism. Animism is the belief that all things animals, 
plants^ trees, rivers, stones, hills, mountains are the 
abode of spirits. By animism was implied that exceedingly 
crude form of religion in which magic is the predominant 
element. The Mundas, Oraons, Birhors and other tribes have 
animism in some shape or the other in their religion. Spirits 
dwell everywhere and men have to be at peace with them to 
enjoy freedom from illness and a long life. If anybody 
falls ill the general belief is that some relationship has 
been violated. The men and women skilled in the art of 
magic and sorcery decide what should be done for the 
sufferer. 
The tribes of Chotanagpur like Munda« Oraon and HO 
believe in a stqpernatural power known as Gonga. Among the 
HOS the bonga are vaguely understood as powers indefinite 
and in^ersonal and they do not seem to have any objective 
appearance or existence. They are responsible for giving 
life to plants and animals and encouraging their growth. 
Natural phenomena like rain, floods and famine are all 
caused by bongas and so are illness, disease and epidemics. 
The Birhors have a t iger-god, a wolf-god and a monkey-god. 
Magic i s an integral part of tr ibal re l ig ion . The Mtindas 
ro l l of stone in order to obtain good ra in fa l l . The HOS 
produce smoke for the saitte purpose. The Kuttias of Orissa 
be l ieve that the f i r s t serious i l l n e s s of a chi ld i s the 
proper time for giving him a name. Most of the tr ibes of 
India bel ieve that l i f e does not end with death and that 
i t continues to be present i n one form or the other. 
Propit iat ion and worship of the souls of ancestors seems 
to be the resul t of such b e l i e f s . The tr ibes of middle 
India bel ieve that the souls of the ir .ancestors come to 
their rescue in disease to ward off other e v i l s p i r i t s . 
The tr ibes of Chhattisgarh invoke the sp i r i t s of their 
ancestors through special ceremonies. 
The Bondas of Orissa worship a particular sword in 
the be l ie f that i t connects them with the mighty Rajput 
warriors of yesteryears . 
The Murias of Bastar possess a b ig drum in each v i l l age 
and bel ieve that th i s i s the abode of the ir chief deity 
lingopan who takes care of the ir well being. 
Now broadly speaking, the t r iba l India i s by re l ig ion 
a Hindu, The s t a t i s t i c a l treatment of re l ig ion in the 
census of India 1961 presents a very clear picture of the 
re l ig ions of t r i b a l India 89.39% tr iba l s are Hindu by 
re l ig ion and a small fraction of them that i s 5.53% profess 
Christ ianity, And a very negl igible percentage be l i eve in 
Buddism (0.89%), Islam (0.21%)« Jainian, Sikhism and 
Zoroastrianian ( a l l three 0.34%). About 4,19% of the tr ibal 
claim to have a d i s t i n c t tr ibal or Adivasi re l ig ion of 
the ir own. 
99% of t r iba l s in Madhya Pradesh are Hindus. In 
Orissa the strength of Hindu tr iba l s i s more than 90%. In 
most part of Bihar tr ibals have embraced Hinduism. The 
impact of Hinduism has been f e l t for several centuries 
whereas Christ ianity i s the modern force, a century o ld . 
5. Socio-Economic Problems of the Tribes 
Almost every kind of professional-anthropologist« 
soc ia l worker, bureaucrat, journal is t , p o l i t i c i a n and others 
have held Seminars, meetings and offered suggestions to 
improve the qual i ty of l i f e of the tr ibal people. This 
s t i l l continues, but s t i l l we have not been able to prepare 
a developmental strategy which can be true for a l l tr ibal 
communities big and small. And i t has been real ized that 
the problems of the t r iba l s are bas i ca l l y different in 
di f ferent regions of the country and in diffezrent areas of 
the region. The vary in their habitat, economy, degree of 
isolation and culture change, social cohesiveness, etc; 
so their problems also vary. 
The main problem of the tribal population with a very 
few exceptions, is of object poverty, Covapljsd with this 
is the poor literacy performance or lack of education. 
The main reason for poor literacy performance of the 
tribals, is the formal syllabus - ridden education which 
least suits the tribals. And on the top of this is the 
exploitation of these tribals by the other sections of 
the population which makes the situation worse. 
To sum Mp, the tribals face the problems of economy, 
exploitation and education. Following are the major 
problems of the tribals of Bihar, Orissa and Madhya Pradesh. 
Z. Indebtedness 
One of the major problems of tribal India is rampant 
endemic indebtedness, it is a well known fact that Indian 
tribes, in their isolation, had more or less a self-
sufficient economy but with the gradual opening up of 
tribal areas, the break down of their isolation and 
intrusion into their habitat by aliens bent yxp an exploiting 
the tribal# the economic conditions of the tribes increasing 
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became more aiad more worse. The introduction of money 
economy further aggravated the situated due to the absence 
of Government efforts. The data regarding the extent of 
indebtedness is also lacking. Indebtedness among the tribes 
is of three dimensional - econonic. Social and Psychological. 
In many areas chronic indebtedness leads to bondedness 
which descends fzom generation to generation. Such chronic 
indebtedness among Hie tribals is cavised by object poverty 
and deficit economy. Following are the important causes of 
indebtedness commonly foxmd among most of the affected 
tribal gro\:^s. 
i) Loss of tribal rights over land and forests; 
ii) Poor and primitive mode of agriculture resulting in 
deficit supply of foodgrains. 
iii) Ignorance 
iv) Heavy expenses on marriages, deaths, fa i r s , f e s t i v a l s 
e t c . 
v) Fata l i s t at t i tude and l o c a l i t y oriented World view; 
and 
vi) Adherence to Panchayat decisions regarding f ines for 
fear of exconrounication. 
Due to above mentioned reasons the poor and innocent 
t r iba l s become the victim of exploitat ion by unscrupulous 
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moneyolenders and middle-men. No programme would bring any 
f ru i t fu l resul t for the development of the tr ibal economy 
unless they are freed from the elutches of the money-lenders. 
Various Government and Se.ni-govemment credit agencies are 
of l i t t l e help in absence of a proper knowledge of tradit ional 
money-lending in t r iba l areas. The tr ibal debtors fee l i t 
easy and convenient because these money-lenders are always 
available whenever money i s needed by them. The money-
lenders always welcome the t r iba l s and provide them money 
without any condition, surity and guarantee. Since the 
t r iba l have l i t t l e means for repaying the loans, they have 
eventually to part with the ir movable and unroovable 
property. The money-lender recognises these as good security, 
though at some other places, he may demand mortgaging the 
t r i b a l ' s land against the loan as prevalent in parts of 
tr iba l areas of Madhya Pradesh. The Government credi t 
agencies l ike cooperative credit s o c i e t i e s are found far 
off the tr ibals habitat, where the i l l i t e r a t e t r iba l s have 
to go tiirough a number of formalit ies , procedures and 
documents which they avoid, because i t i s a l so needed to 
f u l f i l l various provisions of credi t disbursement. I t takes 
time at l e a s t two months from the date of application and 
date of disbursement of loan. The Government sponsored 
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c r e d i t s o c i e t i e s advance loans on ly for productive purposes . 
The o f f i c e bearers a l s o demand t h e i r i l l e g a l s h a r e . But the 
poor t r i b a l s need loans for consultation and s tdss i s tence , t o 
f u l f i l various s o c i a l and r i t u a l o b l i g a t i o n s . Hence, the 
money-lender p l a c e s no condi t ions and o f f e r s loan for a l l 
purposes . 
The personal contac t of the moneylenders with the 
t r i b a l s (debtors) i s a l s o a very s i g n i f i c a n t f a c t o r . He 
Speaks the t r i b a l s language, knows the e n t i r e family h i s t o r y , 
background and circumstances l ead ing t o the d e b t o r ' s need 
of money. He accepts the repayment of the loan i n any 
form - i n cash and i n k ind. As a r e s u l t of t h e i r indebtedness 
the fo l lowing major consequences emerges. 
1) E x p l o i t a t i o n of t h e i r labour by the c r e d i t o r ; 
2) Land a l i e n a t i o n and i t s a c q u i s i t i o n by the c r e d i t o r ; 
3) P r o s t i t u t i o n , sometimes they have t o s e l l t h e i r 
g i r l s t o acquire money for si ibtenance. 
Various S ta te Governroents have enacted laws t o contro l 
money-lending, debt redemption and a b o l i t i o n of debt 
bondage l i k e 
1) The Bihar Money-lendeirs (Regulat ion of Transaction) 
Act, 1939. 
2) The M.P. Anusuchit Jan J a t i Rini Sahayata Act, 1966, 
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3) The Orissa Money-lenders (Application of Certain 
Provisions) Regulation, 1950, 
But inspite of the l eg i s l a t i on and regulations, the 
explo i tat ion of Hie tr ibals s t i l l continues. The money-
lenders have taken very l i t t l e notice of such res tr ic t ions 
in^osed on their operation. This exploitat ion i s continue 
due to the following reasonss 
1) Ihe State Governments have not made adequate use of 
the pirotective provisions of the f i f th schedule to 
lend protection to the tr iba l s against bonded labour. 
2} The State Governments have not been able to make 
e f f ec t ive use of the penal provisions in the ir ex is t ing 
Legislation against erosion by money-lenders, 
3) Above all« there i s a lack of w i l l and commitment on 
the part of government which i s most responsible for 
the continued exploitat ion of t r iba l s by the money-
lenders • 
Therefore, 
i) Long term credit should be provided to enable the 
tribal to free himself from the clutch of the money-
lender. 
ii) His repaying capacity should be raised by imposing 
his economic conditions. 
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i l l ) Co-Operatlve credi t should be forth-coming In an 
adequate measure and tiie procedure simplif ied to 
a t tract the t r iba l to take advantage of the credi t 
f a c i l i t i e s provided by the soc i e ty . 
Iv) But, above a l l , i t needs p o l i t i c a l w i l l , oomcnltraent, 
honesty and integr i ty on ttie part of those who are 
Supposed to be protectors of tr ibal interests^ Otherwise, 
in the absence of these, the coming regulations, 
provisions and schemes wi l l be xiseless. 
I I , Land Alienation 
Land Is very In^ortant for the survival of the poor 
t r i b a l s . The t r lba l s have great emotional attachment with 
the ir lands. In India about 90 per cent of the to ta l tr ibal 
population depend on cul t ivat ion Including shi f t ing h i l l 
cu l t ivat ion either d irect ly as land owner or Indirect ly 
as agricultural labourer. In past , there were many tribes 
who had their own kingdoms l ike Gondwana and Bhinwal with 
Gond Rajas. But, a t present i t i s very d i f f i c u l t to find 
out the records t o show that the land or ig inal ly belong to 
the tr ibal people. In recent past the tr iba ls have been 
under their possession and also the rights to explo i t these 
areas. The magnitude of land a l ienat ion varies from region 
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to region depending upon local condit ions. 
Land al ienation i s one of the major problems among the 
t r i b a l commiinities of Bihar. Thakur express the idea that 
low l i t eracy rate among the tr iba l commiinities i s one of 
the contributory factors In the a l ienat ion of their lands. 
This he has stated on the basis of the 1971 census. According, 
to ±t, only 11.64 per cent of the t r iba l people in Bihar 
are l i t e r a t e as compared to 29.35 percent for the country 
as a whole. 
The chronic shortage of cash i s one of the major 
causes of land a l i enat ion . The tr iba l people are always 
in need of cash for various pxurposes l i k e marriages« fa ir s , 
fes t iva ls* clothing liquor and for some other needs of 
every day l i f e . The tr ibals have uneconomic landholdings 
in cOTiparison to the non-tribal cu l t i va tors . Even i f the ir 
holdings appears large in s ize the poor qual i ty of s o i l , and 
poor techniques of cul t ivat ion inevi tably leads t o an 
increasing bxirden of indebtedness. Thus, due to poor 
and inadequate y ie ld and un-economic agriculture they have 
to purchase even foodgrains from -ttie market. These conditions 
contribute to ind^tedness and land a l ienat ion . 
Although problem of land al ienat ion has been rampant 
i n a l l the s ta tes containing some tr ibal population but i t 
has happened on a large scale in Madhya Pradesh. 
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Korwa tr ibe of Sargiya d i s t r i c t of Madhya Pradesh 
have been the worst victim of decei t and plunder of their 
land. The ent ire region inhabited by the Konras i s surrounded 
by Muslim moneylenders loca l ly known as Miyan, They are 
always ready to advance loan a t the s l i g h t e s t pretext with 
the only condition that the Kbrwa has to mortgage some 
of h i s land. Under chronic condition of poverty and 
scarcity they are unable to repay i t and the money-lenders 
occupy the land. Addiction to l o c a l l y brewd liquor i s a l so 
an Important reason for taking loans. Although the 
t r i ba l s are exempted from excise regulation of brewing 
liquor for personal purposes^ ye t they are not allowed to 
make the ir own l iquor by these money-lenders and they have 
purchase liquor from the i l l i c i t breweries of the money-
lenders who are not troubled by the excise o f f i c i a l s in 
carrying on their i l l e g a l trade. Thus once caught in the 
v ic ious c i r c l e of indebtedness, the Korwa i s l e f t with no 
other option but to surrender and f o r f e i t h i s land. 
According to the Report of the Scheduled Areas and 
Scheduled Tribes Comnission, 1961« there are various 
other methods resorted to by non-tribals to get possession 
of the tr ibal land. 
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1) The laetiiod of u t i l i z i n g the machinery of the courts 
before which the tribal i s more or l e s s powerless. 
i i ) The method of temptation of immediate gain. The tribal 
under a monetary inducement allows himself to be used 
by the money-lender or usxirper as a witness against 
h inse l f . 
i i i ) The third method i s cal led 'bazdawa' by which the 
tr ibal i s induced to suffer a decree being passed by 
a court of law against himself* 
iv) Fourthly, Hie t r iba l accepting before a court of law 
that his opponent holds tiie land by adverse possession. 
Then there i s voluntary surrender. Though these 
surrenders aire usually taken as voluntary, in roost 
cases they are actually engineered by the landlords 
who take advantage of the ir victims ignorance. This 
state of a f f a i r i s due to the lack of adequate knowledge 
of the real conditions in the tr ibal areas on the 
part of the author i t ies . The money-lenders who mostly 
come from outside, have no i n t e r e s t to maintain tiie 
tr ibal soc ia l structure or to improve the tr iba l 
economy. Secondly, i t i s due to the complicated 
system of l e g i s l a t i o n . 
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Displacement of t r lba l s from the land which Is a 
great source of tension In most t r iba l areas. Is leading 
to an Increase In the number of landless t r i b a l s . This Is 
evident from the fact that In 1961 about 20 per cent of the 
t r iba l workers were agricultural labourers the figure rose 
to 30 per cent In 1971, The s t a t e governments are a l ive to 
the serious consequences of land a l i enat ion . A number of 
laws have been enacted to prohibit a l ienat ion of land of 
t r i b a l s and provide for restoration of alienated land. 
I) Chotanagpxir Tenancy Act, 1908. 
II) Santhal Pargana Tenancy (Supplementary provisions) 
Act, 1949. 
i l l ) Bihar Scheduled Areas Regulations, 1969. 
Iv) The Madhya Pradesh Land Revenue Code, 1959. 
v) Orlssa Scheduled Areas Transfer of eramovable Property 
(Scheduled Tribes) Regulation, 1956. 
The transfer of land from the tr iba l s to the non-
tr lba l s (Perfiaps on papers only) has been res tr ic ted , hut 
th i s alone cannot safegtiard the Interest of the t r i b a l s . 
Thus, talcing into consideration the three causes of land 
al ienat ion of t r iba l people v i z . (a) the lacunae in the 
laws, (b) the Ignorance of the t r i b a l people and (c) the 
con^licated l ega l procedures to be followed. Various s tate 
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governments have been doing something to help the trlbals. 
But still the land alienation legislations reqviire urgent 
attention by way of remedial* legislative and administrative 
action because the development of a weak conmunity without 
protection would only feed the exploiters. 
III. Shifting Cultivation 
Shifting cultivation is another great problem among 
the tribes of India. It is the oldest organised system of 
agriculture. In early periods^ it was practiced by man 
throughout the world. But today, it is confined only to 
remote and inaccessible hilly areas inhabited by most 
primitive tribals. 
About 5 million trlbals (1971 census) all over India 
are engaged in shifting cultivation. This practice is 
widely prevalent in North East India, Southern Orissa, 
some tribal belts of Andhra Pradesh. It is also prevalent 
in isolated pockets in Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Bihar, 
Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan and Gujarat. This type of 
cultivation is kncwn by different regional names in India. 
It is called Bewar or Dahya in Madhya Pradesh, Koman 
or Bringa in north Orissa. The problem of shifting cultivation 
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.is acute in Bihar and Orlssa. The people who have exalted 
shifting cultivation into a regular cult are the Balgas 
of Madhya Pradesh and Orissa. 
The Korku, Saiga, Korwa and Maria tribals of Madhya 
Pradesh claim that shifting cultivation is done with 
simple Implements like axe, hoe, digging stick, sickle 
etc which they can afford to purchase and repair easily. 
It is difficult to workout the exact total area 
under shifting cultivation because of its transient nature. 
But it was estimated in 1960-61 that 9000 km of land was 
under shifting cultivation every year. More than 10,000 
km has been reported for the year 1974-75, 
The practice of shifting cultivation has caused a 
great deal of environmental distruction. It is ruinous and 
wasteful. It dries up the springs in the hills causes 
soil erosions, destroys valuable forests, affects rainfall 
and deprive the people of the benefits of forests and 
forest produce. Shifting cultivation is also responsible 
for the larc^ scale erosion, in order to prevent this 
practice, government in many states have laid down forest 
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policies to rehabilitate the tribals. But the tribals 
have not been able to adjust themselves to the changed 
situation because the nuances of tribal culture and economy 
have not been taken into account. 
IV, Forest Problem 
The first and the foremost characteristics of the 
tribal culture economy is the close relationship that 
exists between their economic life and the natural environ-
ment Specially forests. Which play an extremely important 
role in the tribal econony. The Birhors of Bihar, Juangs of 
Orlssa and Kadars of Kerala all depend on t^ e forest and 
in these areas the flora and fauna predominates as the 
primary source of food. Even the agriculturist tribes like 
the Munda* the Oraonand the HO of Chotanagpur depend on 
the forests to the extent of nearly half (40 per cent) of 
their economy. 
The forest forms integral part of the life of tribal. 
From the time of their birth to the time they die the 
tribals live in and use the forest. It is difficult to see 
a tribal living away from forests. The tribals are fully 
dependent on forest and forest produce for his livelihood, 
225 Sq.km area of the Lefripara Block of Sundergarh 
district of Orissa are under forests. The tribals are fxilly 
dependent on forests for his livelihood. A forest committee 
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was s e t up in 1957. According t o Orissa forest act a l l 
the landless people axid pecple Indulged In cottage Industry 
use the forest raw roaterlal* But these tr iba l s people are 
victimised and exploited by the lower f i e ld s ta f f . 
Madhya Pradesh i s the largest t r iba l population. 
Most of the tr iba l areas in the s tate are covered with 
reserved and protected forests and f a l l in the d i s t r i c t of 
Bastar« Stirgiya, Balaghat, Jhabua* Betul« Bilaspur and 
Raigarh, Tribals have due share in forests as form a part 
and parcel of t r iba l culture. The forest B i l l of 1980 
was f inal ized by the central forest Board In 1980. The 
philosophy of the h i l l i s t o consolidate and amend the 
law relat ing to fores ts , the trans i t of forest product 
and the duty l ev iab le on forest product to make special 
provisions for the regxilation of f a l l i n g and replanting of 
trees in rural areas. 
With about a quarter of the Country* s to ta l wood lands 
and tr iba l population^ Madhya Pradesh has the singular 
pr iv i l ege bal dominant forest s t a t e . The linkage between 
the forest s t a t e . The linkage between the forests and 
t r iba l s i s almost that of synbiosis . The forests are 
tradit ional environment of t r i b a l s . Besides his home, f i e ld 
fence, agricultxiral in5>lements, domestic appliances even 
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his gods are often made of wood. Thus forestry in Madhya 
Pradesh i s as much dedicated to the tr ibal welfare as i t 
i s t o fores t s . 
The Basket maker 'Mahalis' of Bihar get the barnboo 
as raw oiaterial from the forest they inhabit . The ' Paharias* 
of Palamau in Bihar ar« engaged in agricultural operations 
and lac cul t ivat ion , bamboo work, forest contractual work, 
co l l ec t ion of fores t roots and fru i t s and bird catching 
e t c . Tribals inhabiting in the h i l l forest of Bihar are 
engaged in the practice of h i l l - c u l t i v a t i o n . The *Maler* 
or 'Sauria Paharia* of Santhal Parganas, the 'Hi l l Kharias' 
and a few 'Korwas* and 'Birj ias of Bihar*. 
Thus we see that most of the t r iba l s of Bihar depend 
a great deal on the forest . But e f forts to preserve the 
forest and the consequent prohibition on hunting, wood 
cutting e t c . have created a nunober of problem for the 
tr iba l s in terms of the destabi l izat ion of the ir soc io -
economic l i f e . No dotibt, to some extent tr ibals are a l so 
responsible for the destruction of fores t s , but i t has been 
noted that tiie eco-system was better preserved and 
deforestation was not so conspicuous. When they were under 
the control of the t r i b a l s . But the commercial exploitat ion 
of the forest has great ly disturbed the eco-system and 
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resulted In gradual deforestation. In many areas trees 
having comnerclal demand are systematically planted 
under afforestat ion prograaimes without considering the 
loca l needs. This type of afforestat ion programme can 
not help the t r iba l s economically. On the other hand i t 
has been the primary cause of a nuivber of tr ibal uprisings 
in many parts of the country. Therefore, there i s a great 
need for the formulation of a rational forest po l icy that 
w i l l take into account the genuine needs of the tr ibal economy 
as well as the need to conserve the forest resources. 
V. problems of Health and Nutrition; 
Prevalence of diseases and mal-nutrition characterize 
a l l t r iba l regions of India* The s i tuat ion i s compounded by 
lack of adequate health care f a c i l i t i e s . The tr ibals 
suffer from many chronic diseases , among which water-4:>orne 
diseases are prominent. This i s mainly due to the very 
poor drinking water supply. The trater available, i s mostly 
dirty and contaminated and therefore the main cause of 
diseases l ike Diarrhoea, dysentery, cholera, guinea worm 
and tape worms e t c . Many diseases are a l so been caused by 
the deficiency of certain minerals and other elements, e .g . 
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the goitre (a disease of the thyroid gland) due to 
iodine def ic iency. Tiiberciilosis, vAiich i s the result of 
nutrit ional deficiency i s also common in many t r i b e s . 
Leprosy i s cccmnon throughout India but i t i s more 
prevalent in the Santhal Parganas of Bihar, and from 
Mayurbhank to Purl in Orissa, Scabies, ringworm, small 
poK and anaemia are a l so coinmon. The cindence of venereal 
diseases i s a l so quite high among the tr lbals of Madhya 
Pradesh, Orissa and Bihar. According Dhebar Commission, 
one of the diseases of which the tr ibal i s mortally 
afraid i s yaws occurs in Southern Orissa and Baster d i s t r i c t 
of Madhya Pradesh, inadegtaate medical care and health 
services maloes the problem more actue. For example, 
diseases which could have been prevented by immunization 
are s t i l l predominant. 
Malnutrition can be singled out as the major cause 
of health problem in tr ibal India and i s largely responsible 
for the high mortality and morabidity rates among the t r l b a l s . 
In most of Ihe Interior areas, the tr lbals seldom 
came for medical treatment to the health centres established 
by the outsiders, because they have got their own system of 
diagnosis and cure* The tr ibes who l i v e in i s o l a t i o n in 
the ronote and inter ior areas, be l ieve that disease and 
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misfortune are caused by h o s t i l e s p i r i t s , ghosts of the dead 
or the breach of some taboo. That i s why they prefer the ir 
own witch doctors, sourcerers. Shamans, e t c . Therefore, 
the loca l sentiments, s e n s i t i v i t i e s and s u c c e p t i b i l i t i e s 
should be well taken care of i f the fru i t s of the modern 
medicine have to reach t h i s sect ion of the soc ie ty . There 
i s a need of an appropriate approach to tackle such 
problems. 
The shortage of medical personnel and qual i f ied nurses 
i s another problem of health among the tr ibes of Bihar, 
Orlssa and Madhya Pradesh. They seldom prefer to offer their 
services in the t r iba l areas because they have t o face 
d i f f i c u l t i e s of housing, education for the ir children and 
contact with the glamorous world outside, incentives should 
be provided to them and their cases shotild be dealt with 
sympathy and utmost coi^assion. Simultaneously, efforts 
must be made to train the loca l people so that they w i l l 
be able to s ta f f their own hosp i ta l s . Besides, the use of 
ayurvedic and herbal medicine should be encouraged 
becavise the tr ibal people are aware of i t and hence they 
w i l l accept i t eas i ly* 
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Addiction to highly Intoxicating liquors and drinks 
Is an other Inportant health problem In the tribal areas. 
It has been proved that Indigenous liquor prepared by 
fermentation of the rice, millets and other grains (the 
traditional liquor of the trlbals) Is not harmful but the 
distilled liquor from the contractors Is really harmful. 
In case, the poor trlbals stop the preparation of home-
made liquor and start using these Intoxicants which leads 
to economic exploitation. Therefore, the only solution 
Is the banishment of liquor contractors and the harmftil 
liquor from the tribal areas so that they may use their own 
traditional liquor which also has some nutritive value. To 
accelerate health education among the trlbals, it is necessary 
to make them aware of the basic principles of health and 
sanitation. 
Incidence of tuberculosis, yaws, venereal diseases, 
malaria, leprosy, goitre and anaemia Is high In some tribal 
areas In India. No specific survey has been conducted to 
know the dimensions of the problem* It would be desirable 
for the Indian Council of Medical Sciences Research, the 
Council Research on Ayxirveda and Slddha and other concerned 
central, state and private organisations to conduct 
Specific surveys in this field In collaboration with the 
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health departments of the state government. Survey of such 
diseases need urgent attention Survey units under the 
"Health Information and Monitoring** schenve covering all 
states and union territories having tribal population 
should be established during the Seventh five Year Plan 
period (1985-90). The Ninth and Tenth Joint Conference 
of the Central Council of Health and Central Family 
Weflare Council have also recomnended some steps to be 
taken for accelerating health care facilities for scheduled 
tribes. However« much works have been done but much still 
remains to be done. 
VI. Drinking 
Most of the tribal communities in India are addicted 
to drinks even though they have not sufficient food to eat. 
It not only leads to evils like brawls (noisy quarrel) but 
is also injurious to health. Among the tribal communities 
of Bihar excess drinking of the rice bear or mahua-liquor 
in social functions and in daily diet, leads to evils like 
quarrels and some time homicide. The tribes of Bihar uses 
•Pachawe* (The favoxirite liquor of the tribals prepared by 
fermentation of rice and millets) on festive occasions, 
birth/ marriages, funeral feasts, hospitality and other 
ceremonial occasions. Rice beer and other similar intoxicants 
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are a l so prevalent among the tr ibes of different regions, 
v i z . •Handla* In Madhya Pradesh, 'Pong' In Assam, 
•Ludgl' in Punjab, 
I t has been seen that most of the l oca l l y prepared 
beverages have an Invigorating e f f e c t and some food value, 
a l s o and are a l so s o c i a l l y approved. But the Brit ish 
Administration introduced a system of liqtior administration 
a l i en to the t r iba l people. The introduction of d i s t i l l e d 
l iquor sold under l icence issued by the government has 
been a source of great misery among the poor t r i b e s . The 
l iquor shops i n v i t e ant i - soc ia l elements who indulge in 
a l l sorts of undesirable a c t i v i t i e s . The corners of these 
sh<^s are reported to engage * la tha i t s ' (musclemen) 
and create a s ta te of terror in the t r iba l areas. The 
l icenced shops are a l so alleged to engage a large nixnber 
of Pherrywallas (vendors) who go from v i l l a g e to v i l l a g e 
and es tabl i sh infonned sijb-shops in almost a l l v i l l a g e s . 
The tr iba l s have no r e l i e f against such i l l e g a l a c t i v i t i e s . 
Many of the tr ibal communities are aware of the e v i l 
e f fec t s of liquor addiction and consequently in a nundoer 
of tr ibal areas strong movements have arisen from time to 
time which have dlssreaded the t r i b a l s from consuming 
d i s t i l l e d l iquor. The Mahanidevi movement in Madhya Pradesh 
and Tana Bhagat movement in Bihar may be c i ted in support 
of t h i s argximent. 
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VII, Hotgjnq Problem 
One's home I s where the world ends, says an Indian 
proverb. In a way, i t i s a l so where the world begins. The 
house i s the focal point of so many hviroan a c t i v i t i e s , 
apart from being a she l ter . Increasing emphasis has, there-
fore, been la id on f u l f i l l i n g th i s basic human need. One 
of the alms of the Five year plans has been to provide a 
minimum standard of housing e s sent ia l for a descent and 
healthy exis tence . The Ministry of Works and Housing and 
the s tate Governments have been operating several housing, 
finance and development schemes to improve the qual i ty of 
l i f e of tr ibals* 
The tr ibal housing problem can be viewed from different 
aspectst shelter , sanitation and comparative cost e t c . 
Environment play a v i t a l role so far as the housing i s 
concern. Variations in climate, differences in economic 
conditions of tr ibes and ^ p e s of architecture create a 
number of problems. Although Chhotanagpur Plateau 
possesses moderate climate i t poses a variety of problems 
for the native t r i b a l s . Many tr ibes have good houses (e .g . 
of Birhor's and Santhal's) but there are a number of small 
tr ibes who completely lack any house sense. •The Paharias' 
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l i v e in badly constructed and dilapidated houses lacking 
vent i la t ion and sanitat ion. They l i v e on the bounty of 
nature, pol ice and loca l landlords. The houses of Gond 
tr ibes in Madhya Pradesh* Gadaba and Saora houses in 
Orlssa and Oraon and Santhal houses in Bihar are usually 
well constructed with thick mud walls on which people model 
Or paint designs and pictures are made. Sometimes the 
f loors and walls are washed with red or white clay or 
cow-d\ing. 
Most of the houses provided by the Government for 
needy tr iba l s suffer from un-imaginative and misf i t designs. 
What generally happens is that some architect in the s ta te 
capita l who has never v i s i t ed a good tr ibal house* draws 
up a type-plan which i s followed automatically throughout 
the s t a t e . 
The forest department also creat problems in solving 
the housing problem of the tr ibals by unimaginative 
forest po l i c i e s which deny the t r iba l s access to the 
forest for obtaining tlndser for constructing houses. The 
t r iba l s have to face a number of odds in obtaining their 
requirement of tiinber for hoxise building or for respairing 
the hotises. This not only adds misery to the ir already hard 
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life but also gives rise to a sense of alienation and 
discontent often leading to separatist and secessionist 
movements. 
VIII, Educational Problems 
Education i s one of the most important factors in 
embellishing the personality structure of ttie soc ie ty . In 
a l l Spheres of l i f e the educated are at a premium and the 
uneducated are a t a discount. Education i s the key to 
development. I t can broaden the world view of t r iba l s 
equipping them to meet the present day challenges. Education 
can be an input for the ir socio-economic development. I t 
can a l s o build up the inner strength of tr ibal communities. 
Almost a l l commissions, committees, groups study teams and 
even individual personal i t ies have emphasized the importance 
of education in tr iba l development in the most unambiguous 
terms. 
Educationally, the tr ibals are at d i f ferent l eve l s 
of developm^at. But on the whole, formal education has 
made very l i t t l e impact on tr ibal grotj^s. The census figures 
of 1931 shows that only 0,7 per cent of the t r i b a l people 
•ere l i t e r a t e . This rose to about 16 per cent in 1981 
against 36 per cent of the country as a whole. The l i t eracy 
rate among the t r i b a l women i s particularly low. Therefore 
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t h i s picture of spread of education among the t r iba l s i s 
not very encouraging except perhaps the Khasis and the 
Garos e t c . , who have benefited from Christian missionary 
i n s t i t u t i o n s . 
Since the plan era started the Government i s trying 
to remove educational d i spar i t i e s between the t r iba l s and 
non-tribals . Direct educational incentives l ike free 
scholarships, st ipends, hostel f a c i l i t i e s , material aids 
in the form of stat ionery, books, unfirom e t c , have been 
provided but the progress i s s t i l l very poor. This i s due 
to certain structural constraints in the education of the 
scheduled t r i b e s . These are economic, soc ia l , psychological 
and ecological constalnts . 
The d i s t r i c t s of Madhya Pradesh consisting of 
Bastar have low l i t eracy rate . And the tr ibal women in 
d i s t r i c t s of Madhya Pradesh have a lso low l i teracy rate . 
The rural l i t eracy in the d i s t r i c t of south-eastern Madhya 
Pradesh (excluding Bastar), Bihar ^nd Orissa (excluding 
Koraput) have medixjm l i t eracy rates . In western Madhya 
Pradesh, besides Bastar and Koraput, l i teracy rates are 
very low l e s s than 8,63 per cent other d i s t r i c t s of 
Madhya Pradesh, Bihar and Orissa f a l l in the medium l i teracy 
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category. In some d i s t r i c t s of Madhya Pradesh l i t eracy 
i s as lew as 1.89 per cent . 
The female education in t r iba l s i s almost n i l . In 
Orissa apart from education department, department of tribal 
and rural welfare also extends i t s help to t r iba l education. 
This department gives scholarships and other helps to 
t r iba l students. 
IX, Conrounication problems 
Since a long time the tribal people are l i v ing in 
i so la t ion due to lack of commxwication f a c i l i t i e s . Roads 
are the most intportant means of transport and communication 
as far as the t r iba l population Is concerned. But the road 
system in the tr ibal areas i s very poor in comparison 
with other parts of the country. Many rivers are s t i l l 
unbridged as a resu l t these areas remain cut off for 
several months in a year from res t of the world. Thus in 
the absence of adequate means of transportation the 
t r iba l s become loca l i s ed . They have to s e l l their produce 
at low prices to the non-tribal traders. Transport and 
Communication have a v i t a l role to play in the development 
of the tr iba l areas. 
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Although the f a c i l i t i e s re lat ing to post and telegraph 
services are available in tr iba l areas but unfortunately 
the mail carrier (runner) and other s taf f are not regular 
employees. No regular staff i s appointed. If the tr ibal 
people are involved in the management of postal services 
then they w i l l get gainful en^loyment and side by s ide 
postal services in these neglected areas would also be 
in^roved. 
X. Spread of Christianity 
Christ ianity has played a v i t a l role In the cultural 
change among the t r iba l s since the Brit ish period. Owing 
to t h i s change the tr ibal customs, tradi t ions , b e l i e f s and 
pract ices are f a s t losing their importance. In Bihar this 
sort of prosel i tazat ion was f i r s t f e l t among the oraons 
in the tr iba l areas of Chhotanagpur in 1850. The process 
of conversion f e l l on the numerically major tr ibes l ike 
Munda and Oraon of Ranchi area, i n Bihar, one-tenth of the 
t o t a l tr ibal population i s Christian. The h i ^ e s t number 
being found among the Kharias, Mundas and Oraon. 
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XI. Urbanisation and Indttstrlallzatlon 
The modem process of tirbanlzatlon and industr ia l izat ion 
espec ia l ly during the f ive year plans, have brought about 
revolutionary changes in some parts of tr ibal India thus 
creating seriotis pr^leros for the native t r i b a l s . 
Mining and manufacturing industries as wel l as the 
exploi tat ion of power and forest resources have been 
greatly accelerated in the h i l l y and forested be l t s of 
t r iba l Bihar, These "pull-factors" are responsible for 
attract ing a large nuai^er of urban people into the tr ibal 
b e l t s of Bihar, Orissa and Madhya Pradesh. Consequently 
alongwith growth of urban {>opulation, the number of towns 
and c i t i e s have a l so been increased in the h i l l s areas 
of middle India, e spec ia l ly after the second global war. 
Chhotanagpur has been in the grip of an industrial 
revolution owing to i t s having the world's largest deposit 
of Coal, , iron, copper and adequate quantit ies of bouxite, 
l inestone, graphite and s t e a t i t e . Avai labi l i ty of these 
deposits have led t o rapid industr ia l izat ion within a short 
Span of time. 
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On the other hand the establishment of Coal mining 
Industry In Jharla, Bokaro and Karanptira In Ohanbad 
d i s t r i c t In 1866, the Insta l lat ion of Tata Iron and s t e e l 
Factory In jamshe^ur, the Patratu Thermal Power Project, 
Bokaro and Jamshedpur Steel plants e t c . , attracted a large 
influx of s k i l l e d and unskil led industrial workers from 
different part of the country. The attract ion of such a 
huge force of indtistrial workers has created problems for 
the planners. 
One of the most serious problems faced by the tr iba l s 
however i s the condition of unemployment created as a resul t 
of their being neglected by the government as well as the 
industrial corporations which could provide avenues for 
e s sen t ia l training to and in their absorption in the 
emerging industrial ccxnplexes. 
Conclusion : 
The government of India has made many corr^rehensive 
attempts to develop the tr ibal areas through the Five Year 
Plan but none of them achieved the desired r e s u l t . After 
the fa i lure of ear l ier s trategies for the i^liftment of 
t r iba l areas, the government of India came forward with the 
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with the 'Tribal Sub*Plan' strategy during the Fifth Five 
Year Plan to monitor and accelerate the pace of 
Tribal development. And i f India i s to prosper and become 
strong, th i s important segment of poptilation must not l i e 
to lag behind in economic and cultiural development. Their 
tipliftment must be accelerated so that they can be fu l ly 
integrated so that t h ^ can be f u l l y integrated into the 
national mainstream. Therefore, in a nutshel l , much have 
been done to raise their socio-economic status but s t i l l 
much remains to be done. 
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U TWBALS 
JA6AMNATH PATHY. Scheduled tribes, myth and reilllty* 
Mainstream, 14, 36j 1976, May 8j 12-4. 
Since the beginning of the neneteenth centry, the 
Indian tribes have been the subject of discussion. Roughly 
its origin could be traced to the days when the colonial 
authorities realised that the knowledge of tribal culture 
and social life was essential tor their smooth administration 
and also for recruiting soliders and plantation labourers 
from among the tribal population. 
2. 
MEHDI RAZA, Genere do vies a case study. Geographer. 20* 
1; 1973, Jan; 49-54. 
The present work aims a t describing and analysing 
the co l l ec t ive generes de view of a tribal group which s t i l l 
retains to a great extent the folk-peasent characteris t ics 
of i t s cxilture. The austric speaking Mundas and the oraous 
speaking a Dravidian tongue, are the dominant 4nd the roost 
nximerous tr ibes inhabiting the Ranchl Plateau. Owing to the 
cultural ecological processes, the social organisation has 
been b u i l t by the need of economic l i f e . There are a few 
co l l ec t ive in ter -v i l l age pursuits which serve to give a 
permanent cohesion to extended groups and other higher l eve l s 
of social cii ltural integrat ion. 
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3 . 
VYAS (NN), Betiaering the l o t -o f t r i b a l s , Yo1ana.l2,26y 
1969« Jan 5; 12« 
According to 1961 censtis 29.8 mi l l ion people of 
India belong to Schedxiled t r i b e s . The state shows that 
tr iba ls are primarily cu l t iva tors . They mostly subsist 
on agriculture. Now agricultural crafts in rural areas 
hardly a t tract them. There i s enough scope to improve 
the economic l o t of the tz lbal people* but in formulating 
plans for the ir development^ the ir social customs^ way of 
l i f e and above a l l their f e l t needs, should be given 
cognizance. The tr ibal concentration near south Bihar, 
Orissa, Bengal and Madhya Pradesh provides a s l i g h t l y 
pictiure. Besides agriculture, mining i s a s ign i f i cant 
occvq>ation and industries have begun to cas t the ir nets 
on the tr ibal population. In Bihar every one out of twelve 
persons i s employed in an hoiisehold industr ies . In Bihar 
and Hadhya Pradesh tribal females out number males as 
agrictiltural workers. 
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4 , AGRICULTURE, BIHAR* 
GUGLANI (PL)• probe into tribal farming in Bihar. 
Kurukshetra. 34, 4; 1986, jan; 25-6. 
Agriculture, by and large, is the only source of live-
lihood for tribals. In this paper an attempt is made to 
study the agriculture on tribal farms of Singhbhum in Bihar. 
One block, Khutpani was purpoS©ly ^ selected in Singhbhum 
district, to represent irrigated and unirrigated farms of the 
tribal areas. 
5, LABOUR, MADHYA PRADESH. 
RAJAGOPAL. Agr icu l tura l labour in t r i b a l a r e a s . Kurukshetra. 
34, At 1986, Jan; 17 -8 . 
The aim of t h i s paper i s t o analyse the agr i cu l ture 
labour s i t u a t i o n i n Bastar a t r i b a l d i s t r i c t i n Madhya 
Pradesh and to explore the major problems and o f f e r sugges-
t i o n s for t h e i r improvement. 
6 , ATTITUDES. 
PASRICHA (KL). Gond in Bastar; P leasant memories of another 
day. 124, 29-38, Statesman. 19tt2, May 18; 6. 
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In this article the author says about two trlbals, 
Dora Dukka and Mochakl Kosa. Mochakl osa was elected a 
meniber of parliament. He lives in Bastar Village of Madhya 
Pradesh, His visit to New Delhi to attend the parliamentry 
session was an ordeal because he being illiterate, gave over 
his travelling allowance to his personal assistant who 
doled out cash to Mochakl in miserable dribelts and kept him 
almost at starvation level. He failed to understand that 
why and at whose invitation he had come to the capital. 
He left Delhi after telling his P.A. that he would not be 
an MP. The author met with him in Mochakl's village, he 
said that I have a large quantity of rice which is enough for 
me and my family to feed and to make our brew ther. why should 
I go to Delhi. This article shows that a tribal I: much 
deeply rooted in his culture, 
7, BHILS.CRIMES, MADHYA PRADESH. 
SENAPATI (RN) . Crimes in the tribal Society* 0, case study 
of Kathiwara Block in Madhya Pradesh, AdTiinistrator. 23, 1; 
1978, Spr; 173-9. 
The problem of crime needs a special emphasis, as it 
looms large in the life of the tribals in this area. The 
Bhils inhabitating this tract are notorious for their criminal 
behaviour. The criminal behaviour of the tribal is the 
product of many factors such as social-economic, psychological 
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and c t i l tura l . No development progranune of t r i b a l area w i l l 
x>e coinplete and success fu l u n l e s s some s t e p s are taken to 
prevent the inc idence of crimes i n t h i s area . 
B. HABITATION, MAOHYA PRADESH. 
RAKTAN (AC)« Problems of Hab i ta t ion . Administrator. 21« 
1> 1978, Spr; 181-6 . 
The t f i b a l s of Kathiwara block i n the d i s t r i c t of 
Jhabua, Madhya Pradelih are dragging t h e i r l i f e some-hov. 
I t i s e v i d e n t when one peeps i n t o t h e i r h a b i t a t i o n . Even 
a f t e r the government spent crozes and crores of riipees 
s i n c e independence to "preserve the t r i b a l c u l t u r e " . The 
house of a Bhi l i s small boniboo s t ruc ture , the w a l l s are 
r a i s e d with the bamboo k n i t t e d between r e g u l a r l y arranged 
wooden p i l l a r s . The wa l l s are p l a s t e r e d wi th earth cow-dung 
which g ive a d u l l appearance. The roofs are low. The houses 
bavei no proper v e n t i l a t i o n . Dining, s l e e p i n g and l i v i n g 
are a l l combined i n a s i n g l e room. 
9 . BIHAR. 
MALHOTRA (R)« Tribals t Which way J u s t i c e ? Mainstream. 23 
36; x985. May 4 ; 2 1 - 3 . 
Indian t r i b e s have been c l a s s i f i e d i n t o various 
c a t e g o r i e s depending v j^on t h e i r economic p u r s u i t s . Most 
t r i b e s have more than one occupation except the food gathering 
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communities* where there is no secondary occupation 
indicating the most primitive type of economy. Poverty 
is their major problem, Tribals are exploited by non> 
tribals such as money lenders, traders^ landlords, labour, 
contractors, officials etc. Politicians are also worst 
exploiters of tribals, TJiey a»e the tribals to serve their 
own interest. This is corroborated by the situation in the 
mining belt of the Bihar, 
10, 
PAR^Sl (Ghanshyam),Gua Kil l ingst A factual report * 
Secular Democracy, 13, 11; 1980, Nov; 19-21, 
Giving a sense of confidence to weaker sections 
l ike the harijans, tr ibals and the minorities i s a since 
qua non of national integeration. The government and the 
majority coimnunity have a special respons ib i l i ty . In this 
ar t i c l e de ta i l s of the brutual k i l l i n g s a t Gua in Singhbhoom 
d i s t r i c t of Bihar are given, 
11 . 
TRIPAOHI (Gopal), Tribal society in a flux. Social welfare, 
19, 9; 1973, Dec; 13-5. 
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The tribal regions abound in rich natural resources 
and the tribal manpower, if properly utilised, could help 
better implementation of the development projects of the 
country and accelerate the pace of national development. It 
may be difficult to introduce any Change without disturbing 
the tribal culture and way of life* But through proper 
planning and guidance the tribals can be helped to solve 
adjustment problems arising out of imbalance caused by such 
changes. The tribal regions have been torn with violence 
and strife. There are demands for a separate Jharkhandstate 
in Bihar. 
12. BONDAS, SOCIAL LIFE, ORISSA. 
ALKA GAUTAM. Bondas of South Western Orissa - a study 
in habitat, economy and society. Geographical observer. 17; 
1981; 65-9. 
Koraput district in orissa having about 70% of its 
poptilation branded as scheduled castes or tribes is the 
abode of as many as 60 scheduled tribes. The Bondas inhabit 
the wild and remote, forest clad 1000-3000' high hills of 
the Malkangiri subdivision of Koraput district. Food 
gathering from the forests and shifting cultivation known 
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as 'Podu* is the mainstay of the *=*ondas. The Bondas keep 
their own rules fairly well. They observe the taboos on 
incest or adultery and their religious obligations with 
fidelity. They are very bad tempered .and as such Bonda 
village is an arena of continuous quarrels and disputes. 
Every sort of crime is committed under the impact of their 
drunkenness, polygamy is not widely practised and monogamous 
marriages out number the polygamous. 
13. 
DAYAL (R). Bondas of Orissa, Illustrated Weekly of -^ ndia. 
97, 36; 1976, Sep 5-11; 17-22. 
Bonda tribe lives in the hills of Khairput in the 
Koraput district of Orissa. They cling to their tribal 
customs and raise their own crops and cattle. 
14. 
HUKHTAH SINQi . . . Bondas of Koraput. Administrator . 22, 1; 
1977, Spr; 251-6. 
The Bondas i s an a u s t r o - a s i a t i c t r i b e spread over 
an area of 205 sq, kms in Koraput d i s t r i c t of Orissa , Bondas 
do not s t i c k t o one f i e ld for c u l t i v a t i o n . They genera l ly 
c u l t i v a t e a p a r t i c u l a r patch of land for two or th ree years 
and then leave i t . Like o ther t r i b e s in India , Bondas 
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also keep the bullocks and cows for ploughing the fields. 
They like liquor very much and their food is incomplete 
without it* Dress of the bondas is as simple as their food. 
Their economy is still dominated by barter system. 
15. 
MANDA (Bikram). As high as life. Hindustan Times. 60, 423; 
1983, Mar 6; 9tl. 
The author is a social scientist who lived amongst 
the Bondas, has several interesting things to say. The 
Bondas lead a charming life in the remote mountain areas 
of Orissa. Expressions such as 'primitive* and Criminal 
tribe• are unfair to their form of cxilture. 
16. OEVSLOPMENT. 
ABU ABRAHAM. May the tribes increase. Hindustan Times. 61, 
179> 1985, Apr 28; 3. 
Tribals cannot be confined to reserved areas and 
cardoned off from the rest of the nation, says author 
rather they should be gradually brought into the mainstream 
of Indian society without xoslng their identity. The author 
visited the tribal*s area JL^I Bastar* He said that much 
admirable i»ytM tribal way of life is their dance and 
song. There is very little crime in Bastar. Thdy produce 
most exquisite bell metal ..work and terracotta figures. 
The people of Bastar are one ot the most cultured communi-
ties in India. 
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17. 
BAROHAN (AB). Impact of changes on tr ibal people* Link. 
25, 1; 1982, Aug 15| 165-9. 
ilmong the tr ibes we can dist inguish tr ibal communi-
t i e s who s t i l l retain their d i«t inct ive primitivei pattern 
of lifte; semi-tribal communities, who have taJcdn improved 
type ot cu l t ivat ion , acculturated tr ibal communities who 
are engaged in different vocations in industry and crafts 
as labourers in mines have adopted the culture of the 
dominant population of the ir environment and t o t a l l y assimi-
lated triigals part of the res t of soc iety by SanXritization 
and envoiving into a cas te . Socio-economic changes in India 
have a lso meant the growth of c lass and mass organization 
among t r i b a l s . Increasingly, sections of the tr ibal people 
are drawn into these common organisations truggling shoulder 
to shoulder with their non-tribal brethcen. Hez« they learning 
how to f ight for their demands-lands, forests jobs , language 
and cxiltxire on a c lass and democratic b a s i s . The impact of 
c a p i t a l i s t development after independence had a complex and 
complicated e f f e c t on di f ferent sections of the tr ibal people, 
m bastar and adjoining areas of Orissa the Uanda Kamya 
project has xrehabilitated refuges in ancient tr ibal habi tats . 
In most part, the c a p i t a l i s t money and market economy spread 
and i t s tentacl«8 reached to the tribal areas and the tr iba ls 
have pushed out by the non-tribals from land of their fore-
fathers . 
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1 8 . 
TRIBAL DEVELOPMENT: ftindustan Times. 1979,May25; 
7»1 E d i t o r i a l , 
Orissa has announced a kind of i n t e n s i v e development 
prograirme for i t s t r i b a l areas under t h i s scheme 500 to 600 
t r i b a l f a m i l i e s w i l l b e n e f i t from various development p r o j e c t s , 
The Madhya Pradesh government r e c e n t l y announced a suibplan for 
the soc io economic development of a d i v a s i s . 
1 9 . AGRICULTURE, ATTITUDE Compared with 
NONTRIBAL, BIHAR. 
JAISWAL (NK), KHAN (AS) and JAI SHANKER. At t i tude towards 
a g r i c u l t u r a l development among t r i b a l and non t r i b a l 
peop le . Man in Ind ia . 49 , 3; 1969, Jxily-Sep; 267-280, 
A study was made in Bihar to analyse the a t t i t u d e 
of t r i b a l and non- tr iba l l eaders and fo l lowers towards 
a g r i c u l t u r a l development. I t was genera l ly found that the 
leader* as w e l l as fo l lowers i n both the communities did 
not posse s s any p o s i t i v e a t t i t u d e towards o f f i c i a l programmes 
and personne l . The a t t i t u d e of fo l lowers however was found 
t o be more negat ive them that of the l e a d e r s . 
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20 . TRIBALS, DEVELOFMENT^  AGRICULTURE, BIHAR. 
DAS(PK) and GUGLANI (PL). How T.D.A. i s he lp ing t r i b a l s 
become b e t t e r farmers, Kuriakshetra. 30, 19? 1982, July 
1; 24-6 . 
In Bihar, Singhbum d i s t r i c t was dominated by 
t r i b a l farms and the t r i b a l Development Agency, was 
working in some of the b locks i n the d i s t r i c t . The t r i b a l s 
ar« deprived of the use of f e r t i l i z e r s , improved seeds , 
p e s t i c i d e s , agricultxiral implements. After imdependence 
Tribal Development Agency was e s t a b l i s h e d i n some of the 
t r i b a l a r e a s . The farmers of the Singhbhum areas were 
p a r t i c i p a n t s of the i r r i g a t e d farms and non-part ic ipants 
of the i r r i g a t e d farms. The land use with t h e s e s eeds , 
f e r t i l i z e r s and a g r i c u l t u r a l implements produced improved 
v a r i e t i e s of diffexrent crops because the seeds of these 
v a r i e t i e s were supplied by T . D . A . , Thus, the a c t i v i t i e s 
of the t r i b a l development agency helped in increas ing 
income of t r i b a l of Singhbhum d i s t r i c t . 
21 . 
SHAFI(M). Perspect ive on a g r i c u l t u r a l development in t r i b a l 
areas with s p e c i a l reference to chhotanagpur p la teau . 
Geographer. 32, 2; 1985, J u l y ; 6 - 1 2 , 
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The tr ibal areas lag in development. The development 
of agriculture i s porr. They are def ic ient in roads and 
communication and other infrastructure! f a c i l i t i e s including 
storage, marketing and distr ibution f a c i l i t i e s for food 
grams. The development of these tr ibal areas c a l l s for an 
integrated programme of agriculture development ennbracing 
crop production, hort iculture, animal husbandry and forestry 
In the chhotanagpur region where shift ing cul t ivat ion i s not 
so much in vogue, i t may be necessary to take up commercial 
production forestry programme. Apart from the proper storage 
of flood grams, the preservation of f r u i t s , vegetables, f i sh , 
milk and milk products i s of great inpor^ance and for these 
cold storage f a c i l i t i e s ar^ important. 
2 2 , 
THAKUR (Devendra) , Bihar tribals share benefits of green 
revolution. Link. 28, 19>1985, Dec 15; 26-7. 
The focus here is on the problems and prospects of 
agriculturil development in •tribal* Bihar or the chotanagpur 
region. The tribals of the chotanagpur region significantly 
differ from other Indian tribals. Most of the tribals in 
•tribal Bihar' are settled agriculturists and possess land. 
The tribal fanning system is almost the same as that of 
nontribals in the region. Although there is sufficient 
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evidence to show that the tribal cultivators of Bihar are 
making attempts to change over from traditional to modem 
agriciiltural practices, there is need to provide them the 
necessary infrastructural facilities, 
23. , MADHYA PRADESH-
JOSHI (YG). Spatial impact of tribal development blocks on 
the agricultural development* a study of Jhabua district, 
MP, Geographical Review of India. 44, 4; 1982; 52-62, 
Based on the empirical study of twenty villages of 
different T.D. blocks in Jhabua district , the aim of the 
present article is to analyse quantitatively whether in th4 
spatial context, tribal development block centres.have acted., 
as the centres of innovation for the agricultural development. 
It is concluded that in the tribal community, the geographical 
distant from the T.D, centre does not matter much but it is 
either the economic feasibility or the capability of the 
individual due to his economic status or political approach, 
which is divided the village community into those who have 
been been benefited by the government programmes and those 
who could not be 
24. 
PATNAIK (Tulu). New life for Mandla village tribals. Hindustan 
times. b8,95, 1981, Apr 7; 17tl 
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Chara i s a forest v i l l ac^ Of Madhya Pradesh deep in 
the inter ior of the d i s t r i c t 60 percent of the d i s t r i c t ' s 
popuftation i s t r i b a l . There i s not yet much improvement. 
Communication f a c i l i t i e s pose tge greatest problem. Irrigation 
i s e s sent ia l for africulture which i s the only means of subsis-
tence, A nuqnber of tanks have been constructed to store rain 
water* A number of minor irr igat ion schemes are implemented 
with irr igat ion and bending and l eve l l ing of land, which 
stops erosion of the valuable top s o i l and a l so helps retain 
water, the cropping pattern i s changing for the bet ter , 
25, 
RAMACHANDRAN (TS) • Farm financing in Bastar district, 
Yolana. 26, 6; 1980, Apr 1; 13-4, 
The fru i t s of the green revolution have not percolated 
to the weaker sect ions , part icularly the tr ibal population 
l iv ing in backward areas. The need to u p l i f t the tr iba l s and 
develop the tr ibal areas was real ised at the begining of 
the fourth plan, and some ambitions programmes have been 
launched. But agriculture in the tr ibal areas, has not 
witnessed any breakthrough. Apart from the non-avaibi l i ty 
of adequate inputs, l ike know how, high yielding var ie t i e s 
of seeds, i rr igat ion f a c i l i t i e s , the most important b o t t l e -
neck in the development of agriculture in the tr ibal areas 
i s the lack of finance. Here are the highl ights of a survey 
report on the Bastar cult ivators conducted during 1972-73. 
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2 5 , , ORISSA . 
MAHAPATRA(SitaJcant) . Modernisation of t r i b a l agr icu l ture* 
Technological and c u l t u r a l c o n s t r a i n t s , ftconomic and 
P o l i t i c a l weekly . 23 ,13; 1978, Apr 1; 581-5» 
Thi© paper based upon f i e l d s t u d i e s in four s e l e c t e d 
v i l l a g e s of two Grama Panchayats in Bamanghati s u b - d i v i s i o n 
of Mayur-bhanj d i s t r i c t , Ortssa , shows that modernisation 
of agr icu l ture i n the l a r g e l y t r i b a l - i n h a b i t e d Mayurbhanj 
d i s t r i c t teas been slow and h a l t i n g because of the over-
crowding of the a g r i c u l t u r a l s e c t o r , the small s i z e of the 
ho ld ings , the absence of i r r i g a t i o n f a c i l i t i e s and a number 
of ^ c i o - c u l t u r a l f a c t o r s . 
27 . IRRIGATION . 
SINGH (RK), Development plans of the Governmentj The t r i b a l 
po int of View. Administrat6g«2l . i ; 1976, Spt? 257-267. 
The development plans of the government in the t r i b a l 
area have not been very s u c c e s s f u l . Various reasons can be 
advanced for t h e i r f a i l u r e but the root cause can only be 
pinpointed by t r i b a l r e a c t i o n . They sa id t h a t i r r i g a t i o n 
should have top p r i o r i t y in the a g r i c u l t u r a l development 
schemes of government. But the programme of i r r i g a t i o n 
launched by the govdrnroent was u n f e a s i b l e . They are e x p l o i t e d 
by money l e n d e r s , ^ue t o lack of proper execut ion and 
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supervision, the programme is unsuccessful. According to 
tribals they are poor because of bad harvest use of 
fertilizers decreases the natural fertility of the land. 
In fact there is fault in governments planning , 
28, LAND UTILIZATION, M.P. 
PRADHAN (Prasanna K) , Economics of land u t i l i z a t i o n : 
an e c o l o g i c a l p e r s p e c t i v e , Adminis trat6g ,2 l , 1; 1978, 
Spr; 159-166. 
The present a r t i c l e attempts to analyse the problems 
and prospects of land u t i l i s a t i o n in the t r i b a l areas with 
s p e c i f i c reference to Kathiwara block in Jhabua d i s t r i c t o f 
Madhya Pradesh. The economy of t r i b a l s pr imari ly based on 
a g r i c u l t u r e . The r e - e r i e n t a t i o n of land u t i l i s a t i o n pattern 
b e s i d e s reconstruct ing and r e v o l u t i o n i s i n g the economy w i l l 
go a long way to contain the growing e c o l o g i c a l inbalance 
and to e s t a b l i s h a heal thy ecosystem, 
29. , MARKET. 
MISHRA (RN) and DAS (B) . Cooperative for welfare of 
tribals. Kurukshetra. 23, 21; 1975; Ag 1; 12 - 3. 
The tribals of Tikabah, phulbani district organised 
the Turmeric crowers cooperative society for improving the 
tribal economy through cooperatives. Later it was renamed 
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as "The Agency Marketing Cooperative Society htdZ Besides 
extending loan and market facilities for turmeric the 
society also markets other agricultxiral products, takes 
lease of forest other agricultural produce ^ n^d processes 
some of th«n to ensure employment at fair wages. It also 
providing some essential consumer articles to tribals* 
3 0 , ^ WAGES/ MADHYA PRADESH. 
BHARDWAJ (JL) and MISRA (CS) . Rising trends in Wage rates 
of agricxjdtural labours a study. Kurukshetra.. 34, 4; 1986, 
Jan; 33-4. 
An attempt has been made in this paper to examine 
the changes in the wages of agricultural labourers in the 
predominantly tribal inhabited district of Bastar in Madhya 
Pradesh• 
31. ,BIHAR, 
CHAND (S K). Tribal Welfare t A question of implementation, 
Hindustan Times.65. 503; 1988, May 21; 13. 
In 40 years since independence the tribal areas of 
Bihar have witnessed tremendous changes. There is no lack 
of effort on the part of the state government in tribal 
development. One of the important adverse results of 
development has been the erosion ot the resource base of 
the tribal people. For the development of the tribal areas 
in Bihar an autonomous development authority was created. 
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3 2 . 
REPORT ON Socio-economic survey of Kol ih ira b lock . Ranch! 
d i s t r i c t , Bihar. Adroinistrator. 2 1 , 1 ; 1976, Spr, 123-58. 
The study was conducted wi th a view to bring forth 
the problems faced by the t r i b a l s in remote a r e a s . Special 
emphasis was l a i d on studying the three i n t e r twindd 
problems of rural indebtedness , bonded labour and land 
a l i e n a t i o n and a l s o t r a f f i c k i n g i n women. The various 
p o l i c i e s of the government and t h e i r s u c c e s s , f a i l u r e and 
impact from an i n t e g r a l part of the backwardness of the 
t r i b a l a r e a s . The survey Included the study of e x c i s e p o l i c y 
and f o r e s t management as w e l l . 
33. 
SARAWGI (HP). Development of tribal areas in Bihar, Economic 
Times. 5,98; 1978, June 25; 8il, 
The government i s keen to bring about prosper i ty in 
the t r i b a l region and have s e r i o u s l y e x e r c i s e d themselves , 
on the matter which has g iven the Draft s\ib plan by the 
Chotanagpur, Santhal Parganas autonomous development 
author i ty Ranchi. Government has developed the agr icu l ture 
and promoting the growth of small s c a l e , labour i n t e n s i v e 
i n d u s t r i e s for the purpose of absorving the t r i b a l unen^loyed. 
A sum of Rs. 15,000 crore on a nat ional i r r i g a t i o n plan 
given to increase the p r o d u c t i v i t y in a g r i c u l t u r e . Appl icat ion 
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of modern technology for cultivation to increase the 
crops. Prevention of Malaria and Kalazaar for the purpose 
of health and provide pure and fresh drinking water 
facilities. 
34. 
SRIVASTAVA (Ratish) • Putxire of tribes in Bihan an 
anthropological perspective, Man in India 59, 1; 1979, 
Jan-Mar; 26-32. 
The tribes of Bihar differ widely among themselves 
in the level of socio economic development. The Oraon, 
Munda, HO and Santal have developed elaborate and impressive 
plain farming^systems. A few are swidden cultivators tribals 
of Bihar present a notable range of economic behaviour. At 
the current situation the economic behaviour of most of the 
tribes will be oriented differently in future. The future 
of educated tribals is apparently not very bright. The future 
of social instifutions will be affected by the modern factors 
like education rise of industrialization and national democra-
tic experiments. Folklore, tribal dance, dress pattern have 
already started decaying. The tribals wdre uprooted from their 
ancestral home. They have not been benefited by industrialization. 
If adequate provisions are not made and alternatives are not 
created, the entire chotanagpur in all proequality will in the 
grip of political turmoili 
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35. 
TRIBAL DEVELOPMENTS Economic Times.1978» June 7; 5 i l - 2 
E d i t o r i a l . 
Keeping in view the government of Bihar were keen 
for the t r i b a l development, t h e i r economic, s o c i a l , 
cu l tura l educat ional and worship s t a t u s . Even that 
government had increased the job quota for the same 
and should g e t opportxinity i n a l l a c t i v i t i e s . 
3 6 . , DISCRIMINATION. 
MANN (RS). Conf l i c t ing trend in t r i b a l i n t e g r a t i o n . 
Soc ia l Welfare. 15 ,7 ; 1988, Oct; 7-9 . 
The most v i t a l pont causing annoyance and r e s e n t -
ment among t r i b a l s was the f a c t that members treated 
d i f f e r e n t l y , 
^''' ,BIHAR 
SINHA (Ajlt Kumar). Commxmlty development programmes in 
two tribal villages of Bihar. Journal of Social Research, 
20, 2; 1977, Sep; 90-8. 
The author had made an intensive survey of two 
tribal villages of Bihar and impact of community development 
programme on them. 
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2Q ,DAIRY, MADHYA PRADESH. 
RAO (N Venkatanarasimha) and RAVINDER (S). Tr iba l develop-
ment through milch animal schemes. Kurxilcshetra, 31 , 16; 
1983, May 16-31; 1 9 - 2 1 . 
Tr iba l s c o n s t i t u t e about seven percent of the t o t a l 
populat ion of our country. The roaximxm percentage of t r i b a l s 
i s to be found i n Madhya Pradesh, The present study dea l s 
with the impact of milch animal scheme d i r e c t l y implemented 
by the " ih tegratent t r i b a l development agency Palem". ^or 
t h i s two milk c o l l e c t i o n c e n t r e s are e s t a b l i s h e d by a sum 
of ten lakhs only 4036 of the respondents are b e n e f i t e d with 
t h i s schemes. On an average, income generated by t h i s scheme 
per respondent income generated by t h i s scheme per respondent 
i s only Rs. 90 per month, T r i b a l s i n our country require a 
s p e c i a l approach to t h e i r development which i s to be based 
on a p e r f e c t understanding of the t r i b a l s e n s i b i l i t i e s i f 
we are to s u c c e s s f u l l y so lve t h e i r problems, 
39• ,ECONOMIC . 
SHARMA (Chhote Lai). Development of tribal areas. Khadi 
Gramodvoq. 12,6; 1966, Mar; 448-51, 
Governments are keep in the development of backward 
areas particularly the tribals. They started nxmber of 
programmes for their development and removing their economic 
backwardness for example small scale industries, Khadi 
Gramodyog etc. Keeping into consideration their backwardness. 
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4 0 . , EMPLOYMENT,BIHA R . 
RAYAPPA (P Hanunantha) • Employonent planning for scheduled 
c a s t e s and scheduled t r i b e s . Economic and P o l i t i c a l weekly. 
24, 24; 1979, June 16; 1015-1022. 
^arious attempts made by the Bihar and cen tra l 
government t o in5>rove the l i v i n g and working condi t ions of 
of scheduled c a s t e s and scheduled t r i b e s . I t beg ins with a 
b r i e f socio-economic and deroogralic p r o f i l e of the scheduled 
c a s t e s and scheduled t r i b e s populat ion . This s e c t i o n mainly 
focuses on emplo^ent generat ion . The s t a t e government 
providing employment to the scheduled c a s t e and t r i b e s 
under the scheme which he made for them. 
4 1 • ,RESERVATION . 
AMBIKA PRASAD. Jots for tribals - Lot needs to be done. 
Hindustan Times.65, 503; 1988, May 21; 11, 
As per the constitutional provision 15% and 7.5% 
of government jobs at the national and state levels are 
reserved for scheduled castes and schedxiled tribes respec-
tively. But representation of SC/ST has been very poor. 
For want of land or alternative employment, they are 
economically much below the poverty line. Scheduled tribes 
people have been involved in agriculture, animal husbandry 
and handicrafts uneducated and less educated tribes should 
be alloted cultivable surplus land with guarantee of inputs 
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for a t l e a s t three years to make thbm economical ly v i a b l e . 
The development agency provide them parented pro tec t ion 
aga ins t chea t ing , f i l c h i n g and e x p l o i t a t i o n . 
4 2 , ,BIHAR. 
GOYAL(DR). Bihar, democracy on t r i b a l . Secvdar Democracy. 
1977, Bee I j 7 -10 . 
The democracy on the t r i b a l area of Bihar, the 
government announced that the f u l l f a c i l i t i e s would he 
given e$ Reservation in the government s e r v i c e s as we l l 
a s in pi ibl ic s e c t o r and t h e i r cxi l tural , s o c i a l s t a t u s 
would be g i v e n . 
4 3 . 
JHA(Prem Shanker). Bihar's dangerous venture; reserved 
jobs for backward castes. Times of India. 19 78, Mar 30; 
6» 3-5. 
The statement of state government for job reservation 
for backward classes such as schedule castes, tribes etc is 
a dangerous venture. The government take into consideration 
only scheduled tribes. The other castes were neglected on 
the screen due to which violence took place at different 
parts of the state. 
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44. 
JHA (Prem Shanker), Jati and jobs. Illustrated weekly. 
99,14; 1978, Apr 2-8; 21-3. 
The Bihar government's proposal to reserve 269^  
jobs for backward castes had led to spread violence 
in the state. Under the constitution. Jobs were also 
reserved for the schedule castes and tribes. The result 
of job reservation would be to strengthen a handful of 
economically advanced backward castes in which tribes 
comes first. 
45. 
LAL(AK). P o l i t i c s of ProtectionJ Bihar s tudy . Mainstream 
20, 32; 1982, ^ r 10; 20-22 , 
P r o t e c t i v e d i scr iminat ion as a p o l i c y to s t e e r the 
process of mob i l i t y among the depressed c l a s s e s seems to 
have become a f a c t of l i f e i n Ind ia . A good nunber of the 
one-fourth populat ion of scheduled c a s t e s and scheduled 
t r i b e s have found entry i n t o government, bus iness^tducat ion 
and p o l i t i c s . This has l ed to the crea t ion of an educated 
p r o f e s s i o n a l e l i t e among them. Though p o l i t i c s in Bihar 
has come t o be a r t i c u l a t e d i n terms of the backward us thd 
forward, l eaders from the schedxiled communities have remained 
the appendage of the dominant c a s t e s . While i n power they 
tend to represent the apparent centre rather than the rea l 
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centre of power. They act as a rubber stamp of the 
primary leader. The various units among them work at 
political cross purposes. 
46. 
PANDEY (Kedar Nath). Industrialization at tribal expense. 
Indian Express. 4 6, 138 1978, Apr 13; 9. 
The Bihar government has asked the centre to reserve 
certain categories of jobs for tribals. In chotanagpur 
region where most of Bihar's tribal is concentrated, the 
Adivasis feed frustrated. The massive industrialisation 
of the area has not benefited the tribal. There are many 
industries in Patratu, Sindri, Jamshedpur of Bihar but 
the tribal conditionis worse. Government made policy to 
give jobs to the tribals in these industries. Thousand 
acres of tribal land have been acqtiired to build the 
industrial complexes and townships. The meagre compensation 
has not been paid. Alternative employment have not been 
provided to them, in short, short, industrialisation of 
the region has upset the tribal way of life in their 
beautiful homeland. Certain tribal organisations helping 
the adivasis to get jobs in HEC and other places. But 
some of their leaders, although tribals themselves are 
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taking money from Adlvasis on the promise o f jobs and 
then e x t r a c t , more money from contractors t o "keep 
i n d u s t r i a l peace". In the p u b l i c s e c t o r there i s a 
r e a l i s a t i o n that without the a c t i v e p a r t i c i p a t i o n of 
the majority of the t r i b a l popxilation, i n d u s t r i a l peace 
wotild remain d i s turbed. 
47 . 
SARKAR (Jagannath) . t5neii^loyment« Job r e s e r v a t i o n and 
cas te c o n f l i c t s i n Bihar. New a g e . 2 6 , 26; 1978, June 
25; 11 . 
The xinemployment was a great problem not only 
for Bihar but for the whole na t ion . The backward c l a s s e s 
l i k e scheduled c a s t e s and t r i b e s got t h e i r p o s i t i o n 
reserved in the j o b . The job was a f i r s t problem of a 
student who f i n i s h e d h i s educat ion . The c a s t e c o n f l i c t s 
s tar ted from Job quota because only backward c l a s s e s 
got opportunity i n the s e r v i c e s and others were neglected 
by the government. 
48 . 
SARKAR (Subhash Chandra). Bmplo]^ent of scheduled c a s t e s 
and scheduled t r i b e s in pub l i c s e c t o r . Khadi Sramodyoq 
2 1 , 4 ; 1975, Jan; 200-03. 
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Near about 809^  poptuLatlon of our country are In 
rural area . But i n Bihar more than t h i s . The percentage 
of scheduled c a s t e s and t r i b e s were maximum and were more 
backward. So government had reserved 13% s e a t s In the 
government Jobs for t h e i r u p l i f t hxst I t was not s u f f i c i e n t , 
^ow they wanted to g ive r e s e r v a t i o n In the p u b l i c s e c t o r s 
for t h e i r Improvement, 
* 9 . ,ENTREPRENEURSHIP,BIHAR. 
VINAYAK (Van!)* Entrepreneurship aevelopment among the 
Ranchl -fcrlbals, Yo1an». 2 4 , 6 ; 1980, Apr 1; 8 - 9 . 
I^nchi I s one of the d i s t r i c t s of chotanagpur p l a t e a u . 
Here the t r l b a l s c o n s t i t u t e 58 ,3 percent of the populat ion . 
They are d iv ided Into severa l gro\:5>s. The work done by the 
voluntary organ i sa t ions towards the entrepreneurshlp develop-
ment among the t r l b a l s of Ranchl I s r e a l l y p r a l s e f u l . The 
planners a t the s t a t e and nat ional l e v e l w i l l do w e l l t o 
draw up a comprehensive plan for the socio-economic develpp-
ment of each t r i b a l group,and to provide a frame work to 
governmental a g e n c i e s . 
50« , INDUSTRIALISATION , 
RAO (B SS), Approach in tribal welfare. Rurukshetra. 
15,12; 1967, Sep; 26-7. 
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For the Welfare of the tr ibes , would be the 
bes t to s t a r t amaxx acale Indiistry And cottage Industry 
etc in the tr ibal areas. Then they woxild be able to get 
employed themselves and would be able to remove the ir 
economic problems. 
^^' ,ORISSA, 
NAlDU(Ny), Tribalsi Pains of industr ia l izat ion, Econanic 
and P o l i t i c a l Weekly, 11, 23? 1976, June 5; 830-1# 
Panposh sxibdivision of Sunderghad d i s t r i c t in 
Orissa, where the Rourkel a industrial complex i s located, 
43.15% tr iba l s l i v e here out of total population. Their 
major occupation has been agriculture. But with the 
i n i t i a t i o n of the Hindustan Stee l plant at Rourkela, 
agriculture as well as co-operative endeavour and gro\ip 
so l idari ty around which the ir whole economy revolved has 
been replaced. Industrial ization needs vast chunks of 
land, which i s often real ised by displacement and disrup-
t ion. For orissa chemicals and f e r t i l i z e r s plants which 
grew subsequently much tr ibal families were displaced. 
Several thousand and tr ibal families %*ere thus deprived 
of the ir l ive l ihood. The land which had provided sustenace 
for generations was taken away for industry purpose. 
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5 2 . 
RATHA (S N ) • Note on the impact of I n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n 
on the t r i b a l way of l i f e : observat ions from an i n d u s t r i a l 
fr inge i n Western Orissa . Bu l l Bihar Tr i . Res . I n s t t , 2 5 , 
182; 1983, 145-150. 
The i n d u s t r i a l and mining b e l t running from 
Asansol-Durgapur zone to B h i l a i - B a i l a d i l a area covers 
the d i s t r i c t o f western Orissa which i s the home land 
of 56 b i g and small t r i b e s c o n s i s t i n g of 40X of t o t a l 
t r i b a l populat ion o f the s t a t e . The impact of i n d u s t r i a -
l i z a t i o n and i t s a s s o c i a t e appendages have s u b s t a n t i a l l y 
degraded the c u l t u r a l l i f e of the t r i b a l population^ 
5 3 . 
SRIVASTAVA (Simla)• Impact of i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n on the 
economic development of t r i b a l s i n Ranchi d i s t r i c t . 
Geographical outlook 13; 1977-8; 75-80 . 
In Ranchi d i s t r i c t , industry occiipies an important 
p lace i n the economic base of the region during the s i x t i e s 
o f the present century. A few minerals are foiind in the 
d i s t r i c t . Bouxite i s the roost important of them. The 
In^ortant minera l s -coa l and i r o n are contro leed by Ranchi. 
Small s c a l e and cot tage ind \ i s t r i e s were s c a t t e r e d a l l over 
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the reg ion . Owing to the increase i n i n d u s t r i e s during 
the l a s t 20 years the region has a t t rac ted a large 
nxiiA>er of labours . Due to impact of i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n , 
the urban way o f l i f e i s s lowly and steady g e t t i n g i t s 
way in to the s o c i a l pa t t ery of l i f e of the t r i b a l s by 
rep lac ing t h e i r t r a d i t i o n a l way of l i f e . The converted 
and educated t r i b a l s of urban areas are b e n e f i t e d much 
i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n and show a greater degree of individtaa-
l i sm in t h e i r s o c i a l l i f e . 
5 4 , ,LAND, ORISSA. 
PANIGRAHZ (Vallabha)• Land d i s t r i b u t i o n in Or i s sa . 
Link 18,39? 1976, May 9? 2 5 - 7 , 
For the rev iva l of agarian economy and developn^nt 
of a g r i c u l t u r e , the government of Orissa has launched a 
massive programme of land reforms and land d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
P r i o r i t y in the set t lement i s g iven t o l a n d l e s s persons 
belonging to the scheduled t r i b e s and scheduled c a s t e s . 
State land p o l i c y i s an instrument of change and has been 
given the necessary f i l l i p i n the 20 po int Economic 
progranme of Prime Min i s ter , 
5 5 , .MARKETING, 
MARKETING OF agricultural and forest produce in Sundergarh 
district, Orissa with special reference to Lepripara block. 
Administrator 21, 1; 1976, Spr; 433-6, 
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The marke t ing p r a c t i c e s p r e v a l e n t i n t h e v i l l a g e s 
of Sxindergarh d i s t r i c t of O r i s s a a r e s t i l l l a r g e l y 
p r i m i t i v e . The volxaroe of t r a d e i n a g r i c u l t u r a l p r o d u c t s 
i s n o t so impor t an t and t h e p r o d u c t s comes t o the market 
i s d i f f i c u l t t o e s t i m a t e . There a re some minor f o r e s t 
p r o d u c t s which p l a y an i m p o r t a n t r o l e i n t h e d a i l y l i f e 
of the t r i b a l s . These f o r e s t produce a r e mahua f lower 
which t r i b a l fami ly c o l l e c t s f o r consumption and market ing 
and ano the r i s kendu lea r s which i s used f o r the manufacture 
of • B i r i * • Tramsport d i f f i c u l t i e s and l a c k of marke t ing 
awareness among the t r i b a l s a r e two main h u r d l e s t o the 
f u r t h e r development of marke t ing i n the a r e a , 
56 . ,MADHYA PRADESH. 
PRAMOD KUMAR and feoOD (Atu l )^ T r i b a l Subplanj a c r i t i c a l 
a p p r a i s a l . Link (Stjppl) 27 , 26; 1985, *'eb 3 ; 48-54 . 
Much though t has been g iven to the fo rmula t ion of 
t r i b a l s u b p l a n s . I n Madhya Pradesh , d i s t r i c t s of Jhabiia, 
B a s t a r , Mandla and Surguja a r e f u l l y coved, 31 d i s t r i c t s 
a r e p a r t l y covered under t h e t r i b a l sub p l a n a r e a . T r i b a l 
sub p l a n began i n 1974, The f i r s t subplan f o r 1974-79 ran 
i n t o p o l i t i c a l u n c e r t a i n l y w i t h the J a n a t a p a r t y . And 
t h e J a n a t a ' s subplan was committed t o pape r fo r t he years 
1978-83 a s a p a r t of i t s r o l l i n g s i x t h p l an f o r Madhya P r a d e s h . 
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The plan emphasised "direct economic benefits and 
removal of exploitation". The schemes in the programme 
were directed towards development of Infrastructure 
facilities motivating the tribals to increase agriculture 
production, to increase literacy by giving them monetary 
in centlves In the form of scholarships, subsidies etc. 
etc. The industries based on forest produce in the state 
were paper mills besides the sericulture industry, be 
keeping industry and oeedi industry. T^« benefit of these 
industries are largely appropriated by the non tribals. 
Here is given the tribal subplan and its impact on the 
economic life of the Madhya Pradehs tribals. 
57. ,ORISSA. 
KRISH3A (PV). Helping hand to Orissa t r i b a l s . Economic 
Times. I l l , 156, 1976, Aug 29; 4 t l . 
Orissa i s noted for i t s large concentrat ion of 
t r i b a l populat ion among the backward s t a t e of the country. 
A few t r i b a l s engaged in co t tage I n d u s t r i e s , Their most 
subs id iary occupation i s the c o l l e c t i o n of f o r e s t produce. 
Most of them depending on land for t h e i r l i v e l i h o o d , They 
are economical ly poor so they are e x p l o i t e d by the l o c a l 
money l e n d e r s . To improve t h e i r economic condi t ions and 
save from the c l u t c h e s of money lenders s t a t e government 
take s e r i o u s s t e p . A sxjua of 495,000 was given by s t a t e 
government for t r i b a l s land improvement, p a i r s of bu l locks 
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with a s e t of agricxi l tural implements sxjpply t o t r i b a l s , 
Aduclit l i t e r a c y centres opened. They need to p r o t e c t 
from money l e n d e r s , p r o t e c t i o n of t h e i r land and 
protec t ion of r i g h t s in the f o r e s t s . Under 20 po int 
programme many o t t r i b a l s are r e l i e v e d from a l l these 
buztiens and a l s o from the bonded labour. Primary n e c e s s i t y 
i s the economic development inc lud ing education^ publ ic 
hea l th , a g r i c u l t u r e , f o r e s t r y , handicraf ts and v i l l a g e 
industry . 
58 , ,PLANNING, BIHAR. 
MEHDI RAZA. Problems of economic planning i n t r i b a l India: 
need for a conceptual approach. Geographer. 14; 1967; 
6 3 - 8 . 
Tribal India i s on the threshold of a new revolut ionary 
e r a . Tribal areas s p e c i a l l y chotanagpur are r i c h i n depos i t s 
of i ron , managanese, copper which have a t t r a c t e d labour and 
c a p i t a l . Hew economic i n f l u e n c e s dis turb the pat tern of 
t r i b a l producrt ive organ iza t ion . Modem economic development 
a l s o r e d i c a l l y e f f e c t s the d i s t r i b u t i o n of wealth wi th in the 
commxinity which s e t s in to operation forces c r e a t i n g d i sequ i -
l ibrium in the t r i b a l s o c i e t y . In chotanagpur the aborig inal 
t r i b e s siq)ply the bulk of the unsk i l l ed labour in f a c t o r i e s 
and mines but not one percent of the p r o f i t has been on 
t r i b a l w e l f a r e , ^ere l i e s the need for viewing the problem 
i n proper perspec t ive and evo lv ing a conceptual approach 
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to planned development in tribal a reas. Any planning which 
Ignores the human aspect of the problem would defeat its 
own purpose in the long run, 
59^ . ^ #COOPERATIVES, MADHYA PRADESH, 
NOOR MOHAMMAD. Cooperative S o c i e t i e s in Kathiwara Block, 
Madhya Pradehs. Administrator 2 l , 1; 1978, Spr; 149-158, 
Tr iba l s g e t low p r i c e s for what they s a l e and have 
to pay high p r i c e s for Commodities they buy from the hats 
and markets. The cooperat ive s o c i e t i e s there fore , most 
appropriate agency to provide a f i l l i p to the economy 
there . Cooperative s o c i e t i e s in Kathiwara block were f e l t 
to be an immediate n e c e s s i t y taking i n view the economic 
condit ion of the t r i b a l peop le , 
6 0 , . r o l e o f COOPERATIVES, O R I S S A . 
SHASHI PRAKASH, Sole of Co-operatives in the tr ibal areas 
with special reference to khairput block. Administrator 
22, 1; 1977, Spr; 245-50, 
To save the tr ibals from the arrays of exploiters 
and to remodel their economic l i f e these have been inttroduced 
the ins t i tu t ion of cooperatives in these areas. Cooperatives 
are quite compatible with the l i f e pattern of the tr ibals 
because they are suf f i c ient ly accustomed to canmunity 
l iv ing and have only to be tought to practice their 
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c o l l e c t i v e way in matters of trade and p r o f e s s i o n . 
In Orissa , Khairput Block has four primary cooperat ive 
s o c i e t i e s which serve 77 v i l l a g e s and a populat ion of 
21 ,236 . Each person g e t a loan of 8s 50 i n cash and Rs 10 
in kind by the cooperatives. 
61. ,SILK, CULTURE. 
. HEGGAOE (Odeyar O). Silk Spin S Wealth among tribals 
Yojana_.25, 44; 1982, Nov 1-15; 7. 
More than 12.7 m i l l i o n t r i b a l s l i v e in the t rop ica l 
Eassar b e l t under the t r i b a l sub plans e f f o r t s , are be ing 
made t o pupularise and develop s e r i c u l t u r e i n t r i b a l a r e a s . 
But i f the s e r i c u l t u r e , which has v a s t for development i s 
succes s f t i l l y introduced among t r i b a l s problems of t r i b a l 
u p l i f t l i k e jhooming, would be so lved . The s e r i c u l t u r e 
industry has been divided i n t o mulberery and non-mulberry. 
Mulburry s i l k industry i s concentrated in y . P . whi le non-
mulburry i s gradual ly f l o u r i s h i n g in Bihar, Orissa and 
Madhya Pradesh. 
6 2 . ,BIHAR* 
CHAKRABARTI (Kalyan). Tasar cu l ture for t r i b a l w e l f a r e . 
Hindustan Tiroes. 60, 344; 1983, Dec 14; 1 7 i l , 
Tasar cul ture can a c t as a haxmonious l inkage 
between t r i b a l welfare and f o r e s t conservat ion and can 
t r a n s l a t e the s o c i a l f o r e s t r y programme i n t o a r e a l i t y 
i n the process can o f f e r a new dimension t o the sagging 
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economy of t r i b a l l i f e for a b e t t e r and prosperous 
tomarrow. 'Che centra l s i l k Board had organised a 
cocoon marketing agency "raw material bank" a t Chaibasa, 
Bihar to ensure proper pr i ce to the ta sar cocoon rearers . 
Tasar i s one of the main f o r e s t produces of the s t a t e s 
i n centra l and eas tern India and t h i s cu l ture i s s t i l l 
confined mainly to the t r i b a l peop le . 
63. .influence of MISSIONARIES, ORISSA. 
GANGWAR (Ranjana)* tn5>act of c h r i s t i a n miss ions on 
the t r i b a l s of Sundergarh d i s t r i c t , Or i s sa . Actajnistor. 
21 , 1; 1976, Spr; 421 -4 . 
There i s a Roman c a t h o l i c miss ion i n Sxindergarh 
d i s t r i c t of Orissa which i s predominantly t r i b a l . I t i s 
an i d e a l p l a c e . The miss ion has doing good work, d i s t r i -
buting medicines among the t r i b a l s . This a l s o br inging 
about changes i n the t r i b a l s s o c i a l h a b i t s . Most of the 
t r i b a l s who make good and posted a t high rank job are 
genera l ly c h r i s t i a n s . 
6 4 . , i n r e l a t i o n t o SOCIAL LIFE, CULTURE, 
SACHINDRA NARAYAN. Plan and Planned cLevelopments Case 
study of a Primitive tribe. Mainstream,22, 49; 1984, 
Aug 4; 25-7. 
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^rlbal development c o n s i s t s of d e l i b r a t e e f f o r t s 
by the t r i b a l s along wi th the planners , a n t h r o l o g i s t s 
feipdtlbhe e l i t e groups to o r i e n t them towards the new 
cu l tura l and s o c i a l ways of l i f e and ac t ion by the 
t r i b a l s i s no longer t r i b a l development. When the t r i b a l s 
f e e l that the q u a l i t y of l i f e to which they asp ire i s in 
f a c t achieved, we may claim i t to be t r i b a l development. 
65 , ,MADHYA PRADESH, 
GHOSAL (SL), Tribal Jhabua in t rans i t i on* some f a c t o r s , 
Kurukshetra. 34, 4 ; 1986, JaU; 27-32 . 
The t r i b a l popxxlation of Jhabua comprises B h i l l , 
B h i l a l a and P o t e t i a , The t r i b a l s of Jhabua are f a s t 
j o i n i n g . Other d i s t r i c t s in t h e i r march towards progress . 
The technology of improved farming rescue the t r i b a l 
farmers from a v e r i t a b l e poverty trap. Despite severe 
socio-economic problems mass i l l e t r a c y and l i q u o r add ic t ion , 
t i d e s of changes are sweeping the shares o f t r i b a l Jhabxia 
and economic condit ion of t r i b a l farmers of Jhabua improve 
l i k e other d i s t r i c t s of Wadhya Pradesh, 
66, 
SATISH KIMAR, Development i n t r i b a l areasi an overview 
LINK (Su5>pl) 27, 26; 1985, Feb 3; 13-8. 
^fL-J^ Vl ! 
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The 46 different tr ibes consti tute 22,99C of the 
total population of *^ adhya Pradesh, Roots are the food 
for the Bhumia tribe in the Maikal population of Madhya 
Pradesh. The opportunities of gainful economic a c t i v i t i e s 
generated by the development of industries and ventures 
tapping the vast natural resources could not be availed 
of by the tr iba l population. The market economy was a l i en 
to them and could not motivate the ir abonding form of 
existence and participating in these development ventures. 
Bhilai s t ee l plant in the tr ibal d i s t r i c t in Madhya Pradesh 
started for the development. Consequently development led 
to an influx of migrants heralding a cultural invasion of 
the t r i b a l s . Road ways which carry people and material 
from one place to another play an important role in the 
development. There i s one paper mill in shahdol started 
in the early s ix t i e s* The three tr ibal d is tructs of Ohar, 
Mandla and Shahdol in **adhya Pradesh are very backward. 
Literacy l e v e l s are much below in these d i s t r i c t s . In 
th i s a r t i c l e there i s given a detailed account of the 
development of tr ibal areas and also the future p o s s i b i l i -
t i e s keeping in view the natural resources of speci f ic 
areas. 
67. 
SHARMA (Yogesh). Tribal and Harijan Welfare Madhya Pradesh. 
Social Welfare. 2l, lo, 1975, Jan; 10-11. 
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Madhya Pradesh has the l a r g e s t t r i b a l and 
Harljan popi i lat lon. State government has been making 
severa l e f f o r t s for the educat iona l , s o c i a l and economic 
w e l l being o f the schedule t r i b e s to bring them with the 
advanced communities. 
5Q^ ,ORISSA« 
BHUPINDER SINGH, Tribal development at cross roads* 
critiqure and a plea. Man in India. 57,3; 1977, 
July-Sep; 229-43. 
In this paper, attempt has been made to delineate 
the course of tribal development particularly in Orissa, 
It is observed that the development process has been 
intensified during the fifth plan period, but a lot of 
lee-way needs to be made in implementation. Suggestions 
for removal of this basic weakness have been made. Greater 
tribal involvement, vital role of tribal leadership and 
restructuring of the executive machinery have been stressed. 
69. 
MUNSHI LAL. ^ve lopmenta l i n s t i t u t i o n s and the t r i b a l s 
i n the v a l l e y vanrasdhora. Administrator. 22, 1; 1977, 
Spr; 189-5 . 
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Government has introduced certain specific 
agencies such as tribal development agency for the 
speedy upliftment of the tribals. The todpetative 
institutions come next to TDA for the betterment of 
the tribals. But its performance is very poor in Gumper 
block of Orissa. 
70. 
MOHAPATRA (LK)• Tribal development in Orissa. Link 
18,39; 1976, May 9; 23-5. 
In Orissa, we find a strong department of Tribal 
and rural welfare ins t i tu t ion soon after independence 
to take care of the development of the scheduled tr ibes , 
scheduled castes and other backward section of the popiila> 
t ion . A new system of education for tr ibal children through 
residential ashram schools with craft and agrictiltural 
l i a s develop. 75 tribal development Blocks were carved 
out to take he l ter care of the tribal population. Reserva-
t ion in government Jobs for schedxiled tr ibes and cas tes . 
Ainendments to thtt land Reforms Act and to the regulation 
have safeguard the tribal i n t e r e s t s . Orissa was one of 
the f i r s t s ta tes in the coxintry to enact special l e g i s l a t i o n 
in tr ibals favour. 
71. 
MAHAPATRA (PC). Welfare of backward classes in Orissa* 
Social Welfare. 17,1; 1970, Apr; 4-5, 
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According t o the 1961 census , Orissa has a 
populat ion of 42 , 23, 75 % of schedtoled t r i b e s . The 
ensure the welfare of the baclward c l a s s e s ^ The departm .. 
inent s e t up a number of primary schoo l s both for boys 
and g i r l s provided them free boarding, lodging and 
educat ion, s t ipends , reading w r i t i n g mater ia l . The 
l a n d l e s s t r i b a l s of h i l l s were given land, a g r i c u l t u r a l 
implements, bu l locks f a c i l i t i e s for c u l t i v a t t i ) o n . Tribal 
and rural wel fare department provided medical f a c i l i t i e s 
te 89.37 takhs providing for drinking water w e l l s , 
72. 
PATNAIK (BK). Good Progress i n Parlakhe mundi,Kurukshetra^ 
23 , 1; 1974, Oct 1; 26-7 . 
The Tribal Development Agency o f Pariakheraxandi, 
Orissa was r e g i s t e r e d on 13th March, 1972. Reclamation 
of government waste land and a l lotment of the same to 
t r i b a l b e n e f i t s i s a major progr^nroe of t h i s agency. A 
p a i r of bu l locks and inputs are suppl ied to t r i b a l s to 
free of c o s t . I r r i g a t i o n f a c i l i t i e s provided in the area 
as a r e s u l t of which the lands on which nothing was being 
grown p r e v i o u s l y , now y i e l d i n g second and t h i r d crops . 
Under animal husbandry and ve ter inary a c t i v i t i e s some 
scheme has to he made, by which the t r i b a l s who had not 
the cocks , are now c o l l e c t i n g eggs from the v i l l a g e s for 
the purpose of hatching the same and increasds itbeir-nvimber, 
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Commanication f a c i l i t i e s a l s o providing to t r i b a l s for 
any scheme of economic development. There are about 30,000 
t r i b a l f a g i i l i e s out of which 10,000 f ^ n i l i e s have bene f i t ed 
through scheme sponsored by TDA. 
73. ,PRESENT compared with PAST, BIHAR. 
SEN ( J y o t i ) • Problems i n t r i b a l transformation, Man In 
India , 46, 4 ; 1966, Octp-Dec; 319-330, 
The author descr ibes the kind of changes which took 
p lace among the scheduled t r i b e s of chotanagpur as they 
were confronted by the hindu s o c i a l and economic system 
i n the p a s t . This was d i f f e r e n t from what i s happening 
today, when educat ion has spread, p o l i t i c a l reforms have 
taken p l a c e , and new employment opportxinit ies along non-caste 
l i n e s have a l s o been thrown open. 
74 . , PROGRAMMES, 
ACHARYA (AN). Round up of t r i b a l P r o j e c t s . Kurukshetra. 
2 3 , 1 ; 1974, Oct l ; 4 6 - 8 . 
The government of India s t a r t s s i x p i l o t p r o j e c t s 
for the Tribal Area Development i n the Central Agr icu l tura l 
s e c t o r of the fourth p lan . The p r o j e c t s have been loca ted 
i n the four s t a t e s . In pihiar the'piroject s t a r t s i n Singhbhtim, 
16,000 t r i b a l s have bene f i t ed under various programme of 
t h i s p r o j e c t . Both Dantewada and Konta p r o j e c t s are located 
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i n the Bastar d i s t r i c t of Madhya Pradesh, The p r o j e c t s 
have been able to tern the corner in the f i e l d of 
agricul tx ire . They have made a progress i n the implemen-
t a t i o n of minor i r r i g a t i o n scheme as w e l l as animal 
husbandary scheme. In Orissa , the p r o j e c t i s located i n 
four d i s t r i c t s - Ganjan, Koraput, Keonjhar and phulbani 
d i s t r i c t . The p r o j e c t held an annual seminar a t the 
d i s t r i c t l e v e l to d i scuss the problems on economic 
development for the development of t r i b a l a r e a s , 
7 5 . 
BHARAL (G P ) , Multipurpose t r i b a l b l o c k s . S o c i a l Welfare. 
17 ,6 ; 1970, Sep, 13-15. 
Community development programnae i s a p e o p l e ' s 
programme but the socio-economic condi t ions of t r i b a l s are 
such as they cannot contr ibute i n shape of e i t h e r voluntary 
labour or cash . The scheme of s p e c i a l multipurpose t r i b a l 
development b locks was i n i t i a t e d during the second f i v e 
year plan wi th a view to developing t r i b a l areas for the 
promotion of economic, educat ional and s o c i a l progress 
o f schedule t r i b e s . In Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Orissa 
63, 127 & 75 t r i b a l development Blocks were s e t up respec t i -
v e l y . 
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76. 
KAUL (MK). Rural ant ipover ty d r i v e : Reaching nowhere. 
Link. 29, 50; 1987, July 19; 11 -3 . 
Prom the e a r l i e s t o f f i c i a l concern for the t r i b a l s 
during the B r i t i s h regime to the p resen t planned development 
p o l i c i e s the f a i l u r e t o reach the goods to the poverty 
s t r i c k e n t r i b a l s s t i l l e x i s t . The gap between p r a c t i c e 
and pronouncement has only widened over the years and the 
t r i b a l s are fa r from presenting a progress ive out look. The 
author e labora tes the planning commission repor t t o 
h igh l igh t why t r i b a l planning has f a i l ed t o check so f a r . 
The scheduled t r i b e s a re divided i n to 150 groups and spread 
in the West p a r t of Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and foot h i l l s 
of Himalaya and Bihar , 
77, 
QAMAR HHSAN, Tribal development strategy needs rethinking. 
Yojapa. 31, 5; 1987, Mar 16; 18-22. 
The authors calls for rethinking on the part of 
policy makers and administrators as regards tribal develop-
ment programmes in view of innumerable constrants experienced 
in their implementation. He feels non governmental 
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organisations can play a s ignif icant role in enl is t ing 
the par t ic ipat ion and involvement of the t r iba l people 
in these programmes. 
7 8 . 
SINHA (SP). Planning for weaker sections: Scheduled castes 
and Scheduled tribes. Landless and all other below the 
poverty line. Bull. Bihar Tr. Wei. Res. Instt. 25, ijt?; 
1983, ;151-164. 
A short resume is made here regarding the governmental 
efforts to amiliarate the condition of scheduled tribes 
and other landless below the poverty line. The given 
Revolution had very little impact on the povetty line. 
In the planning process efforts to be made by the general 
sectors of development for the scheduled castes and tribes. 
The study team on Tribal Development Programmes set up by 
the Planning Commission in 1969 did not feel enthusiastic 
to give a clear verdict as to whether the progress was 
"appreciable or marginal but it was very clear that if 
progress is to be judged bring the tribal on par with the 
rest of the population," 
79. 
VIDYARTHI (LP). Tribal development in independent India and 
its future, Man in India 54, 1; 1974, Jan-Mar; 45-72, 
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The paper provides an account of the various 
measures taken by the government of India for t r i b a l 
development s ince independence. I t provides a complete 
inventory of the various o f f i c i a l committies s e t up by 
the government to enqtiire i n t o the problems o f the t r i b a l s 
and a l s o provides re l evant information on the t r i b a l 
s i t u a t i o n i n the f i e l d on employment, educat ion hea l th 
and other r e l a t e d matters . I t has been suggested that 
t r i b a l development programmes during the f i f t h f i v e year 
plan shoiild be organised i n terms o f micro, neso and 
macro areas and regions and s p e c i a l emphasis should be 
l a i d on the extjremely backward gtoups i n the macro reg ions . 
F i n a l l y some 6f the major problems i n planning development 
have been iniimerated. 
8 0 , ' BIHAR. 
AZAD (Bhagwat J h a ) . Tribal development i n Bihar, Hindustan 
Tiroes.65, 503; 1988, May 21; 1, 
Various schemes and measures s tar ted by the Govern-
ment for the economic development of t r i b a l a r e a s . The 
t r i b a l subplan was s tar ted in 1974-75. The thrust has 
been on the development of a g r i c u l t u r e , i r r i g a t i o n , 
comnunication and industry and s p e c i a l programmes of 
hvnan resource develojwnent covering h e a l t h , n u t r i t i o n , 
primary educat ion and drinking water supply. The s t a t e 
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government has taken up a massive programme of s o c i a l 
f ore s t ry as we l l as programme of p l a n t a t i o n of f o r e s t s . 
8 1 . «ORISSA. 
DAS (Nirmal Chandra) • Tribal (^bevelopmentt need for a new 
look. Soc ia l Welfare. 27,97 1980, Dec; 10-11. 
Socio-econcxnic development of t r i b a l s and weaker 
s e c t i o n s have become the far cry of the c e n t r a l 
as w e l l as the s t a t e governments s ince 1950 various measxires 
have been taken up for the amalgamation of these down trodden 
people . But a l l the government progranvnes are proved to he 
not e f f e c t i v e . Tr iba l s are s t i l l running to the l o c a l 
landlords and money l e n d e r s . The educational programmes are 
provided to t r i b a l students but much t r i b a l s are i l l e t e r a t e . 
According to 1971 Census i n Orissa , among rural t r i b a l s 
10 per cent are l i t e r a t e and among rural t r i b a l s 17 per cent 
are l i t e r a t e . And t o t a l f i g u r e s are very low i n the s t a t e . 
The success of a l l these programmes and schemes most ly 
depend on the honest dea l ings i n every sphere. 
8 2 . 
VAJPEYI (upendra). Silent Revolution. Hindustan Times. 
1983, June 24; 9:7. 
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With Gonasika as their junction, Gundula, 
Shankarai, Ruguri and several other villages of 
Shankarai, Ruguri and several other villages of 
keonjhar Orlssa are in the process of a total 
change at the psychological level. Many of the villagers 
are baff led for they have had no comnunication with the 
outside world so far. Even 1947 had made little difference 
to them in their thinking or style of life. An experiment 
under way has the potential of changing all that. If 
successful, it may acquire the shape of a silent revolu-
tion and become a pace better for similar isolated areas. 
83. ,PROBLEMS,DESTITUTION, BIHAR> 
NARAYAN (S) and BINOD KUMAR. Obstacles to tribal <^velop-
ment. Mainstream. 22, 1; 1983, Sep 3; 18-22. 
Due to poverty and in the absence of social and 
cultural heritage of the tribal population the tribal 
development scheme result in failure. The failure has 
been partly due to wrong policies and partly due to 
inherent weakness in the political and economic institii-
tions and administrative machinery. All these need careful 
investigation and corrections to realise the fruits of 
tribal development in thtt real sense, in the state of 
Bihar, tribal development shows sad picture even after 
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the last 30 years of planning. The Sauria paharla of 
Bihar shows a afflicting picture. The cooperative credit 
movement to as started to get the farmers out of the 
clutches of the money lenders. Now the problem is to 
keep the local bodies out of the clutches of the local 
powerful political leaders. 
8 4 . M^ADHYA PRADESH« 
PRAMOD KUMAR and YADAV(Bhupinder) • Madhya Pradesh t r i b a l s t 
problems and p e r s p e c t i v e s . Link (suppl) 27, 26; 1985, 
Feb 3; 7-12. 
Non-appric iat ion of the problems of t r i b a l s by non-
tr ibals i s the crux of our fa i lure . The Bri t i sh had the 
knack of maintaining peace a t a l l c o s t s . They discharged 
the white man's burden of administration in tr ibal areas 
by leaving them unadrainistered. The seclusion of tribds 
in their socia l and cultural l i f e was no guarantee against 
their economic exploitat ion, jus t as the purdah does not 
ensure respect and dignity for the women practis ing i t . 
The minor forest produce and the agricultural produce of 
tr ibes had pt i l i^eto-he Jlieought down to the tradit ional 
weekly markets. And there was no ban on the entry of 
trader migrants in these markets on their trading a t w i l l 
Non-appreciation of problems of tr iba ls i s also related to 
the in teres t taken by aembers of the constituent assembly 
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of India i n t h e i r problems. In t h i s a r t i c l e the various 
problems of Madhya Pradesh t r i b a l s are g iven and put them 
i n a proper p e r s p e c t i v e , 
8 5 , , r o l e o f ADMINISTRATION, GOVT. 
GUPTA (S P) Administering the prefarming and marginal 
t r i b e s . B u l l . Bihar. T r i . Wei. Res. I n s t t . 2 5 , 182y 
25, 182; 1983? 109-124. 
In the begining t r i b a l communities were in a sta^e 
of e c o l o g i c a l equil ibrium with t h e i r env iron . They were 
small i n number and natural f o r e s t resources abundant. 
These groups i n i t i a l l y sus ta ined themselves as food gathers 
and hunters . The Birhors are l a r g e l y nomadic with no f ixed 
h a b i t a t i o n . The h i l l kharias r e s i d i n g i n Singhbhxim d i s t r i c t 
are mainly food fathers and hunters . The pahariyas are 
s h i f t i n g c u l t i v a t o r s . The s i t u a t i o n of each pre-farming 
and marginal t r i b a l community would require s p e c i f i c c o n s i -
derat ion . A separate admin i s tra t ive apparatus for each of 
the prefarming group may go a long way i n a n e l i o r a t i n g the 
condi t ions of these people , Bihar with a populat ion of 1,69 
lakhs of thesd t r i b a l gro\;5js may go for crea t ing a post 
of Director for pre-farming and marginal t r i b e s , 
86 . 
ZAPAR IQBAL, The government Servent i n a 4jribal area 
Administrator, 21 , 1- 1976, Spr; 269-278. 
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The present article proposes to examine the role 
of the government servent in a tribal area. The purpose 
and nature of the posting, the classification and catego-
rization ofothetpoati^ thenadvantage and disadvantages 
of such a remote postings, the Interest and awareness 
the job holder shows for his job; the usual bureaucratic 
malfunctioning, the consequences of such malfunctioning 
and a few remedies shall be pointed out until 1966, 
Block Development Officer in Madhya Pradesh was the sole 
incharge of development activities in the Block in^rove 
agricultural methods, the introduction of fertilizers 
and pesticides better irrlgatlonal facilities sxibsidies 
for other Inputs etc, 
87. COAL INDUSTRY, BIHAR. 
CHOUDHURy (Amlan Home), closed collieries a problem. 
Hindustan Times,65, 503; 1988, May 21; 5. 
Chotanagpur was one of the most under developed 
tribal areas of the country where seven out of every 
10 people still lived below poverty line. The coal 
industry could have acted as a catalyst in changing 
the socio economic fabric of this predominantly tribal 
pocket. It could have solved unemployment problem and 
helped this south Bihar Zone attain economic growth, 
42 Coal mines were lying closed since 1973 in chhotanagpur 
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creating a chain of socio econondc and political problem 
in this predominantly tribal belt. Due to the closure 
of these collieries, criminal activities, smuggling, 
jabless increases. Tribal unrest and separatist Jharkand 
movement. 
88. POLITICS. 
SUR (A K) . (Challenge of the advas l s . Modern Re view« 
127, 1; 1970, Jan 1; 14-20. 
The problems of the ad ivas i s c o n s t i t u t e a d i s t i n c t 
challenge to India of today. No a t t e n t i o n had paid to 
the problem of improving the l o t o f^ the^ad ivas i s . Therefore 
they remain as backward a sec to r of I n d i a ' s populat ion as 
ever , to a g rea t extent t h i s had been due to lack of any 
p o l i t i c a l conciousness among the advas is . The p o l i t i c a l 
conciousness of Adivasis was very poor. 
89, ,PANCHAYATI RAJ. 
BAPUJI (M) • Panchayati raj in tribe areas. Mainstream. 
14, 17; 1975, Dec 27; 11-3. 
The law and constitution had made every effort to 
make the backward castes an integral part of the society. 
So the seats had been reserved, in the parliament and in 
the assembly. The government were also interested to make 
Panchayati raj in the tribal areas for the same. 
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90, ,BIHAR. 
SACHINDRA NARAYAN, Tribal development: Panchayati Raj 
in chotanagpur. Economic Times, 7, 137, 1980, Nov 20; 
5|3-6. 
With the advent of Panchayati Raj ^institutions 
and community development programme, power structure 
in tribal villages has undergone a change and new elite 
have emerged among them. An agreeable climate can he 
created for the development of the tribal of chotanagpur 
through the institutions of Panchayati Raj. 
9 1 , ,SOCIAL and ECONOMIC. 
LAKSHMAIAH ( T ) . Socio economic development of t r i b a l s . 
Mainstream. 1984; Dec 29; 21-22 , 
Scheduled Tribes c o n s t i t u t e d seven percent of the 
t o t a l populat ion of India , These t r i b e s remain a t widely 
d i f f e r e n t s t a g e s of s o c i a l and economic development. 
Forest i s the main source of t r i b a l s l i v e l i h o o d . There 
i s An emotionet attadhment between t r i b a l s and jung le . 
Str ingent s t e p s have to be taken t o safeguard the i n t e r e s t s 
o f the t r i b a l s . Proper understanding of the s o c i o cu l tura l 
dimensions of t r i b a l l i f e . Small s c a l e , co t tage and handi-
c r a f t s i n d u s t r i e s should be s t a r t e d , cons tant watch on 
non- tr iba l money tenders , t r a d e r s . Specia l prov i s ions 
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should help canamltted and willing workers in tribal areas. 
The development spectrum should be so designed that growth 
aid development are generated from tilthln the society. The 
constitutional safeguards and special measures Initiated 
to accelerate the pace of development of tribal areas. 
92. ,0RISSA. 
GHSORGB (Alexandra E), Visit to the Juang. Economic and 
Political Weekly. 17, 27; 1982, July 3, 1095-6. 
Five years ago the government Introduced a new tribal 
development strategy. 'Tribal stibplans* were formulated 
to accelerate economic progress in backward areas where 
much tribal lives. A recent visit to certain Juang 
villages in the Keonjhar district of Orissa enabled an 
assessment of such approaches and programmes towards a 
'primitive tribe*. The juang are food gathers and hunters 
and traditionally practice shifting cultivation which is 
still their primary source of food. In the neighbouring 
Juang village, the tribal development agency had built 
new houses for the Juang in 1977, 
9 3 . ,ECONOMY, AGRARIAN, MADHYA PRADESH. 
REPORT ON Soclo-Economic Survey of Kathlwara Block, 
Jhabua district, Madhya Pradesh, Administrator. 23, 1; 
1978, Spr; 107-148. 
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Jhahua i s s i tua ted in the West of Madhya Pradesh 
where 5,66 l a c i e 84,736 of t o t a l poptilation of d i s t r i c t 
l i v e , Anong them Bhils are predominant and one of the 
most backward t r i b e s . Only 5,5% t r i b a l s are l i t e r a t e . 
The Kathiwara Block i s very h i l l y and Covered jby th ick 
f o r e s t . The economy i s b a s i c a l l y agarian and the t r i b a l 
people of t h i s t r i b a l s are mostly on a g r i c u l t u r e . The 
t r i b a l s are c o l l e c t minor fo re s t produce from the fores t 
free of cos t and s e l l them in the market. There are 
provis ions for the dibursal of a g r i c u l t u r a l loans to 
the t r i b a l s from the Block of f ice for purchasing the seeds 
and f e r t i l i z e r s a t the time of sowing. The incidnece of debt 
on the Bhiis and Bh i l l a l a s of the western t r i b a l zone of 
Madhya Pradehs i s the highest as compared to o ther t r i b e s 
of the s t a t e . The way money lenders in t h i s area function 
and exp lo i t the t r i b a l s makes the problem of indeletedness 
more complex and s t r angu la t ing of indelectedness more 
complex and s t r angu l a t i ng . The t r i b a l s are t r a d i t i o n a l l y 
bound to ag r i cu l tu re and i t forms t h e i r primary occupation. 
These recommendations have been made keeping in view the 
ignorance and backwardness of the t r i b a l s . The government 
can implement them with t he aim of uprooting ignorance 
and behind beh ips , imparting re levan t knowledge 4xo these 
t r i b a l s and br inging them in to the mainstream of nat ional 
a c t i v i t y . 
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94. ,HISTORY. 
DAS (Arvind N). Bihar Society in perspective*^tribe Caste 
dialectic in Bihar. Times of India. 147, 659, 1985, Oct 
25; 8»7, 
The land revenue reform measures initial by Sher 
Shah Suri and carried on by Akbar, changed the situation 
to the extent of making collection of agarian surplus is 
more efficient. Aldjar made fresh and further raid into the 
tribal areas. The whole history of India particularly of 
Bihar shows tribal elements. The process of cultural 
subsumption of autochthenous groups into a composite and 
all embracing social order had been carried out with 
great skill by Brahmins through unasiovations in religion 
and modifications in the caste system. Through slow but 
dynamic process, a multivaried but integrated order of 
•tribal castes* taking different forms at different times 
was treated. 
^5« ,MADHYA PRADESH . 
REPORT ON S o c i o economic Survey o f Kusmi B l o c k , Sarglg^a 
d i s t r i c t , Madhya Pradesh . A d m i n i s t r a t o r . 2 1 , 1 ; 1976 Spr; 
1 8 5 - 2 5 0 . 
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Out of 60#633 persons in the block 75,76% *re 
schedtiled t r i b e s . I t i s the most backward block In 
Surglya. I t was rich In animal l i f e . There are no a l l 
weather roads from Shankargarh to Kusml^  Medical 
f a c i l i t i e s are poor. Agriculture i s the primary occupa-
tion in Kusmi Block. Tribals mainly depend on agricul-
ture for the ir l ivel ihoods with the help of diesal 
generator, kusmi has been e l e c t r i f i e d . 
96. 
3)tU18ERC (Tvevor). Tribals of Bastar. Centugy. 14,1; 
1976, June 1; 11-2. 
The produce of district forests which form the vast 
deposits of iron are besides other mineral resources form 
the basis of many new agrabased and metallurgical industires 
convert the backward Bastar into most highly industrialised 
Zones. The tribes men regard the forests and their produce 
and animal population as their ancestral property, to be 
exploited as they choose. The animal population of Bastar 
is fast shrinking because of the bombined activities of 
the tribes men and of poachers in search of pelts of tigers, 
leapards and cheetahs and of hison horms. Most tribal families 
live on the margin of subsistdnce, their staple food in the 
long dry months, Madhua flowers provide mor§ polent liqvior 
for consumption at tribal festivals and marriages. 
98 
97 , ,MARKETS, BIHAR. 
MEHDI RAZA. Structure and funct ion of rural markets in 
t r i b a l Bihar. Geographer.18? 1971; 17-24 , 
Though the economy of the t r i b e s in hab i t ing the 
southern p a r t of Bihar i s l a r g e l y s e l f s u f f i c i e n t , they 
do not produce each and every item which they need, A 
typ ica l t r i b a l v i l l a g e has no shop. Al l the organized 
s e l l i n g and purchasing takes place i n the rural markets 
which are weekly or b iweekly . Known as h a t s . The weekly 
market i s the amall l o c a l market. I t serves as a focus 
of Commerce for the people engaged i n s i ibs i s tence a g g r i -
c u l t u r e . The biweekly i s l a r g e r . The markets are held 
on one or two f ixed days i n a week according to whether 
they are weekly or b i -weekly . The working schedule has 
been f ixed by custom and works with great s u c c e s s . I t 
seems obvious t h a t the rural weekly market of t r i b a l 
Bihat represent the market town as we l las the s o c i a l 
centre of the reg ion . The market i s a "town in i t s function 
and d i f f e r i n g from the town i n the concrete fense only by 
not being housed in bu i ld ings and l a s t i n g for only a few 
hours, recurrent ly , ins tead of cont inous ly . 
98 , ,MADHYA PRADESH , 
SINGH (HoshiyaOrjL Agrici i l tural marketing. Administrator 
22, 1; 1977, Spr; 115-9. 
99 
Agricul ture i s p r imar i ly away of l i f e and fx i l f i l l 
the t r i b a l economy. The most important aspect of the 
t r i b a l economy i s the weekly market known as ' h a t s * . Hats 
serve as a primary market for agricvi l tural produce. The 
market i s the place where the naximxjun expenditure of t r i b a l s 
takes p l a c e . "Cock f ight ing" i s an important fea ture of 
t r i b a l market . There are var ious i n s i t t u t i o n s for a g r i c u l -
t u r a l and fo res t produce in Bas tar d i s t r i c t . 
99 , ,MARKET WEEKLY. 
SINHA (D P ) • C u l t u r e changes in an i n t e r t r i b a l market , 
Man i n I n d i a . 50, 4 ; 1970, Oct-Dec; 425-6 . 
Banar i was an i n t e r t r i b a l weekly marke t of chho ta -
nagpur, I n d i a , wi th a command a r e a of 494 square mi l e s 
t h a t i n c l u d e 68 vi^-lAges occup ied by v a r i o u s t r i b e s and 
c a s t e s . S p e c i f i c d i a l e c t s spoken by t h e s e groxjps be long 
t o e i t h e r of t h e t h r e e major l i n g u i s t i c f a m i l i e s of I n d i a 
i . e . Dravadian , Indo-Aryan and Wyndari, The approximate 
popu la t i on served by the market was 20 ,000 . 
100. , r o l e of EXCISE. 
BHAVE(CB) . Excise A<ininistr*tion in Tr iba l a r e a s , Administra-
- t o r s . 21, 1; 1976, Spr; 251-6, 
I t i s important to study excise adminis t re t ion in 
t r i b a l a reas and examine i t s e f f ec t s on the t r i b a l economy 
I t i s i l l e g a l for tJ-ie t r l b a l s to make h i s own l iquor except 
on ce r t a in f e s t i v a l s . The governrrient l.es cVo^en s i t e s for 
l i q o r manufacture and s a l e . 
100 
1 0 1 . ,BIHAR* 
DHANA (Shekaran T ) , j a r t h i B h a t t i ; a s t u d y of t h e working 
of t h e e x i s e p o l i c y i n Bhandaria b lock of Palamau d i s t r i c t 
B i h a r . A d m i n i s t r a t o r . 2 1 , 1; 1976 Spr ; 8 5 - 9 3 . 
To s tudy t h e impact of t h e government ' s e x c i s e p o l i c y 
on the t o t a l i t y of t h e t r i b a l l i f e and i t s l e a r n i n g on t h e 
economic development of t he t r i b a l a r e a was t h e p o l i c y of 
the government t o concern i t s e l f on ly wi th t h e c o l l e c t i o n 
of Excise Revenue a t t h e c o s t of w e l l be ing of t h e p e o p l e . 
1 0 2 . ,MADHYA PRADESH, 
SINGH ( K a m a i l ) . E x c i s e p o l i c y V s . t r i b a l s . A d m i n i s t r a t o r . 
2 1 , 1 ; 1976 , S p r ; 359 -3 6 1 . 
S o c i o - e c o n o m i c s u r v e y of a t r i b a l s o c i e t y r e m a i n s 
an i n c o m p l e t e e x e r c i s e u n t i l one s t u d i e s t h e i m p a c t of 
l i q u o r on t h e s o c i o - e c o n o m i c l i f e of t r i b a l s . E x c i s e 
p o l i c y h a s b e e n d e v i s e d w i t h t h e main l i q u o r . Consumpt ion 
o f l i q u o r i s a s o c i a l worm i n t r i b a l s o c i e t y . So Madhya 
P r a d e s h g o v e r n m e n t g r a n t s t h e f e s t i v a l p e r m i t s of t r i b a l s . 
The p r o d u c t i o n and s a l e o f l i q u o r i n t r i b a l a r e a w i l l be 
d i r e c t l y c o n t r o l l e d by g o v e r n m e n t . I t w i l l a a v e t r i b a l from 
c o n t r a c t o r ' s e x p l o i t a t i o n , 
1 0 3 . ,ORISSA. 
SINHA (Ashok), Excise Policy in Sundergarh, Admin is tra tor. 
21, 1; 1976, Spr; 437-449. 
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The t r iba l s are t o t a l l y untouched by the prohibition 
direotiv«8 and tsenperance requests^ issued from time to 
time by the government of India and so an exc ise pol icy 
asstnes greater importance in the tr ibal areas than anywhere 
e l s e . Prom the credit to the grave the tr ibal consumes 
liquor on a l l occasions. In Sundergarh d i s t r i c t mainly Mahua 
liquor i s sold from licenced shops but at the same time the 
tr iba ls often brew their own liquor from boi led and sum 
bried r ice ca l led handle* 
104, # UNEM PLOYMENT . 
SHA6MA (Su d h i r ) . Ukiemployed t r i b a l * A d m i n i s t r a t o r . 21,If 
1976, Sprj 176-84* 
The most striking fact about the Icblelivea Tribal 
development block was the occurance of 70*3 per cent non 
workers in i t s population^ The net cult ivated area per 
capita of 0,595 acre in th i s block compares favourably 
with 0*37 acre of the whole s tate of Bihar* Yet, i t was 
a common experience to find men, women and childeren in 
the v i l l a g e s who had l i t t l e t o each except roots and here 
i s for the past two or three days* Unfortunately, the stark 
poverty of t h i s area had fa i l ed to regis ter i t s e l f with the 
government machinery as was evident from the absence of 
remedial msasxxres in th is direction* 
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^^^ ,MADHYA PRADESH. 
105, 
MENON (Keshava).M.P.I Search f o r j o b s . F r o n t l i n e . 4 , 
20? 1987, Oct 3 ; 26. 
A r i s i n g diamour for emplo^Mint i s w i tnessed in 
the drought ravaged areas of I n d i a ' s l a r g e s t s t a t e . The 
worst a f f e c t e d are small and marginal farmers and land les s 
labour. Jhabua i s an Adlvasi - dominated area wi th an 
undulating landscape and very l i g h t s o i l . 
106. ,EDUCATION. 
BOSS (AB). Problems of educational development of schedule 
tribes. Man in India. 50, Ij 1970, Jan-Mar; 26-bO. 
The problem of stagnation and wastage had been 
discussed and enrolment trends at different stages of 
education of schedtiled tribe had been indicated. The 
programmes in the plans for the educatdonal development 
of schedule tribe at prennatric and post metric stages 
had been described and certain suggestions made to acce-
lerate the pace of their educational development. 
107. 
SINGH (Tarlok). Education in Tribal areass Need for special 
attention. Social Welfare. 13,7; 1966, Oct; 1-2. 
103 
in India# Madhya Pradesh^ Orissa and Bihar are 
predominantly inhabited by tr lbals* The author emphasized 
that theire i s need of special sections to study the needs 
of tr ibal peopj.e In developing the educational systems 
special attention shoxjld be given for development of tr lba ls 
education* 
108, ^BIHAR. 
KHURANA (G)• Aproach to education of scheduled tribes. 
Education Quarterly^ 30,1; 1978; Apr? 17-23. 
The article had discussed the measures to be 
adopted in the education of scheduled tribes in Bihar 
and prospective resxilts of educational development in ' 
the tribal society* 
109* 
KUNDU (CL)« Education of scheduled tribes. Social Welfare« 
15,7; 1968, Oct; 10-11, 
Among all the backward classes in society numerically 
the most important were the scheduled castes and the scheduled 
tribes. As the scheduled caste were considered, however 
the special problem of their education and social amelio-
ration is much nearer solution* But such be way had to 
be made up in the education of scheduled tribes. The 
04 
tota l enrolment of tribal children in Bihar was 82, 773 
of whom 14,564 were g i r l s . In or issa to ta l enrolenfcnt 
was 18,675 of whom 1,614 were g i r l s . 
110. 
NAYAR (DP)# Education for tribals^Kurukshetra. 23, 1; 
1974, Oct 1; 38-40. 
Large tr ibal areas of chhotanagpur are s t i l l 
educationally backward. Education I t s e l f has great value 
for the development of any soc ie ty . Government i s now 
approaching tr iba l s education in many parts , for that 
they passed budget for the schools at the primary, middle 
and high c la s se s l e v e l s . 
m . ,HISTORY, BIHAR. 
PRASAD iSatyanarain) . Modern education among the tribals 
of Bihar in the second half of the 19th century. Man in 
Indi^. 51,4; 1971, Oct-Dec; 364-93. 
Government officials and missionaries took lead in 
the propagation of modern education among the tribals of 
Bihar. Aftdr the promulgation of the educational policy 
the government intensified their efforts by helping the 
missionaries. The zammindar of chhotanagpur also opened 
105 
a few school to promote e d u c a t i o n . Thus towards the 
19th century, var ious types of educat ional i n s t i t u t i o n s 
were e s t a b l i s h e d for the b e n e f i t of t r i b a l s . But on the 
whole the progress of educat ion was s low. The apathy of 
the people poverty and laco o f good teachers are the 
hindrance i n the growth of educa t ion . 
112. , In f luence on YOUTH. 
LAL (RB). Study of t r i b a l youths i n Bihar. S o c i a l Welfare. 
17, 7; 1970, OC; 1 3 - 4 . 
Modem educat ion had weaned many t r i b a l youths from 
the t r a d i t i o n a l o c c t i ^ t i o n of agr icu l ture and had to e n t i c e 
them to the c i t i e s where they soon found t h a t l i f e has 
d e c e p t i v e . 
113^ , i n r e l a t i o n to DEVELOPMENT. 
SRIVASTAVA (LRN)• Role of Education i n modernization of two 
t r i b e s of chhotanagpur. Indian education Review. 6 , 1 ; 1971, 
Jan; 162-82 . 
Education always played a s i g n i f i c a n t r o l e i n the 
development of s o c i a l c o n d i t i o n s . So* government took s t e p 
for the modernization of two t r i b a l s area . In which primary 
and middle s choo l s were the f i r s t aim for t h e i r educat ion 
and secondary women and g i r l s educat ion . 
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114. ,MADHYA PRADESH* 
GUPTA (SR) • How adlvasls are being brought back to 
national mainstream. Organiser. 27^20; 1973, Dec 22> 6. 
There are more than four crores of Adivasls or 
scheduled tribes leading a life of poperty« backwardness 
and illiteracy in forests and hilly region. They are the 
most exploited and neglected section of the Indian popula-
tion, isolated from the national mainstream. In order to 
meet the challenge of the economic and social uplift of 
the adivasis and bring them back to the national mainstream, 
a welfare organization was started in 1952« The organisation 
launched a programme of educational and medical assistance 
in the Jashpurnagar area of district Raigarh in Madhya Pradesh 
This is an adivasis belt. Medicines and drugs are provided 
them free of cast. 46,000 adivasis took the benefit of 
medical services of the ashram in 1972*73. A new hospital 
building complete with surgery, TB, maternity wards and 
pathological laboratory is constructed. A plan has been 
drawn up to establisn 650 small 'Hanuraan* temples out of 
which 53 will have been inaugurated by March 1974. However, 
the kalyan Ashram trust needs the cooperation of the entire 
Hindu society to cover more and more adivasi areas for its 
noble aims. 
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115. 
NAIR (G Ravindran) , Sa l i en t l i t e r a r y revolut ion among 
tr ibaIs4Democratic world, 16, 40; 1987, Oct 4; 15, 
The t r i b a l s of Bastar are p r imar i ly divided i n to two 
groups, Maria Gonds and Muria Gonds, i n Bastar , a s i l e n t 
revolut ion in l i t e r a c y began when the former 's l i t e r a c y 
scheme was introduced in 1976-77, In the adul t education 
c l a s se s s t a r t e d ten years ago, Hindi i s the medium of 
i n s t r u c t i o n . Women are more regu la r in a t tending the 
c l a s s e s ^nd more p r o f i c i e n t in l ea rn ing a lphabe t s . Madhya 
Pradesh ranks 24th among s t a t e s Union, T e r r i t o r i e s in the 
matter of l i t e r a c y , 23% of the S t a t e ' s population a re 
t r i b a l s . The l i t e r a c y r a t e of t r i b e s in Madhya Pradesh i s 
only 10,68%. 
116. 
PRASAD (AB), Education - PrdDlems and solution. 
Administrator.22, 1; 1977, Spr; 121-4, 
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The aim of this paper Is to high light the basic 
problems in the field of education in Bastar of Madhya 
Pradesh and also point out some practical suggestions for 
its improvements. Kuakonda block of Bastar is one of the 
most backward areas from education angle* 
117, ,NON-FORMAL, ADULT in relation to 
DEVELOPMENT, BIHAR. 
JHA (Raghunath)• Adult Education and tribal development 
Mainstream 26, 50; 1986, Aug 16; 35. 
Adult education is not an alternative, it is a 
necessary* Any educational programme, particularly adult 
education cannot be achieved by governmental effort alone. 
This article examines adult educationi as an input in 
tribal development what extent has fulfilled the aims 
and objective of the programme. Bero block 35 KM South 
West of Ranchl city of Bihar shows uzbanising influences. 
In the villages the programme has had positive Impact on 
development of tribal people. Adult education were made 
to launch in the villages a saving scheme and collect a 
fund from where loans are issued to villagers in need. 
Adult education making the people conscious and building 
up their organisation and power. 
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NAIDU (Ram Chandra Rao). Informal education among tribals. 
Vanvaiati. 14, 4; 1966, OCj 183-91. 
After survey of educational situation of tribal 
people of Bihar, it is emphasized that there is need of 
informal education to improve the educational system of 
tribal people. 
,ORISSA. 
119. 
ANIL KIMAR. Education in tribals - requirements and achieve-
ments. Administrator.22, 2; 1977, Spr; 187-94. 
The literacy level of the tribal population is 
extremely low in koraput district of Orissa only 596 literacy 
in tribal population. The female education in tribals is 
almost nil. In orissa apart from education department, 
department of tribal and rural welfare also extents its 
help to tribal education. This department gives sbholarships 
and other helps to tribal students. 
120. 
MISHRA (RN) and DAS (B) . Orissa i Promoting educat ion among 
t r i b a l s . Link. 18, 13; 1975, Nov 9; 14 -5 . 
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The government has taken s t e p s f o r p o p u l a r i z i n g 
e d u c a t i o n among t h e a d i v a s i s in O r i s s a , As a g a i n s t a t o t a l 
l i t e r a c y of 62.2% t h a t of t he s c h e d u l e t r i b e i s only 9 , 5 . 
A d i v a s i s a r e o f t e n u n w i l l i n g t o send t h e i r c h i l d r e n t o 
s c h o o l . For t h i s r e s i d e n t i a l s c h o o l s have been s e t up t o 
p rov ide boa rd ing c h a r g e s , r e a d i n g and w r i t i n g m a t e r i a l s 
f o r a d i v a s i s s t u d e n t s . S c h o l a r s h i p s , s t i p e n d s , a r e a l s o 
p r o v i d e d t o t h e n . The nxjmber of s c h o o l s in t r i b a l a r e a s 
r a i s e d and a l s o the r a t e of s c h o l a r s h i p s , 
121 . r o l e of LANGUAGE. 
SUR ( A K ) , Problem of e d u c a t i o n of the a d i v a s i s . Modern 
Review, 127, 5; 1970, Nov; 337-42 . 
An u n r e a l i s t i c e lement i n t h e e d u c a t i o n a l system 
V7as pursued by t h e government fo r the e d u c a t i o n on t h e 
a d * v a s i s . I t was a common sense and a l s o n a t u r a l t h a t 
t h e t e a c h e r s who t each a t t h e e d u c a t i o n a l i n s t i t u t i o n s 
S p e c i a l l y s e t up for the e d u c a t i o n of the a d i v a s i must 
view the language of the t a u g h t , 
122. MISSIONARIES, BIHAR. 
SRIVASTAVA (NMP), Educat ion i n Chotanagpur . Hindus tan Times 
65 , 503 ; 1988, May 2 1 ; 5 . 
I l l 
The credit for the spread of education in chotanag-
pur goes to the christian missions. The first mission 
school opened at Ranchi by the end of 19th century mission 
was running 94 primary schools# four middle schools and one 
high school* The Anglican Mission started work in chotanagpur 
and paid special attention to education of girls. The state 
govdmment now taken steps to introduce new education policy 
in chotanagpur region* Besides government has introduced 
education through television in 700 schools in Adivasi' 
areas* 
123, ,TECHNICAL, BIHAR. 
NAOEBM MOHSIN, Technical Education and Tribal awakening* 
Mainstream* 21,3t 1982« ; 16-7* 
The enrolment f i gures of ITIS i n d i f f e r e n t d i s t r i c t s 
of the Bihar s t a t e show t h a t there i s a large degree of 
under u t i l i s a t i o n of s e a t s among scheduled t r i b e s students* 
The number of s tudents e n r o l l e d i n d i f f e r e n t years i n 
d i f f e r e n t courses i s always lower than the number of s e a t s 
sanctioned* Sta te government t>eevide scho larsh ips for s tudents 
studying i n ITIS and po ly technics* In Ranchi 64% s^at reserved 
for schedule t r i b e s i n ITI and i n Miuger only 1*41, They g e t 
20% grace* In s p i t e of a l l these f a c i l i t i e s they t e e l there 
has not much improvement* 
112 
, ^j. ,WOMEN, BIHAR , 
MEHRA (BH). Education of t r i b a l women and g ir la .Educat ion 
Quarterly. 21,2? 1969, Apr; 4 4 - 6 . 
Lack of educat ion was a l s o a great disadvantage 
for the pqpliftnent of schedule t r i b e s * In Bihar, government 
made primary, middle, and some high schools i n the rural 
area for the educat ional development of backward c l a s s e s . 
Government kept i n t o cons iderat ion that educat ion was 
necessary a l s o for the t r i b a l t#omen and g i r l s . Some scheme 
had been implemented by the s t a t e government i n which 
teachers went door to door for the educat ion of t r i b a l 
women and g i r l s . 
125 . ,EXPLOITATION, BIHAR , 
BALCHAND (R) . Why 40 per cent Adivas is have l e f t drought 
s t r i c k e n Bihar, organ i ser . 32 , 5 | 1980, June 22; 15. 
Bihar has always presented two sorry s p e c t a c l e s , 
one of too much water and the o ther too l i t t l e of i t when 
i t i s most needed. A drought means acute s u f f e r i n g and 
more o f ten than not damage to the s o i l and wither ing away 
of crops . The Bihar government had been ftiLly aware of 
adivas i "migration" to B r i t i s h tea g a r ^ n s i n preindependent 
India and the present Bihar government has been equa l ly 
aware of the reacket but i t would seem that the adminis-
t r a t i o n i s on ly too anxious t o wash i t s hands of the 
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surplus original population. In the plains of south 
Bihar* between the slopes of the h i l l s r i s ing to the 
chotanagpur plateau across Palamau and south bank of the 
Ganga conditions are once nore reminiscent of the 1967 
calamity* Sources of drinking water in h i l l v i l l a g e s have 
become nonexistent. Adivasis are knotm to change over to 
sedges and forest produce in calamities* Feeling of forest 
trees have made both scarce, 
CHATSRJBE (Bonani)• Adivasis beterayed ? Hindustan Times, 
56, 288, 1979, Nov 2j 11»3, 
Chbotanagpur has a tr iba l population of «4 lakh. 
With i t s abundant economic resources the poverty of the 
adivasis in the productive economy of the region i s neg-
l i g ib l e* fhis i s due to points of faulty planning and the 
inab i l i ty of the government to tackle the problem at the 
grass roots* The backwardness of the adivasis in the i|ace 
of a marked industrial development in the region has led 
to resentment against the a l i ens who run the administration 
and derive most of the prof i t s from the natural wealth of 
the prof i ts from the natural wealth of the area* Almost 
a l l the small scale industries in the region are owned 
and managed by non-tribals* Today the adivasis are once 
again at the mercy of private traders, raahajans and money 
lenders* Today, private enterpreneurs have s e t up a coxxple 
of plants but they are, needless to say, non-tr ibals . 
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127. 
GOPALAN (K)• Explosive Situation In adivasl areas of Bihar. 
Netr age. 16, 25; 1968, Je 23; 8-9. 
Such situation had been developed by the political 
leaders. Because every politician had been eager to won 
over the adivasis and for the same they promised all type» 
incentives and high sounding offered, which ultimately 
remain unfulfilled. The advasis were always being kept 
away from the zeal dream. 
128. 
UPAiMYAYA iRamesh).Bihart new phase. Front l ine . A, 20; 1987, 
Oct 3 ; 52 0 
Even a f t e r 40 years of independence the f l i g h t of 
Bihar, t r i b a l s remains unchanged. The t r i b a l s have been 
deprived of t h e i r t r a d i t i o n a l r i g h t s to f o r e s t wood ana 
produce with the f e l l i n g of t r e e s by contractors i n 
conf lus ion wi th greedy o f f i c i a l s . The b e n e f i t of development 
schemes t o o has not reached the t r i b a l s . The worst f l i g h t 
i s that of the paharias and the Burhozes were becoming 
e x t i n c t . 
129. ,EC0NC»4IC . 
MANDAL (SB). Credit system. Administrator 21,1; 1976^ 
Spr ; 164 - 8. 
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Among varioiis problems existing In the tribal 
areas« the Important are the problems and rural credit. 
These problems are very much independent and the existence 
of one problem leads in the existence of other problems, 
Mon availability of credit of easy term leads to the prob-
lem of indebloodness which ultimately leads to the problems 
of land alienation and bonded labour Kolehira block there 
are four sources of credit. And there are 34 cooperative 
credit societies in the block. The major part of the loans 
is used for unproductive purposes and the rest used for 
productive purposes is hardly profitable because of high 
interest charges. Thus the tribals get into debt, 
130, 
SINHA (Arun), Pati^erisation of the Adivasis, Economic and 
political weekly. 2/, 43; 1977, Oct 22; 1802-03. 
The Santhals of Kokarilian were leading a self 
sufficient and happy life untid some upper castes hindus 
came, and established a settlement on the tribal*8 continued 
to buy land and legally assume ownership. They make the 
tribals slave by lending them money. Those tribals who 
did not completely become slave labourers %rere reduced 
to becoming poor peasants. In this way the master of land, 
the tribals have now become virtual slaves and the Bhumihars 
landlords rule on them. 
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j^ 3i .BONDED LABOUR. 
BHOMWAL (RPS)* Tribal li£e under the pressure o£ Bonaed 
labour. Admlnlstrator.21^ 1; 1976, Spr; 341 - 8, 
Twenty point economic programne annoxinced by the 
Prime Minister has drawn the attention of the nation 
towards the existence and the alarming intensity of Bonded 
laboTor as a socio economic evil and a tool of tribal exploi-
tation* Bonded labour also effects and practically curtails 
the political right of the tribal people* 
132* 
NEGE (Dev Singh)* Bonded labour* Administrator, 21 , 1; 1976, 
Spr; 94 - 108* 
The e x i s t e n c e of bonded labour even a f t e r independence 
i s a big b l o t on the f a i r name of India* Bhandaria block 
of Palaman d i s t r i c t i n Bihar i s one of these areas where 
t h i s nefar ious p r a c t i c e , s t i l x e x i s t s * The socio-economic 
study of Bhandaria Block we came t o know t h a t 15 persons 
from four v i l l a g e s were bonded to the v i l l a g e Mahajans and 
i n cov^le of the ad ivas i s* 
133* ,INDEBTEDNESS. 
CHANDA (Anupkumar)• Challenges of tribal povertyt a study of 
rural indebtedness and the credit institutions* Administrator 
22, 1; 1977, Spr> 173-180* 
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The survey of f ive v i l l a g e s i n Gvinapur blocks 
reveals t h a t 40* t r i b a l s are s t i l l i n the e v i l c lu tches 
of the mooey lenders* The cooperative s o c i e t i e s and 
o the r governmental i n s t i t u t i o n s have always f a i l e d to 
up roo t the l o c a l money-lenders. The Ifcribals p re fe r to 
take loans from the money lender because they are always 
ready with the money and he i s looked upon the t r i b a l s 
not as a foe but as a f r i end . 
134. 
VENKATACHLAM (V)• Rural indebtedness in Kathiwara Block, 
Administrator, 23, 1, 1978, Spr; 167 - 172. 
The socio economics Survey of 125 househols in the 
five villages of Kathiwara Block has revealed that 603( 
families are indebted in one way or the other. The loans 
provided by government to tribals are very cumbersome and 
the procedure is full of corruption. There „ore tribals 
cannot depend on these sources for their Immediate credit 
needs. Pew tribals get loans from the government and 
cooperative societies, the rest people go to the money 
lenders to satisfy thdir credit needs, A Bhil spends 
more than he can earn from agriculture and labour. This 
keeps the tribals permanently in the strnaglehold of the 
money lenders. The peculiar social background of the tribals 
moves them fall an easy prey to the money-lender. They 
have no sense of future. They have no clear idea of 
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savings. Due to lack of proper safety in tribal region 
theft and aacoity quite common. So they never keep 
substantial amount of money and grains in their households. 
They keep these thing in the house of money lender. The 
money lenders cheated them because they have no any sense 
of marketting or knowledge of moneyed economy. So the need 
of educating the tribals about the dangers of their depen-
dence on money lenders is widely felt. Fbr all the leagal 
protections provided to the tribals it is necessary that 
they are aware of such* protections. They also know how to 
take benefit out of these regulatiohs. 
135. ,eRISSA. 
MATHEW (KJ) . Tribal Economy and e^cploitation. Administrator. 
21,1? 1976; Spr; 411 - 419. 
The backwardness and primitlveness of the tr ibals 
are well-recognised fac t s . This a r t i c l e i s a hxurble attempt 
to throw some l i g h t upon the ex i s t ing tr ibal s i tuat ion of 
Sundergarh d i s t r i c t , Orissa with special reference to their 
economy, the ir needs, their source of income. This also aims 
a t touching ux>on the exploi tat ion to which the t r iba l s are 
subjected by the ir better placed brethern in l i f e . 
136. ,LAND ALIENATION. 
AGARWAL iRajiv). Indebtedness in Kalebira. Administrator. 
21,li 1976 Spr; 159 - 63. 
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To tac lde the problem of Indebtedness and the a l l i e d 
problem of land a l i e n a t i o n a many profi ged at tack was needed. 
In the p a s t l e g a l prov i s ions had not he lp i n so lv ing the 
such problem* Only the l e g a l prov i s ions were not enough, 
they must be packed up with appropriate s p e c i a l and economic 
measures. The long term measures l i k e improved agr i cu l tura l 
and i r r i g a t i o n f a c i l i t i e s « development of c r e d i t husbandry 
and f i s h e r i e s cooperat ive c r e d i t and marketing system would 
r e a l l y help i n improving the economic cond i t i ons of the 
t r i b a l . 
137. 
CHATISRJEE (Samlrendra). Land transfer - Alienation 
Administrator. 22,1; 1977, Spr; 257 - 9. 
The most acute problem in tribal areas is land 
alienation. However in khoirput block this problem is not 
acute because the regions are mostly inaccessible and land 
holdings are very small so that outsiders do not come and 
buy land here. Besides two cases there is not detection of 
any other case of land transfer. 
138. 
JOSHI (Ramsharan). Tr iba ls Without land. Link. 19 ,25; 1977, 
Jan 26; 39 - 4 3 . 
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Since the imposi t ion of the emergen cy , the s i t u a t i o n 
had r a d i c a l l y changed. A l l t r a n s f e r s of t r i b a l lands to non 
t r i b a l s had been banned. In order to retozre usurped land to 
the t j t iba ls , the s t a t e government has taken s t r i c t measures. 
According t o newly enacted land a c t , no land of a t r i b a l 
should e put on auction by a bank for the recovery of l o a n s . 
The such d i v i s i o n a l o f f c i e r s were ceoipowered to reopen a l l 
land cases i n which t r i b a l s had l o s t t h e i r l a n d . Under the 
new law a l l t rans fers that t ^ k place w i l l he reexamined, 
139. 
PANDE (IK), Landal lenat ion, Administrator.21^1? 1976, 
Spr; 169 - 75 . 
One of the complex probdem of t r i b a l populat ion of 
Kol ih lr« has fac ing the land a l i e n a t i o n . The land which 
was"reclaimfed from the foresC'by t h e i r ances tor i s pass ing 
to o t h e r s . The region with i t s natxiral resources opens a 
v i s i t of new hope of p r o s p e r i t y fore a l l but not for t r i b a l s . 
Some of the t r i b a l land owners have been i n heavy debrt and 
s o they so ld away the land for sum of aoney. The e x c e s s i v e 
a l c o h o l i s i o n pxrevaill ing i n the t r i b a l s o c i e t y has a l s o 
contributed much to land a l i e n a t i o n . 
140. ^BIHAR. 
GUPTA (Sanita), Tribal land alienation in Kanke Ancnal, 
Ranchi district. Administrator, 21,At 1982; 867 - 77, 
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A study was done in Mesra Village to £ind the 
extent of land alienation in a typical village in kanke 
Anchal, In Mesra there live 804 scheduled tribes families. 
Kanke anchal hasi a population of 36632 scheduled tribes 
families. Industrialisation and urbanisation have been 
responsible to a great extent in alienating the tribals. 
The money lenders, businessmen also cheating the tribals 
and taken away their land. Economically they are w^ak and 
fall an easy prey to the money lenders. Most of the tribals 
dispossessed of their land, work as labour in and around 
Ranchi town*. 
141. 
PATEL (ML) • Focus on protection land ownership rights of 
t r i b a l s . VaAnvalati. 21,3; 1973, July; 80 - 6, 
in th i s a r t i c l e the attent ion of administration and 
parliament had draw towards the prosecution of land owner-
ship right of tr ibal people in Bihar. 
142. 
SINHA (Arun). Adivasis of Bokaro. Frontier 9,'>7; 1977, 
Apr 16; 12-3, 
Industrial development of chotanagpur has to a 
larger extent meant pauperisation of the adivasis. Many 
more adivasis became propertyless workers after it was 
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planned to s e t tip industries a t Slndri« Ranchi, Ohambad 
and other places* About 45,000 adlvasis , who had once 
owned land, are today working in the Bakaro industrial 
area. The acquis i t ion of land by Bokaro s t e e l has l e f t 
too many adiVdSis and harijans landless , they have been 
poor condensation and no jobs, 
143, ^MADHYA PRADESH. 
MAHARAJ (RN) and GOPAL IYER (K)• Case study of Bilaspur 
district 1 Land alienation of tribals. Economic times. 
4,392; 1977, Apr 23;5. 
We have described the pitible condition of the 
tribal agricultural workers including bonded who 30 years 
ago possessed 40 acres land. Nov they are landless. The 
traders are busy amassing gold, silver and brass utensils 
on pledge. Our survey revealed that gold, silver and brass, 
utensil had been snatched by the money lenders. The poor of 
Bilaspur thoroughly ignorant of their rights. They represent 
what the 'culture of poverty* produces. 
144. 
RANGA (RK). Rural indebtedness and land alienation. 
Administrator. 22,l| 1977 Spr; 109 - 114. 
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The rxiral indebtedness i s an acute problem of 
the inhabi tants o f Bastar d i s t r i c t in Madhya Pradesh. 
The land of t h i s region i s not so f e r t i l e and the use 
of modern methods of c u l t i v a t i o n i s not known* So prod-
uct ion i s low. The t r i b a l economy i s b a s i c a l l y agarian 
i n character . The reasons of rural indebtedness are roanyi,' 
The t r l b a l s spend large amount of money on b i r t h s and 
l a s t r i t e s . Marriages are a l s o q u i t e expens ive . In the 
t r i b a l areas of Madhya Pradesh* land a l i e n a t i o n . As 
regards l a n d - a l i e n a t i o n , the n o n - t r i b a l s should ix>t be 
allowed to have u n - o f f i c i a l p o s s e s i o n over the lands of 
the t r i b a l s , 
145. 
BRIJRAJ SINGH and THAPER ( R a j i v ) , Ba«tar - impact of changei 
a view pont . Link. (sv:5>pl) 27 ,26 , 1985, Feb 3 ; 34 - 47 . 
For a long time the t r i b a l s of Bastar have been 
l i v i n g i n a land locked area wi th .poor communication 
f a c i l i t i e s . Independence of the country did not s t o p to 
the e x p l o i t a t i o n of the t r i b a l . Development of any area 
normally means the opening of the area through the cons-
t ruc t ion of roads and b r i d g e s , bu i ld ing up of f an a g r i c u l -
tural and i n d u s t r i a l i n f r a s t r u c u t r e , l ay ing down of power 
l i n e s , expansion of education and other such a c t i v i t i e s . 
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All these lead to the influx of outsiders many o£ whom 
take advantage of the ignorant tribals« Development 
activities in the tribal ardas very often put the tribals 
to a great disadvantage. The outsiders is to cource the 
tribal into parting with his land. In this lot of tribal 
land every one contributes starting from a petty contractor 
to local administration officials and politicians. For 
industrialization large chunks of forest were cleared, 
resulting in tne displacement of the tribals. Frequent 
transfers of officers in Bastar has strongly criticized 
by the parliamentary committee on the welfare of the schedule* 
castes and tribes. The pattern of land holding in Bastar is 
also changing* 
146. 
,ORISSA. 
GILL (GS)• Problems of land al ienation in Gunupur block. 
Administrator. 22,2; 1977, Spr; 195 - 9* 
Land i s the backbone of tribal economy. Of the total 
population in Orissa 62.1% cons i s t s of cu l t ivators , 223i 
of agricultural labourers ana rest are e i ther podu cul t iva-
tors or hunters. Extravagant expenditure on r i t u a l s , b i r ths , 
marriages e tc i s one of the reasons that derives the tr ibals 
to s e l l land a t very cheap ra tes . The land has been gradually 
alienated to the non-tribal moneylenders. 
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147, role of GOVT. BIHAR, 
TRIBAL WELFARE. Indian Express. 1982, June 16; 6jl, 
Edlt6rial. 
Bihar makes one wonder whether public undertakings 
are above the law and have a licence to exploit helpless 
people. The question is provoked by the highhanded land 
acquisition practices of coal India and Bharat coking 
coal in the tribal areas of the state. They have made arbit-
rary use of the coal Bearing areas act to dispossess a large 
number of marginal cultivators mostly adivasis, of land in 
chotanagpvu: and Santhal Paragenas. The acquisitions are all 
the more culpable as they have often been made in violation 
of the chotanagpur Tenancy Act which prohibits alienation 
of tribals lands* Another scandalous feature is that in 
some cases non->coal bearing lands have been by the coal 
companies. A redeeming aspect is that the Supreme Court 
has ordered an inquiry into land acquisition by the coal 
companies. This however is no excise for the centeres 
invertia in the matter belies its professed concern for 
tribal welfare. 
148, ,MADHYA PRADESH« 
CHATTBRJEE lAshim K), Tribals deserve a fair deal. Mainstream. 
15,49; 1977, Ag 6; 25 - 6. 
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These people were always kept behind the cutta in . 
Because p o l i t i c a l parties tr ied to won over the baclcward 
castes for the same the p o l i t i c i a n made long plan for 
their up l i f t and different types of promises but r ^ a i n 
up l i f t and dif ferent types of promises but remain unful-
f i l l e d . These people were being kept on fa l se hopes. Basical ly 
no 8i:5>port for these people. The richmen and the landlord 
should keep the ir mind cool with them and kept their dee l ing 
f a i r with the backward cas te s . 
149. 
NANDA (SP) • Bxploltation of t r i b a l s . Adtninistrator. 
21,Ij 1976, Spr; i31 - 339. 
Many v i l l a g e s of Madhya Pradesh %«ere marked by 
extreme poverty due to low productivity of lana. And 
poverty i s the cause of t r iba l s explo i tat ion . The worst 
exploiters of t r iba l s are moneylenders who charge a very 
high rate of in teres t from the t r i b a l s . The mode of r e a l i -
zation of lonas by money lenders i s very harsh. They force 
those tr iba ls who could not repay their debts to work in the ir 
f i e l d s . The forest guards impibae heavy f ines on the tr ibals 
for gett ing logs of wood from the forest for builulng their 
houses. The doctor charges a fee of as 5 per inject ion and 
exploi t thetr lbals due to the ir i l l e t r a c y . In th is way the 
tr iba l s are exploited by various ways. They are exploited 
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because they are economically weak. There is an urgent 
need to lake preventive action in these areas before 
the tribal situation become explosive. 
150, ,MURDER, BIHAR. 
LAL (Viswanath) • Jamshedpur atrocity; adivasis murdered 
and thrown in river. New age ;^ 6«35; 1978, Aug 27; 1# 
jamshedpur is a industrial town in Bihar. These 
poor people lives on the daily work. They generally come 
in the town in the morning for the menial work and back 
in the evening. Once when they refused to work or to clean 
the area, they people to work or to clean the area, they 
people of that locality beaten him up to his death and 
threw him in the river in the night. 
151. 
,ORISSA . 
HARSHMANDER. Troubled Tribals of Kalahandi. Hindustan Times 
58,148; 1981, May 31; 9j3. 
Harassed by Harijans, caste Hindus and government 
functionaries, the tribals of Kalbandi in Orissa are today 
a bewildered, difenceless people. With little land and few 
Resources, they find themselves increasingly at the mercy 
of landlords. Unless steps are taken to strengthen their 
economic base, Kalahamdi is in danger of losing its rich 
tribal culture. 
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152. ,POLITICS. 
SHAH (Ghanshyam)• Politics of Scheduled castes and tribes. 
Link.18,17; 1975, Dec 7; 25, 
The constitution had conferred special status upon 
the tribals and therefore political parties took advantage 
and exploit them for their own end. 
153. 
,SOCIAL, SEXUAL, ORISSA, 
NEW POLICY for adivasisi Hindustan Times. 49, 147; 1572, 
May 28; 5»1. Editorial . 
I t i s a matter of national shame that traff icking 
in adivasi g i r l s shovdd go unchecked and unpunished in 
certain parts of the country. There i s a recent pol ice 
inte l l igence report that tr ibal g i r l s from Orissa has 
been sold to houses of i l l fame in the c i t i e s . The tr ibals 
are exploited by rooneyrlenders, traders and forest contrac-
tors . Neither the o f f ice of the commissioner for scheduled 
castes and tribes nor the anthropological survey of India 
has real ly excercised any s igni f icant influence in shaping 
o f f i c i a l policy in this sens i t ive area. There i s urgent 
need for a new pol icy to protect the adivas is . 
154. ,GONDS AND KORKU, ECONOMY, EMPLOYMENT, MADHYA 
PRADESH > 
LAL (SK), BHALERAO (MM) and GUPTA (SBL). Income and employ-
ment among tribals. Kurukshetra. 32,8; 1984, May; 22 - 4. 
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The largest concentration of tribal population is 
in India. In Madhya Pradesh, scheduled tribes and scheduled 
castes together constitute more than oee third of the state 
population. The tribal population of Betul district of M.P, 
is extremely poor and baclcward. The income and ernployment 
among Gond and ^rku tribes of M.P, is analysed with the 
help of a microenquiry in a predominantly tribal area. 
There are considerable inter-tribe as well as inter-farm 
size group variations in employment and income of tribals. 
The small farmers among tribals lag much behind the large 
farmers and also Gond tribe lags behind the Kuru tribe in 
employment and income. Tribal agriculture do not provide 
full time employment and adeqviate income. So the tribal 
fanners undertake other enterprises, part-time, which 
provide part of their income. It income and employment 
of tribals is to be increased it is necessary to integrate 
crop enterprises with dairy, poultry, piggery, fishery, 
honey bee keeping and enterprises based on minar forest 
products. The programme of social forestry also needs 
to be given more attention. 
155, ,CHILD CARE, MADHYA PRADESH. 
YADAV ^KS). Balwadis in a Gond village. Social Welfare. 
17,1; 1970, Apr; 7 - 8 , 
r^ 30
The Balwadis in Dhusawani village of Madhya Pradesh 
have helped the Gonds turn over a new leaf in many ways. 
The Gond mothers today know better about child care, hygiene, 
sanitation, cooking and other aspects of mother craft, 
156. ,EXPLOITATION, MADHYA PRADESH. 
PASRICHA (KL). Gond in Bastart exploitation of Tribal 
Sancturies, Statesman, 124» 2939; 1982, May 19;6, 
The tribal in Bastar lived contentedly in his 
•Comune* run under the supervision of his clan leaders. 
He was law abiding and peaceful. The advent of the alien 
rulers was an infliction and an endless source of harass-
ament. After independence, the tribal continued to angry 
on incrusions of administration into his sanctuaries, "The 
tribals do no wants roads because a zt>ad means truncks; 
trucks mean drivers and drivers bring disease". The forests 
were ruthlessly over exploited to augment revenue. The 
forest contractor did more damage with the connivance of 
the forest functionaries. But the worst instances was the 
cynical exploitation of the tribal through the grant to 
him of "malik makliaza". 
157, 
,POPULATION, DISTRIBUTION, 
DAS (Nirtnal Chandra), Deraogrpphic a spec t s of the Gonds, 
Man i n Ind ia , 5 9 , 3 ; 1979, Ju ly -Sep; 218 - 3 5 , 
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The Gonds form the l a r g e s t popxilatlons scheduled 
t r i b e i n l a d i a and are widely d i s t r i b u t e d i n the centra l 
prounices , Madhya Pradehh shovs the h ighes t d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of Gonds. Orissa shows 10.4%. The decadal growth rate of 
the Gonds i s 20*5%. The es t imated biz±h and death ra tes 
are nearly 43 and 23 per thousand popula t ion . The age 
s tructure of the Gonds comes c l o s e l y to a ^oung age 
populat ion urban popii lation has increased from 1«1X i n 
1961 to 1.6% i n 1971. I t shows a hign rural urban 
migrat ion. L i t eracy ra te has a l s o increased both i n rural 
and i n urban s e c t o r s . Ck)mpared to the e n t i r e scheduled 
t r i b e the Gonds show a b e t t e r demographic s i t u a t i o n . 
158, ,SOCIAL LIFE, CUSTOMS, MADHYA PRADESH. 
BATRA (MD). L i t t l e known t d c t s of Bastar tr iba l** Swarajva. 
2 3 , 9 ; 1978, Aug 27; 34 - 5 . 
Bastar i s a densely f o r e s t e d d i s t r i c t of Madhya 
Pradesh, Gonds, b e t t e r known as ad ivas i l i v e t h e r e . They 
are simple and stxirdy people and completely unaware of 
the modern c i v i l i s e d world, i n t h i s a r t i c l e t h e i r norms, 
customs and way of l i v i n g i s g iven . Dance i s a s a l i e n t 
feature of t h e i r s o c i a l l i f e . They are a r t i s t - c v m - c r a f t s 
man, Ghotul i s an i n s t i t u t i o n in Bastar where members of 
Ghodut t r a i n the younger ones i n s o c i a l and t r i b a l d i s c i -
p l i n e , mutual cooperat ion. 
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159. 
YADAV (KS), Bride Price among the Gonds of Madhya Pradesh, 
Kurxikshetra. 29,10? 1983, Jan; 24 - 6, 
In Madhya Pradesh, where every f i f t h person has 
returned as a t r i b a l person i n the census , 1981, the 
Gonds form 4754 of the tota ls scheduled t r ibe populat ion . 
The Gonds marry i n many ways. Bride pr ice i s n e c e s s a r i l y 
paid i n every case of marriage i n one way or the o t h e r . 
Bride pr ice i s to be paid by the bridegroom or h i s parents 
to the parents or the Kinsmen of the b r i d e . The Gonds do 
not regard payment of bride p r i c e as the compensation for 
the l o s s of the g i r l but cons ider i t a s an economic he lp 
to 8\:5>pleroent the marriage expenses of the b r i d e ' s parent s , 
160. 
YADAV IKS). S<Mne Gond marrigaes . Man i n Ind ia . 5 0 , 3 ; 1970, 
July-Sep ; 289 - 97 . 
The Gonds comprise 4 7.12% i n the t r i b a l populat ion 
o f Madhya Pradesh. Among the Gonds, the wi fe i s regarded 
an economic a s s e t i n the famiSiy dependent on her . Gond's 
p r e f e r monogamy, but may have another wi fe i n c e r t a i n 
c ircumstances . The geographical proximity l a t i t u d e of Gonds 
a l s o play a dec iding ro le i n the martal a l l i a n c e s . Gonds 
usua l ly p r a c t i c e a d u l t marriages which are performed in 
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many ways i n c l u d i n g exchange , c a p t u r e , i n t r u s i o n , 
e lopment e t c . B r i d e p r i c e i s n e c e s s a r i l y p a i d i n m a r r i a g e s , 
which i s v e r y expens ive and» t h e r e f o r e many f a m i l i e s become 
i n d e b t e d . 
1 6 1 , ,HISTORY, BIHAR, 
DAS lArvind N ) , Bihar S o c i e t y i n p e r s p e c t i v e . Roots of 
r e g i o n a l i m b a l a n c e . Times of I n d i a , 147,658, 1985, Oct 
24; &» 3 - 5 , 
B i h a r , the geograph ica l h e a r t of I n d i a l o c a t e d 
i n the upper h a l f and s l i g h t l y t o t h e l e f t b e i n g the f o u n t a i n 
head of h i s t o r y . Large number of e x p l o i t e d and oppressed 
people of B i h a r l i v i n g i n Chotanagpur a r e c a l l e d t r i b a l s , 
A l i b e r a l myth about t h e t r i b a l peop l e i s t h a t they were 
pushed back from the f e r t i l e p l a i n s of t h e g a n g e t i c 
b a s i n i n t o the u ^ a n d s by s o c i a l l y and t e c h n o l o g i c a l l y 
s u p e r i o r • A ryan i n v a d e r s , 
1^2, ,HEALTH, FAMILY PLANNING, BIHAR , 
PRASAD (Lakhi Bhushan), Ways to make family planning 
popular in tribal village. Social welfare,19,6? 1973. 
Sep; 28, 
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Lakhipur i s a t r i b a l v i l l a g e covered by t h i s 
programme. The v i l l a g e i s one of the l a r g e s t t r i b a l 
populated v i l l a g e under Santhal pargana d i s t r i c t . 
The t r i b a l p e o p l e ' s a t t r i b u t i n g everything to r e l i g i o n , 
i l l e t e r a c y regarding ch i ldren as economic hands in the 
family . To bring any s o r t of change among them i s qui te 
d i f f i c u l t and hard. To turn a favourable a t t i t u d e among 
them i t can be p o s s i b l e e a s i l y through demonstration, 
personal contac t and teaching about family planning as 
the s o c i a l n e c e s s i t y , 
163, , NUTRITION PROGRAME . 
SRIVASTAVA (BN), Nutr i t ion i n t r i b a l s areas . Soc ia l Welfar . 
1 7 , 5 ; 1970, Aug; 12 , 
The problem of n u t r i t i o n i s very important in the 
t r i b a l areas as the d i e t a r y standard of the t r i b a l s i s 
so low that d i e t hardly provides them t h e ^ e s s e n t i a l s of 
food elements l i k e p r o t e i n , , f a t s , minerals , vitamins 
e t c in proper proportion. The programme of appl ied n u t r i t i o n 
was taken up with a view to increas ing production a t the 
v i l l a g e l e v e l of n u t r i t i v e food l i k e pou l t ry , f i s h milk, 
f r \ i i t s and v e g e t a b l e s and provide f a c i l i t i e s for t ra in ing 
and educat ion i n production, preparation and consximption 
o f these f o o d s . In Bihar t h i s programme covered f i v e 
t r i b a l development b l o c k s . This programme did not cover 
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any t r i b a l development block i n Madhya Pradesh but 
taken up i n many areas i n the d i s t r i c t of Bastar . 
164« SYSTEM, MADHYA PRADESH . 
VERRIER-ELWIN, Tribal medicine i n India , Statemen 5 ,119 , 
1953, Mar 22: 11»6, 
To the t r i b a l mind d i s e a s e comes i n the f i r s t 
ins tance from the gods. The Savaras, i n f a c t , declare 
t h a t there i s no d i sease withoixt a god," Tribal medicine 
i s of two sharply contrasted k inds . The f i r s t i s a s o r t 
of magical supplement and the second i s c u r e . The Baigas 
of Madhya Pradesh are wel l known for the jung le remedies. 
The t r i b a l doctor usua l ly mixes one or tJ*o herbal remedies, 
b i t s of l e a t h e r , v u l t u r e ' s bones , f r o g ' s heads, i n s e c t s . 
The t r i b a l pharmacopeia, one i s i n c l i n e d to agree with 
v o l t a i r e t s judgement on European d o c t o r s . The ar t of 
medicine c o n s i s t of amusing the p a t i e n t , whi le nature 
cures the d i s e a s e , 
165 . /HO, HEAL OH, BIHAR . 
SENGUPTA (MK), Uncommon d i s e a s e s amongst a S l b a s i s (HO) 
i n Singhbhxjm d i s t r i c t , Man i n India 64,1> 1984, Mar; 
1984, Mar; 82 - 7 , 
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Uncommon d i s e a s e s are not being observed or 
diagnosed among the t r i b a l of Sunghbhiam d i s t r i c t i n 
Bihar, They are gradually medical minded on account 
of heal th s e r v i c e agencies i n rural a r e a s . These t r i b a l 
people t ry to cure t h e i r a i lments themselves by o l d 
octhodox method l i k e worship of god and herbal medicine 
before coming t o a doctor so genera l l y a d o c t o r ' s v i s i t 
t o such a p a t i e n t i s the l a t t e r * l a s t s ta$e* But some 
people who r e s i d e near the town attend h o s p i t a l s e a r l i e r 
s tage a t t i m e s . 
166. ,SOCIAL Lira , CUSTOM. 
SEN(N), L e t t e r on the HO. Man in India 51» 4 ; 1971, OC; 
394 . 8 . 
There were d i f f e r e n t t r i b e s amongst a d i v a s i s , namely 
HO, oraon, Munda e t c but i n t h i s part weemostly come across 
the HO, and as such i n v e s t i g a t i o n s i s confered amongst them 
o n l y . I t was a f a c t that I paid very l i t t l e a t t e n t i o n to 
examining and t r e a t i n g t h i s c l a s s of p a t i e n t s or t r y to 
g o t deep i n t o d i f f e r e n t a s p e c t s of t h e i r i l l n e s s . Any way, 
I had in my humble way t r i e d to a s c e r t a i n some b a s i c f a c t s 
about the Adivas i s way of l i f e , t h e i r character and the ir 
s o c i a l customs. 
167« ,HOROS, ART, BIHAR. 
HAND (SABD). Horo Genius for waV and Poetry. Statesman 
126,267 786, 1970, Aug 15; VI»3. 
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The Mundas, Hos and Santhals are adivasi tribal 
groi:^ ) of India, The name of entire race is Haro among 
the Mundas whereas among the Santhals it is Hos, These 
group in chotanagpur called Munda means chieftains, the 
Santhals gurading the borders called santhals means, 
the border people, the Hos of Singhbhim called Larkas, 
the fighters, fighting thdir predominant characteristics 
literature and art seem to be a very special genius of 
the Horo speaking people. At the moment most naturally 
to them is song and poetry, dance and sport. Thus Horo-
speaking people may be correctly characterized as 'poets 
and soldiers, 
168. in relation to DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS, BIHAR, 
NARAYAN ^s) and BINOD KUMAR. Tribals and Democratic 
institutions. Mainstream. «0,47; 1982, July 24; 22-4. 
The tribal has his own style of life. There are 
thrity tribes in Bihar. Theyare distributed in Santhal 
Pargana and chotanagpur plateau. Santhal, Munda, oraon 
and HO are the dominant ethic groups, whereas Sauria 
Paharia, a minor ethnic group faces extinction. With the 
advent of independence, adoption of the constitution, 
setting up of the planning commission, implementation 
of different programmes and policies, spread of education, 
new agricultural tools, techniques and technology have 
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hai far reaching impact on the social systAn and values. 
These forces have also influenced the tribal world of 
Bihar. Panchayati Raj institutions are playing in important 
role in getting loans sanctioned to the tribals of the 
region. The tribals getting benefit from the food for work 
programme in the areas under the Panchayat Samities, There 
are tribes in whose case we cannot even speak of their 
general awareness, participation is out of question, Sauria 
paharia may be mentioned. They donot know even the name 
of Prime minister and chief minister of Bihar, There should 
be efforts to make them aware enough to participate in the 
various democratic institutions, 
169, FORESTS. 
AGARWAL (Anil) and DESHING KAR (Priya). Her future lies 
in embers, 147, Times of India. 147, 3520; 1985, Aug 18; 6. 
The Ranchi fire wood sellers, mainly tribal women 
usually begin their day at 2 am because they must complete 
household chores before setting out on the 8 to 10 km walk 
to the surrounding forests to collect wood, 
170. 
BRIJRAJ SINGH and THAPER ( R a j i v ) , F o r e s t r y and t r i b a l 
development . Link (Si;^pl) 27 , 26; 1985, Feb 3 ; 24 - 8 . 
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Tribal developnent commisioner of the home 
ministry s^ys that over the years the government has 
acquired necessary techniques in forestry. At present 
afforestation is taking place at the rate of three 
million hectares every year. The commissioner of tribal 
development traces the intricate and close relationship 
between tribal development and social forestry. 
171. 
HELP FOR t r i b a l s . Hindustan Times. 55, 193; 1978, July 
17; 7 i l . Edi tor ia l . 
Most of India's 40 mil l ion tr ibals continue to -
take out a precarious l iv ing despite massive investment 
in their welfare. This i s because tr ibal subplans seldom 
prepared at the f i e ld l e v e l , are not dovetailed to the 
special needs and requirements of each area and i t s 
inhabitants. The economic l i f e of the tr iba l s i s almost 
to ta l ly dependent on fores t s . Things can improve faster 
only i f there i s a harmonious balance between population 
and tthe growth of fores t s , 
172, 
MUKUL* Tribals protect tree S.Hindustan Times.65,469 ; 
1988, Apr 17; 
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A soMill v i l l a g e khaXsi T o l l , I n h a b i t e d by 
47 o raon f a m i l i e s , l i e s from Ranch i . This t r i b a l a r e a 
i s l a r g e l y d e f o r e s t e d . But a dense f o r e s t of S a l , mango, 
b e r r i e s , b l a c k b e r r i e s , mahua, k a t h a l f l o u r i s h h e r e . The 
v i l l a g e r s had r a i s e t h e i r vo ice t o save t h i s f o r e s t a g a i n s t 
government. Many c o n t r a c t o r s t r y t o c u t t h e s e f o r e s t b u t 
t he v i l l a g e r s a lways d e f e a t them and d i s t r i b u t e the produce 
e q u a l l y among a l l f a m i l i e s w i t h o u t the produce e q u a l l y among 
a l l f a m i l i e s . Without Panchayat p e r m i s s i o n no body can cu t 
a t r e e o r even a b r a n c h , 
1 7 3 . 
RANDHAWA (RK), FOrest i n t h e l i f e of t h e t r i b a l s . 
A d m i n i s t r a t o r , 2 1 , 1 ; 1976, Spr ; 75-84# 
A v a s t number of t r i b a l p e o p l e depend on f o r e s t 
f o r t h e i r l i v e l i h o o d . I t g i v e s them food f r u i t s of a l l 
k i n d s , e d i b l e l e a v e s , f lowers and r o o t s . I t p r o v i d e s 
them wi th m a t e r i a l to b u i l d t h e i r homes and t o p r a c t i c e 
t h e i r a r t s . I t keeps them warm w i t h i t s fue l and cool w i th 
i t s g r a t e f u l s h a d e . Prom the Mahua f lower t hey g e t l i q u o r 
and the f o r e s t a l s o p r o v i d e s employment dur ing the l e a n 
months , T r i b a l s h u n t t h e i r an ima l s i n thd f o r e s t , Bhandaria 
Block has a f o r e s t a r e a of 474 ,59 km. 
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174. 
SANAJAY NARAYAN. f b r e s t i n t h e l i f e of the t r i b a l s . 
A d m i n i s t r a t o r 2 2 , 1 ; 1977, Spr ; 3 5 - 4 0 , 
The f o r e s t forms i n t e g r a l p a r t of t h e l i f e of t h e 
t r i b a l . From the t ime of t h e i r b i r t h t o the time they 
d i e t h e t r i b a l s l i v e i n , and use the f o r e s t . I t i s d i f f i -
c u l t t o see a t r i b a l l i v i n g away frOTi f o r e s t s , 
175 . 
TRIBALS ON W^r path: Indian Express. 50,97; 1982,Feb 8; 
6jl Editorial. 
Madhya Pradesh governments exploitative forest 
policy has aggravated the gievances of the local popula-
tion of adivasis. The adivasis in Bastar literally worship 
the Sal tree, so useful to them. State government is only 
emtilating the profitable course adopted by UP government 
in replacing the Teraipines with encalyptus^ Bihar is 
replacing Sal forests in chota Nagpur by teak.However 
in all such cases the commercial approach has alienated 
the local popxilation. The tribals of Chotanagpur have, 
in fact, been on the war path, uprooting official t»ak 
nurseries. Their frustration came to the hoil when the 
state government proposed to replace vast tracts of 
Sal forests with pine and teak plantation. 
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176. ,BIHAR* 
PRASAD (Rajiv Ranjan). Bihar: Tribals in Forest Ecology. 
Mainstream. 22, 50; 1984, Aug 11; 15-7, 
Forests are an important adjunct to tribal culture 
Bihar has a total goegraphical area of 1,73,867 sq.Kms. 
of which forests cover an area of 19,232 Sq,Klras. The bulk 
of the forests lying in the tribal belt of Chotanagpur 
and Santhal Parganas, l^e tribal economy largely subsists 
on forest resources. In Bihar the Birhors, the hil-khariyas, 
Pahariyas, Birjias and Kore was comaunity of tribal take 
their subsistence from the extensive forest. 
177. 
SHAH (SA). Tribal Development and forests. Kurukshetra 
23, 1; 1974, Oct 1; 23-5. 
Tribals, reflect their character and life style,are 
by and large forest dwellers. Frcmi birth to death, they 
are inseparable from forests. They make forests their home, 
means of suBtenance, place of worship and ultimately their 
final resting place. The development benefiting the adivasis 
is the nationalisation of collection, transport and marketing 
of various minor, forest products, as a result of which 
fair wages pre assured to them. Forest yield a variety of 
products %ihich can be use for the manufacture of wage goods, 
the tribal economy can be improved by providing employment. 
Role making industry has a bright future. Sisal fibre can be 
produced in short period and has tremendous advantages 
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over other fibres. The plantation carried out in 
Latehar in Bihar. The forestry development is more 
or less identical with social and economic development 
of the tribals delivered at their door steps, 
178, ^CONSERVATION, 
SRIVASTAVA (Jawah«r ia l ) . Towards r e t a i n i n g the fragrance 
o f t r i b a l c u l t u r e . Hindustan Times.65. 503; 1988, May 
2 1 ; J 0 . 
The manner in which wood products should be 
developed and harvested for i n d u s t r i a l growth i s q u i t e 
f a m i l i a r . Such wood resources based planning for i n d u s t r i a l 
use has very l i m i t e d scope for f i n a n c i a l a s s i s t a n c e to the 
t r i b a l t r i b a l populat ion l i v i n g i n s i d e the f o r e s t s and 
dependent upon f o r e s t s for many t h i n g s . The primary needs 
of v i l l a g e r s are met, the f o r e s t department would s t r i v e 
hard to provide them with other rural in f ras t ruc tures l i k e 
h e a l t h , n u t r i t i o n , b e t t e r haat s i t e s . I f a v i l l a g e has 
t r i b a l i n s t i t u t i o n s these shoxild be developed so as to 
r e t a i n the c u l t u r a l fragrance of the a r e a . 
179, ,BIHAR. 
SACHINDRA NARAYAN. Tr iba l s and S o c i a l f o r e s t r y . Mainstream. 
20 ,52; 1982, Aug 28; 2 0 - 1 . 
The t r i b e s of Bihar trostly l i v e i n chhotanagpur and 
Santhal parganas. They mainly depend on f o r e s t resources 
for t h e i r l i v e l i h o o d . The f o r e s f provides t h e i r food. 
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medicine, building material, weapons, u tens i l s , decorative 
objects . The government has started a soc ia l forestry 
scheme under which tr iba ls are gett ing free saplings 
for plantation in their land. Involvement of the loca l 
t t i b a l i s a prerequisite for successful implementation 
of soc ia l forestry in tr ibal Bihar. 
180. ,CHIPKO MOVEMENT, ORISSA -
NANDA (Neeraj), Chipko with a difference in Orissa^Link . 
28, 52; 1986, Aug 3; 27-8. 
The h i l l s of Gandhamardan, situated in the Sambalpur 
d i s t r i c t of Western Orissa, ard a virgin forest area with 
a perfect , s e l f sustaining eco-system. 50,000 tr iba l s 
inhabit i t . The are abounds in rare flora and fauna and 
with a cool , invigorating weather making an ideal suirmer 
resort , Thr t r iba l s of the area engaged in , to quote one 
scribe , a chipko moveraent-v 1 with a difference. In 1971 
government of India notif ied the existence of bauxite 
deposits in the Gandhamardan h i l l s . The Bharat Aluminium 
Company, a centiral public sector, applied for a raining . 
l e a s e . The inaugration was marked by a protest of the 
loca l tr ibals who look upon the mining project as an 
intrusion into their natural preserve and a deprivation 
of their means of l ive l ihood. Excessive f e l l ing of t re s s . 
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the t r l b a l s f e a r , w i l l destroy the f r a g i l e eco-system 
of the area, des troy natural streams food sources , 
f o r e s t products e t c . So the t r i b a l s of Gandhamardan 
h i l l s are r e s t o r i n g to d i r e c t a c t i o n to s t a l l a publ ie 
s e c t o r mining p r o j e c t . 
161 . 
MEGHAWALE (YAshwant Rao). Benef i t s of f o r e s t s for the 
t r i b a l s . Statesman. 125, 2682; 1978, Aug 31; 1 0 | 2 . 
With about a quarter of the Country's t o t a l woodlands 
and t r i b a l populat ion Madhya Pradesh has the s i n g a l a r 
p r i v i l e g e bal-dominant f o r e s t s t a t e . The l inkage between 
the f o r e s t s and t r i b a l s i s almost tha t of symbios is . The 
f o r e s t s are t r a d i t i o n a l environment of t r i b a l s and the 
t r i b a l s cons tant ly perambulates i n search of wood and 
food and l i v e l i h o o d . Bes ides h i s home, f i e l d fence , 
a g r i c u l t u r a l implements domestic appl iances eveQ h i s gods 
are oft^n made of wood. Thus f o r e s t r y i n Madhya Pradesh 
i s therefore as much dedicated t o the t r i b a l wel fare as 
i t i s to f o r e s t s , 
182 , ,MADHYA PRADESH . 
MAJUMDAR ( S o n a l i ) . Pace of conservat ion . Link.1987, Apr 
26; 19 -21 . 
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The tribals, who have been convenient scape 
goats for the distruction of forests, have been at 
loggerheads with forest officials from the time the 
British established a forest department in 1866, to 
prevent large scale deforestation. The acts and 
policies of the Colonial government still seem valid 
for the government of free India, which has taken no 
firm steps save the harassed tribals from panpery, or 
stopped the destruction of forests by large mill owners. 
The Bhill in Madhya Pradesh setting fire to forests to 
appease or thank his deity for some favour done, 
183, 
MUSHRAN (AJay), T r iba l s need more a t t e n t i o n , Hindustan 
Times, 61, 248, 1984, Sep 7; 19 :1 , 
Forests and t r i b a l s are in terdependent , Madhya 
Pradesh govdrnraents may be delegated powers to c l e a r 
p ro jec t s in the subplan area for d i r e c t bene f i t of the 
t r i b a l s including t ransmission l i n e s , drinking water 
scheme and so on. In fores t r ich reg ions , fo res t ry 
- o r i en ted t r i b a l development programmes may be prepared, 
A programme for l a rge scale p l an ta t ion should be taken up 
with the help of t r i b a l s giving them r i g h t s on the t r e s s 
planted by them. The t r i b a l s l i v ing i n the fo res t v i l l a g e s 
should be given i n h e r i t a b l e bu t i na l i enab le r i g h t s over 
the land which they c u l t i v a t e . 
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184. 
PANDYA (R)« Trees and tribals, Indian Express, 1980, 
Apr 22; 6$3. 
Voices are- raised against pine tree plantation 
in the backward district of Bastar in Madhya Pradesh, 
The opposition argument is that this project will hurt 
the interests of the tribals who solely depend on forests 
for their living it will disrupt tribal culture and upset 
the ecology of the region. The Bastar proposal was to 
grow forests of pine trees instead of the presents of 
Sal tr^es. On the ground that prime forests would be 
of better industrial use. The primary reason for this 
sorry state of affairs is that tribals are mostly uneducated 
as compared to other sections of society and they cannot 
get in those project which require skilled labour. It 
must recognised that governmental agencies have done 
a creditable job, despite the corruption and neglience 
which of course effect every field. The government is 
doing enough for the upliftment of tribals. But what 
have the writers, educationists, vollantary organisations, 
social workers and the press done for them. 
185, 
SRIVASTaVA (Ratish).Tribals of Mdhya Pradesh and the forest 
Bill of 1980, Main in India* 64,3; 1984, Sep, 320 - 7, 
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Madhya Pradesh is the largest tribal population. 
Most of the tribal areas in the state are covered with 
reserved and protected forests and fall in the district 
of Bastar, Surguja* Balaghat, Jhabua, Betat, Bitaspur 
and Raigarh, Tribals have due share in forests as form 
a part and parcel of tribal culture. The forest Bill of 
1980 was finalized by the central forest Board in 1980, 
The philosophy of the hill is to consolidate and amend 
the law relating to forests, the transit of forest 
product and the duty leviable on forest product, to make 
special provisions for the regulation of falling and 
replanting of trees in rural areas and for matters connec-
ted there with, 
186, ,ORISSA 
ARYA (OP). Forest Policy, Administrator .21. l« 1976, Spr, 
425-432. 
The t r iba l i s fully dependent on forest and forest 
produce for his l ivelihood. This a r t i c l e i s devoted to the 
study conducted in the Lefripara Block of Sundergarh 
d i s t r i c t of Orissa s t a t e , 2 25 Sq, Km, area of the block 
are under fores ts . The scope of th is a r t i c l e i s to access 
the forest policy and i t s impact on t r i ba l l i f e , A forest 
eofiwittee was se t up in 1957, According to Orissa forest 
act a l l the landless people and people inddulged in cottage 
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indus t ry use the f o r e s t raw m a t e r i a l . But these t r i b a l s 
people are vict imised and exploi ted by the lower f i e ld 
s t a f f . 
187, MAHATMA GANDHI, BIHAR . 
SINGH(KS), Mahatraa Gandhi and the a d i v a s i s . Man in I n d i a . 
5 0 , 1 ; 1970, Jan-Mar; 1-25, 
In t h i s paper development of Gandhi j i ' s ideas on 
the t r i b a l question i s given. He a l so compares them with 
the ideas of Amritlal Thakkar and v a r r i e r Elwin and shows 
how these stood in r e l a t i o n to one another . Though the 
Mahatama*s i n t e r e s t i n the t r i b a l problem cry s t a l l i z e d 
a t a l a t e stage in h i s l i f e , h i s inf luence on t r i b a l 
movements was r evea l ing . In 1925 he passed through the 
t r i b a l regions of Bihar, made the f i r s t acquintance of 
the Hos a t chai leasa and the Mundas a t Ranchi, He was 
impressed with the Colony of the Tana and B i r s a i t Bhagats 
who bel ieved in Khaddar, 
188, NON TRIBALS . 
SINHA (SC), Concept of Diku among the tribes of Chotanagpur, 
Man in India. 49, 2; 1969, Apr-June; 121-38, 
The term Diku was widely prevalent among the 
different tribal Communities of Chotanagpur and adjacent 
areas for defining the non tribal out groups. A field 
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enq i i i ry was made i n Chotanagpur du r ing February-May, 
1969 w i t h a view t o s t u d y i n g the s o c i a l and C u l t u r a l 
Context of t h e term Diku which s t a n d s o u t i n c o n t r a s t 
t o the term 'Hor* Horo o r *H0* meaning man used t o 
d e s i g n a t e ones own t r i b a l g roup . I t appea r s t h a t the 
term Diku d id not i n c l u d e a l l t he Hindu c a s t e s of the 
r e g i o n b u t only those who were c o n s i d e r e d t o be 
• e x p l o i t e r s • , 
189, ,JUANGS, DEVELOPMENT, ORISSA . 
DAS (Nirmal Chandra ) . T r i b a l V i l l a g e in t r a n s i t i o n . 
S o c i a l Wel fa re . 2 5 , 8 ; 1978, Nov; 3 0 - 3 2 . 
•Champei* a t r i b a l v i l l a g e i n Keonjhar d i s t r i c t 
i s comple te ly i n h a b i t e d by the j u a n g s , a p r i m i t i v e 
schedu led t r i v e of O r i s s a . Al l the houses of the v i l l a g e 
a r e t h e roofed and s t a n d on bo th s i d e s of t h e road i n 
two rows fac ing each o t h e r . The p r e s e n c e of p o s t o f f i c e 
i n t h e v i l l a g e i n c r e a s e i t s s t a t u s . The knowledge of 
modern medic ines and use of d e t e r g e n e t s have made them 
d i s t i n c t from t h e i r ne ighbour ing v i l l a g e s . Th is v i l l a g e 
has ach ieved a high s t a t u s i n t h a t e n t i r e r e g i o n . Champi 
has ach ieved a s ing of development and s t i l l i t i s a 
t r a n s i t i o n a l p h a s e . How t h e v i l l a g e has achieved such 
a s t a t u s and how t h e v i l l a g e r s a re r e s p o n s i b l e for 
b r i n g i n g about such a change has been r e f l e c t e d i n t h i s 
p a p e r . 
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1 9 0 , ,SOCIAL LIFE, CUSTOMS, ORISSA . 
RAMDAS(N), Custcxns of t h e J u a n g s , F r o n t l i n e 4 , 2 0 ; 
1987 , Oct 3 ; 7 4 - 9 , 
The juangs o f O r i s s a have t h e i r own b e l i e f s , 
r i t u a l s , forms o f w o r s h i p customs and h a h i t s . They 
have a w e l l graded h e i r a r c h y o f v i l l a g e a d m i n i s t r a t o r s 
and a w e l l k n i t youth o r g a n i s a t i o n w i t h r i g i d m l e s o f 
a d m i s s i o n . The juangs a r e one of t h e most p r i m i t i v e 
t r i b e s o f I n d i a , 
1 9 1 , ,KORWA & AffUR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAtWE, BIHAR. 
HARI MOHAN, Primitive Tribes: Problems and prospects of 
development. Bull? Bihar Tri.Wel,Res.Instt. 25,182;1983; 
125-134, 
In this article a modest attempt is made to highlight 
the problems and prospects of development of the primitive 
tribes. The data of these tribes have been collected from 
the district of Palamau, Gumla and Lohardagga, A large 
amount of money has been spent by the government during ^  
the various plan for the development of the tribal people. 
But the primitive tribes failed to attract special attention 
of the government. The author had the privilege of framing 
two project reports for the primitive tribes Korwa and 
Asur. The present paper is based upon the data collected 
from these two tribes. 
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192, ,KONDS/ HEAIffH, PERTILIIY AND MORTALITY, ORISSA» 
SHARMA ( K r i s h a n ) , F e r t i l i t y and m o r t a l i t y i n Kondsj 
a t r i b a l community of O r i s s a . Man i n I n d i a . 5 8 , 1 ; 
1978, Jan-Mar; 7 7 - 8 8 . 
The piresent s tudy r e p o r t on the f e r t i l i t y and 
m o r t a l i t y of t h e konds of Or i s sa based on d a t a c o l l e c t e d 
frx>m f i f t y o n e households i n t h r e e v i l l a g e s . The s tudy 
r e v e a l s t h a t among the kond high f e r t i l i t y i s a s s o c i a t e d 
w i t h h igh m o r t a l i t y . The t r i b a l peop le who always l i v e 
under env i ronmenta l s t r e s s of v a r i o u s k i n d s , and whose 
ve ry e x i s t e n c e i s always cha l l enged by h igh morb id i t y 
and m o r t a l i t y r a t e s , t end t o have more c h i l d r e n , 
193 , , SOCIAL LIFE, ORISSA. 
BANERJEE (Arany)• T r i b a l l i f e of 'Konds*, Economic Times . 
1982, Aug 15; 7»3 , 
The •Konds* a r e t r i b a l s who l i v e i n the f o r e s t 
covered a r e a s of P h u l l a n i and Koraput i n O r i s s a , The t r i b e 
i s made up of many c l a n s l i k e K u t t i a Kond, Kuvi Kond and 
s o on . The a u t h o r saw an e x h i b i t i o n , which was e v i d e n t l y 
the r e s u l t of ve ry thorough and e x t e n s i v e f i e l d work and 
t o l d abou t t h e i r appea rance , food h a b i t s , t h e i r c l o t h e s and 
ornaments , t h e i r r e l i g i o n and t h e i r r e c r e a t i o n . The p a t t e r n s 
of t r i b a l l i f e i n t h i s c o u n t r y a r e today i n r a p i d l y - i n c r e a s i n g 
d a n g e r . They a r e t o t a l l y decimated o r comple te ly swallowed 
up by c i v i l i s e d p e o p l e . The Konds worsh ip s p i r i t s of animals 
and t r e e s . They a re s e n s i b l e people s p i r i t i s of an imals and 
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trees. They are sensible people and have no use for 
thdae who advocate prohibition. Naturally fermented 
drink is one of the Chief sources of both nourishment 
and pleasure for them, 
194. ,LANGUAGE, BIHAR. 
ISHTIAQE (M). Language s h i f t s anong the t r i b a l Comrounitiesj 
a case study of the San ta l s , Mundaa and Oraons in Bihar . 
Geographer.32> 2; 1985, July? 69-78. 
The object ive of the peper i s to find out the nature 
of l i n g u i s t i c s h i f t among the Mundas, Santals and Oraons -
the three major t r i b a l groups of the Chhotanagpur region 
in Bihar and to t race out the areas of l i n g u i s t i c change, 
con t inu i ty out the areas of l i n g u i s t i c change, con t inu i ty 
and t r a n s i t i o n . An at tempt has a l so been made to understand 
the fac tors and processes leading to language s h i f t s . Language 
s h i f t s among the t r i b a l s take place through contacts with 
other l i n g u i s t i c group. Language s h i f t i s common among 
the l i t e r a t e and c h t i s t i a n t r i b a l s than among i l l e t e r a t e 
and Hinduized t r i b e s . Language change among the Mundas 
i s more than in Oraous and the San ta l s , 
195. , LEADERSHIP, BIHAR. 
JHA (Sashishekar), Tribal leadership in Bihar, Economic 
and Political Weekly. 3, 15; 1968, Apr 13; 603-8, 
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With Constition reservation for the tribal 
leadership among the groups had acquired as special 
position in national politics. All political parties 
try to won over tribal leaders because leadership was 
decisive factor in a tribal society. 
1 9 6 . ,LEGAL SYSTEM, MADHYA PRADESH. 
AGARWAL (PK). Legal system of a tribal village, Adminis-
-trator. 22,1; 1977, Spr; 49-55. 
The paper is related to the study of the legal 
system of the village Hitameta in Bastar district in 
Madhya Pradesh. The village is an interior village and 
the tribal population is get off from the modern developr 
ments in science and civilization. The legal system of the 
tribal village has to be studied as a part of the national 
judicial structure, 
1 9 7 , ,MADHYA PRADESH, 
MANJIT SINGH, Pocus on t h e t r i b a l s . M a i n s t r e a m . 16 , 3 2 ; 
1978 , Apr 8 ; 1 1 - 2 , 
J P c o n s t i t u t e d a t e n member c o m m i t t e e t o make a 
c o m p r e h e n s i v e s t u d y o f a l l t h e p r o b l e m s s o c i a l , p o l i t i c a l , 
e c o n o m i c a l and c u l t u r a l f a c e d b y t h e t r i b a l s of n o r t h - e a s t 
I n d i a . The t r i b a l a r e a s s u f f e r e d from t h e w o r s t n e g l e c t 
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because they did not cons t i t u t e an organised sec to r . 
In Madhya Pradesh, Bastar and Surgiya d i s t r i c t covered 
with dense f o r e s t . Largest t r i b a l populat ion i s found 
t h e r e . They take t h e i r fo re s t produce to the pe r iod ica l 
market to exchange on b a r t e r for e s s e n t i a l requirements 
of l i f e . Shopkeepers a c t as money Lenders, the t r i b a l s 
soon f a l l prey to consumption loans , 
198. 
SINGH (NK). Madhya Pradesh* Death of a tribal. Economic 
and political weekly. 13, 10; 1978, Mar 11, 482 . 
An Indore daily had reported on January 28 that 
a tribal had been killed and another injured, "in an 
encounter with the police" in the adivasi dominated 
Jhabua district. It is generally believed that no 
encounter of. any kind had taken place between the police 
and the. tribals. Since the bullock was unfamiliar with 
the tribals, they had to drag the animal along. This 
created suspicion in the mind of the DSP who challenged 
them, but instead of stopping they fled out of fear of 
the police and started shooting arrows at the police 
party. The police party fired three shots. One tribal 
was killed. Two of the tribals fled from the spot. 
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199. 
YADAV (Bhupinder). Growing up in Wilderness, Link (Sv^spl) 
27,26; 1985, Feb 3; 19-23. 
The abor iginal t r i b e s are su rv iva l s from the l a t e r 
p r e - h i s t o r i c population groups. Some of them may even 
have degenerated from a higher standard of cul ture due 
to adverse circumstances, Abhujmarias ran i n to the h i l l s 
of Abhujmar in Bastar d i s t r i c t of cocealment. Since then 
stayed there in h id ing . This a r t i c l e shows how the t r i b a l s 
of Madhya Pradesh are growing up in wilderness and despi te 
numerous problems faced by them from nature and soc i e ty , 
200, ,LANJIA SAORA, DEVELOPMENT role of CONVERSION 
CHRISTIANITY, ORISSA. 
MOHAPATRA (Choudhuri PK) and SWAIN (J). Conversion to 
Christianity, Man in India. 49,9; 1969, July-Sep; 253-8. 
Most of us believe that conversion to Christianity 
brings an all-round progress to the tribals which includes 
among other things, economic and educational development. 
With this hypothesis in view a study was undertaken in the 
Pottasingi area of Koraput district of Orissa inhabited 
by the La&5^^ Saora, a primitive Mundari speaking tribe. 
As conversion to chriBtianity among the tribals of this 
•rea is not extensive, a sufficient number of converted 
tribals were not available for study. 40 adults from 
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conve r t ed f a m i l i e s were ir^terviewed and, for c o n t r o l 
o b s e r v a t i o n 40 a d u l t s among the non conve r t ed were 
a l s o s e l e c t e d and i n t e r v i e w e d . I t was found a f t e r a 
s t a t i s t i c a l a n a l y s i s t h a t convers ion t o c h r i s t i c n i t y 
has no r o l e i n t h e development of the t r i b e excep t 
i n t h e sphere of formal e d u c a t i o n , 
2 0 1 . ,HURIA, MADHYA PRADESH* 
GUPTA (SR), Dantewada expe r imen t , Kurukshe t ra 2 3 , 1 ; 
1974; Oct 1; 2 8 - 9 , 
S h u r i l i a smal l v i l l a g e i n the i n t e r i o r of Dantewada 
i n B a s t a r of Madhya Pradesh i s one of the most p r i m i t i v e 
the r e g i o n s i n the Country , The v i l l a g e i s i n h a b i t e d by 
a b o r i g i n a l s , the M u r i a s . For g e n e r a t i o n i t has been 
Wi tness ing the same p a t t e r n of l i f e . The muddy p a t h i and 
j u n g l e h u t s , no r o a d s , no pure d r i n k i n g w a t e r , u n d u l a t i n g 
f i e l d s and t r a d i t i o n a l methods of c u l t i v a t i o n t e l l t he 
unchanging t a l e of i t s people over the c e n t u r i e s . There 
a re no t b u l l o c k c a r t s i n the v i l l a g e . The t r i b a l development 
agency, Dantewada has ambi t ions schemes fo r the economic 
u p l i f t of the t r i b a l s and development of the a r e a . Tremendous 
e f f o r t s needed fo r the t r i b a l development because of t h e 
sad expe r i ence of the p a s t . I t r e q u i r e s a w e l l - n i t teamwork 
of pe r sons wi th a h igh sense of d e v o t i o n . 
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202, ,SOCIAL LIFE, ART• 
SI^ R3H (Jagar ) • Muria Polk a r t s . Admin i s t r a to r*22 ,1? 1977, 
Spr ; 4 5 - 8 , 
The purpose of t h i s paper i s t o s tudy the v a r i o u s 
a c t forms and t o d e r i v e . The b a s i c f a c t abou t the f a c t 
of t he muria i s i t s humdrum, d u l l n a t u r e . The r o u t i n e 
of l i f e i s broken by the o c c a s i o n a l dances o r f e s t i v a l s 
h e l d i n Jan to March, Th i s a s p e c t of l i f e i s r e f l e c t e d 
i n a l l t h e dances , songs and o t h e r a r t s of t h e Mur ia s . 
Most of the wood and l e a f c r e a t i o n s a r e the p roduc t of 
Muria hands and t o o l s wh i l e meta l works a re c r e a t i o n s 
of a r t i s a n s p a t r o n i z e d by the Muria , Wall p a i n t i n g s , 
eng rav ings on wood and wood c a r v i n g s a re some of the 
o t h e r a r t s c u l t i v a t e d by the Muria, Muria fo lk a r t a d a p t s 
to s u r r o u n d i n g s . 
203» ,GHaPULS, MADHYA PRADESH, 
SHAMSHUDDIN, B a s t a r * s G h o t u l s : No p r o m i s c u i t y . 
I l l u s t r a t e d weekly of I n d i a . 103, 332, 1982, Sep5; 37 , 
The g h c t u l o r the youth dormi tory i s an i n t e r e s t i n g 
and u s e f u l s o c i a l i n s t i t u i t i o n among the t r i b a l s of Bastf^r. 
The g h o t u l s have t h e i r own laws and e l e c t e d o f f i c e b e a r e r s 
t o a d m i n i s t e r them. The gho lu t i s u s u a l l y s i t u a t e d a t one 
e x t r e m i t y of a v i l l a g e s t r e e t i n Muria v i l l a g e . There i s 
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a r i g i d code of honour i n ^;he g h o t u l . Decorum i s 
obseirved and even i f a l i a s o n becomes an open s e c r e t 
i n t h e g h o t u l , 
204 . 
TRIBALS, SOCIALLIFE, GHOTULS, M.P. 
SHETH ( K e t a k i ) . Ghotul i n B a s t a r i an a d i v a s i happen ing . 
I l l u s t r a t e d weeiav of I n d i a . 103, 1 3 ; 1982, Apr 11-17 , 
3 2 - 3 5 , 
Ghotul i s a c o l o u r f u l t r i b a l f e s t i v a l i n Madhya 
P radesh , In f e b r u a r y , the s l eepy town of Narayanpur i n 
n o r t h e r n B a s t a r resounds t o the b e a t of t r a d i t i o n a l nagadas 
and ghoongroos a t t he annual f a i r . Thousands of Murias and 
Marias from n e a r l y v i l l a g e s and from the l e s s e r known 
t r a c t s of dark p l a t e a u f lock t o the c e n t r a l l y l o c a t e d 
maidan t o s e t up temporary homes unddr the l ea fy canopy 
of Iml l and Sal t r e e s . 
205 . ,SOCIAL LIFE, MADHYA PRADESH, 
DAS (Sukumar). On changing va lue system i n Muria Community. 
A d m i n i s t r a t o r . 22, ly 1977, Spr; 5 7 - 6 1 . 
A o l d s t a g n e n t s o c i e t y n e g a t i v e l y r e a c t t o the 
modern econcxnic and i n d u s t r i a l r e n o v a t i o n s . This has 
so f a r p r even t ed t h e Murias of B a s t a r , l i k e t h e i r c o n t e r -
p a r t s i n o t h e r p a r t s of t h i s c o u n t r y to come to the 
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mainstream of India l i f e since time immemorial, and 
they l ived in a se l f - cen t red pr imi t ive socio-economic 
s t r u t u r e , refused to the progressive evolut ion along 
with the change of t ime. During the l a s t few decades, 
the thing has s t a r t e d changing towards the expected 
d e s t i n a t i o n . The change i s taking p lace in t h e i r 
s o c i e t y , A stu§[y of the soc i a l , r e l i g i a o u s , cu l tu ra l 
and economic l i f e of the Muria w i l l reveal the t r u t h , 
206, ,POPULATION, BIHAR, 
VIDYARTHI (LP), Vanishihg and primitive tribes of Bihar, 
Journal of Social Research, 20,2; 1977, Sep; 1-6, 
The author of this article had given various 
factors responsible for disappearance of primitive tribes 
in Bihar. He discussed the mobility from the native land 
to the industrial centre. 
207. ,DISTRIBUTION ORISSA . 
SINHA (BN) and MISRA (BK), Tribes of Orissai a geographical 
analysis. Geographical review of India. 38, 2; 1976, June; 
167-178, 
Orissa in one of the few Indian states where heavy 
concentration of tribal population is met with. This has 
a dragging effect on the economy of this lowly developed 
state. The 5.07 million people belonging to various tribes 
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ar« c o n c e n t r a t e d i n a r e a s of high r e l i e f •nd h igh 
s l o p e v a l u e s a s t b e y e c o l o g i c a l l y s u i t t h e t r i b a l 
ways of l i v i n g . T h e i r d i s t r i b u t i o n a l p a t t e r n s shows 
two c l e a r t r a c t s of h igh t r i b a l c o n c e n t r a t i o n ! south 
West, c o n s t i t u t i n g t h e d i s t r i c t s of Koraput , phu lban i 
and p a r t s of Ganjan and ka l ahand i d i s t r i c t s and no r th 
n o r t h - e a s t , c o n s t i t u t i n g the d i s t r i c t s of Mayurbhanj, 
Keonjhar , Sundergarh and p a r t s of Sambalpur d i s t r i c t . 
The growth p a t t e r n of the p o p u l a t i o n shows a h ighe r 
rate of growth lanong t r i b a l s i n comparison to the 
n o n - t r i b a l s , which b r i n g s i n economic problems of 
complex n a t u r e and n e c e s s i t a t e s p l a n n i n g programmes, 
208, ,EXTINCTION . 
SATPATHI (DDP), Vanish ing 4^ribes of Ind ia* a s tudy i n 
t r i b a l demography. Geographica l ou t look 13 ; 1977-8; 
16 -26 . 
In Ind ia p a r t i c u l a r l y i n e a s t e r and sou the rn 
p a r t s s e v e r a l t r i b a l s e c t s a r e on t h e verge of e x t i n c t i o n . 
The t r i b a l people everywhere a r e t o r n between two cu l t . i j r e s 
comple t e ly a t v a r i a n c e wi th one a n o t h e r and a t l e a s t 
i n p l a c e s t hey made way fo r the new f o r c e s by becoming 
e x t i n c t , o u t of O r i s s a * s 62 t r i b e s a r e f ac ing complete 
ex t inc tHon a s popxilat ion among them i s d e c l i n i n g a t a 
ve ry f a s t r a t e . More than h a l f a dozen t r i b e s i n B iha r 
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are being threatened with th*» fears of d«nographic 
e x t i n c t i o n and are in the stage of acute i s o l a t i o n , 
margina l i ty and mal n u t r i t i o n . The populat ion of 
Birhor in Chhotanagpur and Samthal Parganas i s on 
the decl ine owing to mal n u t r i t i o n , absence of medical 
f a c i l i t i e s , poverty and high infant m o r t a l i t y r a t e . 
H i l l khar ias inhab i t a t ina the jungles of '^ 'inghbhurji 
a l so Bhow a trend of d e c l i n e . The pahar ias of palamau 
d i s t r i c t of Bihar showed decreasing number between 1931 
and 1941 from 9, 761 to 7,107, In the census of 1971 
t h e i r populat ion was said to have diminished even 
f u r t h e r . 
209. / BIHAR. 
SHARAN (Vp) . Pr imit ive Tribes of Bihar . Statesman 
127,8626; 1988, June 1 1 ; 1 . 
The Prime M i n i s t e r ' s v i s i t to t r i b a l Bihar may 
br ing for th temporary benef i t s for the a d i v a s i s . But 
what about the nine t r i b e s which have been declared 
•pr imit ive*? The author toured the fo r e s t s of t r i b a l 
Bihar , Bihar in search of these t r i b e s , found them 
l e f t to t h e i r f a t e . The l i t t l e e f fo r t made by the 
government for t h e i r welfare has l a r g e l y fa i led and 
today they face e x t i n c t i o n . 
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2^0. ,MADHYA PRADESH. 
JAISWAL (HK). Some asoects of tribal demography in 
Madhya Pradesh, Journal of family Welfare .18,1? 1971; 
86-91. 
The largest concentration of tribals in India, 
Bhailala, Barela, Patella and the Gond tribes. In this 
article some of the aspects of tribal demography in the 
state is given, 
211, ,SOCIAL LIFE . 
THUSU (Kidarnath) • Dhurwa-Tribal s t r u c t u r e ; a reappra i sa l , 
Man i n Ind ia . 58 ,4 ; 1978, Oct-Dec; 332-348, 
This a r t i c l e at tempts to make a reappra isa l of 
f i e ld data of the Kond • t r i b a l * s t r u c t u r e , Durwa who 
•own the earth* in a p a r t i c u l a r c lan - t e r r i t o r y , form 
not agnat ic brotherhood among them-selves but they a l so 
c o n s t i t u t e an p o l i t i c a l community. They r e t a i n agnat ic 
connections or en te r in to matrimonial a l l i a n c e s with a 
number of v i l l ages or t h e i r c l u s t e r s which are spread 
over the area of the roaxim\jro concentra t ion in Bastar 
of Madhya Pradesh, Hence i t i s suggested tha t fur ther 
f i e l d enqui r ies in t h i s d i r ec t ion would yie ld f r u i t f u l 
resxi l t s , whereby i t would enable one to de l inea te and 
descr ibe as well as map, the various "clan t e r r i t o r i e s * 
of the Dhureja of Bastar and among the Konds in 
Phulbani d i s t r i c t of Or i s sa . 
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2 1 2 , ,AGRICULTURE^ MADHYA PRADESH. 
SHARMA (VK), Tribal agriculture. Administrator. 22,1; 
1977, Spr; 105-8. 
Bastar can be divided into two agricultural regions 
as far as type of cultivation is concerned. Permanent 
cultivation and Shifting Cultivation, Permanent cultivation 
is done by all civilized communities. In shifting cultiva-
tion the forest trees are first filled and then barned 
on the spot. Such type of cultivation is generally 
practised on uplands of poor soil covered with forests 
the agricultural plot is shifted after 2-3 years. The 
tribals are not very responsive to modifications in their 
agricultural techniaues. There is an element of fear and 
distrust in them towards modern techniques, 
213. and ECONOMIC LIFE, BIHAR. 
BANERaEE (Maya). Tr iba l populat ion i n Singhbhum. 
Geographical Review of Ind ia . 38,2; 1976 June; 179-86. 
Singhbhum, the southermost d i s t r i c t of Bihar has 
a d i s sec ted t e r r a i n , in te r spersed with f o r e s t clad 
mountains and undualt ing p l a i n s . Nature had dest ined 
the area t o be a refuge and harbour of t r i b a l people 
who were driven away from the surrounding p l a i n s . Forty 
s ix percent of the populat ion of the d i s t r i c t comprises 
of scheduled t r i b e s . The t r i b a l populat ion have a 
favourable sex r a t i o ind ica t ing male out -migra t ion. 
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Literacy is generally low among these communities 
especially in rural areas. Ninety one percent of 
the tribal workers is engaged in the primary sector 
and 88 percent in agriculture, Equpped with a primitve 
technology, the tribels have a backward econcany, which 
harflly allows any scope for the generation of surplus 
that can be invested for higher technological pursuits. 
Compared with the residuary population of the district, 
the tribals as a whole are backward technological and 
educationally. Diffusion of education among the tribals 
is the need of the hour. Tibal education should have a 
close relation with their economic activities and should 
not be such as to take an educated away from his land 
and people. 
214, 
OHOUDHURY (PC Roy). Tribals of Bihar. Indian international 
centre Quarterly.5,1» 1978, Jan; 33-8. 
The tribals of Bihar were still backward even 
promised by the government. They did not enjoy social 
equality. They were denied equal status with higher 
castes. Their social; cultural economic and other 
problems had not been solved. They were in the same 
condition as previously. 
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215, 
REPORT ON socio-econcxnic Survey of Bhandaria blocks 
Palamau d i s t r i c t , Bihar . Administrator . 2 1 , 1 ; 1976, 
Spr; 1-14. 
I t made a ccxnprehensive study of socio-economic 
and adminis t ra t ive condi t ions obtaining in a t r i b a l 
block with spec ia l reference to the problems of 
indebtedness, land a l i ena t ion and bounded labour . 
Creating a g r i c u l t u r a l surplus in the area, harnessing 
fo res t s for the benef i t of l oca l people, stopping l iquor 
shops and the operat ion of l i quor vendors. Supplying 
e s s e n t i a l commodities to the loca l people a t control led 
p r i c e . Enforcing-regorously l e g a l cont ro l led p r i c e . 
Enforcing rigorous ly l ega l provis ions r e l a t i n g to 
money lending, minimum wages and debt r e l i e f , 
216, ,0RISSA , 
SINGH (Harsh Mander)• T r iba l Report-Kalafcandi d i s t r i c t . 
Adminis t rator , 2 6,3j 1981, J u l y ; 447-458, 
In the undualt ing, t h i c k l y wooded t e r r a i n of 
Kalahandi in Or issa , a t crude dwelling s i t e s c leared 
on h i l l s lopes and the foot h i l l s , are c lus t e red small, 
dispersed hamlets of humble thatch and c lay hutments. 
These t r i b a l hamlets are v a s t l y d i f f e r en t from the 
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complex, comprehensive hindu v i l l a g e r s . The Harijan 
has exp lo i t the dependence of the t r i b a l in a v a r i e t y 
of ways. The t r i b a l i s very vulnerable to exp lo i t a t i on 
by fores t func t ionar ies . Their economy i s very c lose ly 
interwined 25th the f o r e s t s . The contact of the t r i b a l s 
25th the f o r e s t s . The contact of the t r i b a l s 25th the 
f o r e s t s . The contact of the t r i b a l s 25th the f o r e s t s . 
The contact of the t r i b a l s 25th the government has been 
unhappy and e x p l o i t a t i v e . In t h i s way, we have seen 
t h a t the t r i b a l , bewildered, vulnerable and defenceless 
i s held t i g h t l y in the g r i p of the ou t s ide , the Harijan 
and the p e t t y government functionary, a l l of whom oppress 
him to the h i l t . I t i s of the highest p r i o r i t y t ha t the 
government becomes far more sens i t ive to the most urgent 
need to s t rengthen the economic and c r e d i t base of the 
t r i b a l s and give p ro tec t ion from various kinds of 
e x p l o i t a t i o n and to preseirve h i s f r ag i i e cxi l ture . 
2l^« ,SOCIAL LIFE, BIHAR* 
SKNGH (OP), Tribes of Palaraau uplandi problems and s o l u t i o n s . 
Geography Teacher ,12 , l ; 1977, Jan-Peb; 32-4, 
Like t r i b e s of diffeirent pa r t s of Ind ia , t r i b e s of 
Palamau d i s t r i c t i n Bihar surrounded by manifold grave 
problems. Many admin i s t r a to r s , fores t o f f i c e r s and other 
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authorites were keep a close contact with the culture 
of the t r i be s . The t r ibes coxild not come in close 
contact with the cultural soc ie t i es . Western c iv i l iza t ion 
and theHLiidu Civilization exercised deep influence upon 
their l i f e . For the accomplishment of the i r motives, 
traders» merchants and contractors take advantage of 
the i r backwardness, continually exploit them worsen 
the i r economic and social condition. Lack of transport 
and communication hinders them in t ravel l ing abroad and 
coming in touch of new l i f e and busture of the other 
parts of India, The l a s t cause of their problems i s 
that Palamau i s specially a s i t e of mines and factors . 
The directors# managers, of these mines and factories 
worsen the i r economic condition on account of the i r 
poverty and i l l e t e racy . Government should necessarily 
re-organise the i r •Yuvagrili* for maintaining their 
past cxilture and l i f e , 
218, 
SRIVASTAVA (KB), Jribal Society of Chhotanagpur. Journal 
of Social Research. 20,2; 1977, Sep; 75-8. 
He had made a survey of tribal society of Chhota-
nagpur. He discussed various social conditions of tribal 
society and mentioned his suggestion for socio-economic 
development of tribal society. 
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219, ,CUSTOMS, CHILDREN, 
CHINCHALAKAR (JH). Tribal Community grooms its 
children, Yo1ana« 13,1, 1969, Jan 26; 59-61, 
Th^ tribal population of India is about 3 crores 
according to 1961 census. The tribal child is brought 
up in the forest and their parent make them strong 
feraceous and patience of nature. Prom birth the child 
meets with hardships and adopts it. One and the half 
year child is tied to the mother*s back and accompanies 
her wherever she goes, to the market, forest for collecting 
logs of wood. Grown up child work along with their parents 
on the farms. The community looks after the children who 
have lost their parents and gives them full protection. 
The youth dormitories assume different names in different 
tribes, Ghotuls in Bastar, dhumkaria in Bihar, githore 
among asurs of Bihar. There is an interesting account 
of the dhumkarias in developing the life of the Oraon 
children in Bihar, Among the asurs, the Gonds and the 
Baigas, who have own small piece of land, the job of 
harding cattle falls upon children, the job of harding 
cattle falls upon children of school going age, so 
parents do not like to send their children to school, 
220, ,MADHYA PRADESH. 
JOSEPH (VV), Drum beats of Bastar, Social Welfare, 19,11; 
1973, Feb; 13-4, 
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The t r i b a l s of Bastar lead a Co-operative way 
of l i f e based on the p r i nc ip l e of challenge and 
response. They have never given up t h e i r homelands 
for fear of climate nor abondoned the t r a d i t i o n a l 
way of l i f e . Anthroix>logists be l i eve t h a t they have 
a drum code to transihit messages front v i l l a g e to 
v i l l a g e . Bastar has a s i t e of freedom loving , god 
fearing and hard working t r i b a l people, imbude 
with innate s i n c e r i t y . The Bastar t r i b a l s have t h e i r 
own e t h i c a l and socia l codes . 
221. ,DRINKING . 
BHARAL (GP)• Prohibition in tribal areas. Social Welfare. 
13,10; 1967, Jan; 9-10. 
Drinking is widely prevalent among the tribals. 
The tribals consider liquor a necessity on all religious 
occasions and social ceremonies, at the marriage, death 
rites and other social functions. They prepared a 
beverage by the fermentation of rice which, is called 
•Handia* in Madhya Pradesh, •pachawe in Bihar. Liquor 
drinking is a great socio economic evil and deeply roated 
in tribal culture. So, introducing prohibition will help 
in improving their living conditions and promote their 
economy. Distilled liquor with high percentage of alcohol 
not allow to smuggled in tribal areas. 
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222* 
ROY (JK) • Alcoholic Beverages In tribal India and 
their nutritional role. Man In India* 58, 4; 1978, 
Oct-Dec; 298-326, 
There are not many agricultural semi agricultural 
tribal groups that do not make their own alcoholic drinks. 
In tribal India three types of alcholic beverges are 
prepared - Bear prepared by formentation of millets, 
maize and rice, fermented sap of three species of palm 
trees, spirit or distilled liquor made from distillation 
of fermented mash of mahua flowers and fermented rice, 
A tribal beer known as 'landa' drunk by koyas of koraput 
district in Madhya Pradesh is prepared by germination of 
millets and paddy. Tribal beers and fermented saps and 
paddy. Tribal beers and fermented saps of the trees of 
the palm family contain some of the essential nutrients 
in moderate amounts, 
223, influence_jof WEST COLONIALISM,BIHAR . 
ROY (Sarat chandra), Efects on the aborigines of Chhotangpur 
of their contact with Western Civilisation.Man in India, 
62,1; 1982, Mar? 63-100, 
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The aboriginal population of the chotanagur 
plateau comprises three main t r ibes , Mundas, Kliarias 
and the oraons* Culture contact m though not the sole 
nor even the main factor in cul tural evolution, i s yet 
a potent element in the process of cultural advance. 
Contact with western c iv i l i s a t ion has considerebly 
contributed to the cultural development of the aborignes 
of chotanagpur, though i t has complicated the i r social 
conditions to some extent and has not been altogether 
free from certain undesirable influences, 
224. 
SINGH (KS), Colonial transformation of tribal Society in 
middle India, Economic and Political weakly. 13,30; 1978, 
July 29; 1221-30. 
The paper begins with a brief discussion of the 
conceptual framework which has governed the study of 
tribal societies in general. It then goes on to consider 
the relationship between history and anthropology and 
between colonialism and anthropology. It describes the 
nature of the colonial transformation of the tribal 
society in relation to the political system, social in 
relation to the political system, social structure, 
economic and agrarian institutions and movements and 
shows hew and where the processes of colonial transformation 
in the tribal and peasant societies in India ran parallel 
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and d i v e r g e d , and how they r e l a t e d t o t h e o v e r - a r c n i n g 
c o l o n i a l systdra. An a t t e m p t i s made towards the end t o 
i d e n t i f y t h e a r e a s where a n t h r o l o g i s t s and h i s t o r i a n s 
may e x p l o r e the p o s s i b i l i t i e s of c o l l a b o r a t i o n i n the 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n of t r i b a l s o c i e t y , S a r a t Chandra Roy 
became t h e spol<esman of t h e t r i b a l i n t e r e s t s i n the B iha r 
and O r i s s a l e g i s l a t i v e c o u n c i l s and l a t e r emerged as the 
ideologue of t h e s e p a r a l i s t movement i n cho tanagpur , 
225 , ,LEADERSHIP* 
yADAV(KS)• Leade r sh ip i n the T r l b a i v i l l a g e s of Madhya 
Prad€ish» Kurukshe t r a , 1 7 , 5 ; 1969, Feb; 8 - 9 , 
The p r e s e n t a r t i c l e i s based on the o b s e r v a t i o n s 
and da ta c o l l e c t e d from four t r i b a l v i l l a g e r s . The l e ade r -
s h i p among the se t r i b a l v i l l a g e s was woven around the 
v i l l a g e malguzar , c a s t e , t r i b a l heads and t h e v i l l a g e 
malguzar , c a s t e , t r i b a l heads and t h e v i l l a g e p r e i s t . 
The c a s t e / t r i b a l heads and t h e v i l l a g e headman were 
e x e r c i s i n g t h e i r l e a d e r s h i p by v i r t u e of t h e i r o f f i c e 
i n the t r a d i t i o n a l manner and were upho ld ing the 
t r a d i t i o n a l r u l e s t o m a i n t a i n s o c i a l coherence i n t h e i r 
r e s p e c t i v e g r o u p s . The main func t ions of the l e a d e r s a r e 
o r g a n i s i n g v i l l a g e wor sh ip , f e s t i v a l s and o t h e r s o c i o -
r e l i g i o u s meet ing , c o l l e c t i o n of fund from every house-
ho ld fo r t h i s . The l e a d e r s a re the backbone of the 
v i l l a g e s . They can h e l p i n p o p u l a r i s i n g the development 
schemes. 
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^ -^ M^ADHYA PRADESH, 
LAKHA (DC). T r i b a l way of l i f e t a b i r d ' s eyeview 
from the i n t e r i o r of Oreedam b l o c k . A d n d n i s t r a t o r « 
2 2 , 1 ; 1977, Spr ; 4 1 - 4 . 
The p r e s e n t a r t i c l e d e s c r i b e t h a t how the t r i b a l s 
of Greedam b lock i n Madhya P radesh p a s s e s t h e i r l i f e . 
They depend mainly on a g r i c u l t u r e . The women do much 
work i n the f i e l d a s we l l a s domest ic work than menfolk. 
T r i b a l l i f e a r e s imple and s t r a i g h t forward depending 
on na tu re fo r a lmost evdry t h i n g . They have t h e i r own 
v a l u e s , folkways and mores . 
227, 
TRIBES OF Bas ta r . Link, 8,37; 1966, Apr 24; 20. 
Edi to r ia l« 
Many t r i b e s l i v e in the jungles of Bastars The 
Adivasis of Bas tar love fun and f r o l i c . They have songs 
and dances for every occasion and for every season. They 
are honest and t ru th fu l and quick to anger . Murders are 
very common in the d i s t r i c t , Thej?e i s no i r r i g a t i o n and 
ad ivas is depend enti irely on the whims of nature for 
producing food. They l i v e by h i l t e r s t rugg le for exis tence 
in most adverse circumstances. 
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228, , MYTHOQOLOGY, MADHYA PRADESH i 
•XADAV(Bhupinder) and SINGH (Navsharan) • T r i b a l s j myth 
and r e i l i t y , LinK (Sxippl) 27, 26; 1985, Feb 3; 29-33. 
The t r i b a l s are considered hot house p l a n t s . They 
are u n c i v i l i s e d . The t r i b a l s are poor because they not 
w i l l i ng to work, Mahua i s a p a r t of tri toal c u l t u r e . In 
most of the t r i b a l c lans whenever a ch i ld i s born, a 
mahua t ree i s planted in the ch i lds name Madhya Pradesh 
government issued orders to give area for crops of t r i b a l s . 
But the t r i b a l s are not ready. The o f f i c i a l s force them 
to ca r ry home urea bag. They take i t and dumped in a 
d i t c h . The mj^ rth of t h e i r being uninovative needs to be 
exploded. Urea i f used without proper i r r i g a t i o n des t roys 
the crops , the lesson the t r i b a l s had l e a r n t a t some 
previous i n s t ance . The authors explode many a myth regarding 
the t r i b a l s of Madhya Pradesh and say t h a t t h e i r r ea l problems 
need down-to-earth s o l u t i o n s , 
229, ,ORISSA. 
DAS ( S i b i r R) , Some aspects of i n t e r e thn ic r e l a t i o n in 
a t r i b a l s i t u a t i o n , Man in Ind ia , 59,4j 1979, Oct-Dec; 
334-42, 
I n t e r - e t h n i c r e l a t i o n s h i p s among the various groups 
a t inCra and i n t e r personal leve l have a t t r a c t e d the soc ia l 
an th ropo log i s t s , despi te the fac t t h a t var ious soc io -cu l tu ra l 
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constrainst, affect the inter ethnic relationships. The 
present paper describes such interactions and inter 
relationships among the tribals and non tribal groups 
at various levels of life in a tribal situation Koraput, 
Orissa. 
230. 
ULAKA (Ramachandra). Tribal Culture and national integration. 
Link. 18,39; 1976, May 9; 21-3, 
Orissa state is the most predominantly populated 
by the tribals. The tribals and shceduled tribes constitue 
24% of the total population of this state. An attempt has 
been made in this article to give an idea about the life 
and culture of these community of the nation within limited 
purview of personal knowledge and experience. 
231, ,RELIGION, M.P. 
SINGH (NK) . Tribal Godman. India Today,12, 12; 1987, 
June 30; 146-51. 
Ever since his dramatic appearance in Bastar 15 
years ago, Baba Biharidas has acquired enormous influence 
among the 13 lakh tribals in the district, Biharidas 
successfully organised a mammoth three day yagna at his 
chapka, ashram. The event amply demonstrated the godman* s 
hold over the tribals, his political clout as well as his 
fund gathering capacity. 
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2 3 2 . 
VARSHNEY(NK)• They c l i n g t o Squa lo r and S u p e r s t i t i o n . 
S o c i a l Wel fa re . 2 0 , 2 ; 1973, May; 19 , 
The t r i b a l s of Madhya Pradesh c l i n g on to s e v e r a l 
o u t moded p r a c t i c e s . They c la im t h a t houses w i t h o u t 
v e n t i l a t o r s o r windows keep them coo l i n surrmer and warm 
i n w i n t e r and them cool i n summer and warm i n Winter and 
a l s o make them sa f e from mosqui toes and o t h e r i n s e c t s . 
Pove r ty and ignorance t ake a heavy t o l l of t h e h e a l t h 
of t h e t r i b a l s . But e q u a l l y impor t an t a re t h e v a r i o u s 
s u p e r s t i t i o n s , ' And t o the quacks t hey go fo r a i l m e n t s . 
They b e l i e v e t h a t one f a l l s s i c k as the s equa l to god 
annoyance . I f gods a re p r o p i t i a t e d , t h e d i s e a s e w i l l 
d i s a p p e a r , 
2 3 3 . /SANTHALS, DEATH RATE, BIHAR • 
SARKAR ( J a y a n t a ) , Comparative a n a l y s i s of dea th r a t e s 
among the S a n t a l a of Bihar v i l l a g e s , Man in I n d i a , 5 1 , 2 ; 
1971, Apr - Je ; 142-50 , 
An a n a l y s i s of t he d e a t h r a t e of two S a n t a l v i l l a g e s 
of G r i d i h - S u b d i v i s i o n i n Hazar ibagh d i s t r i c t shows t h a t 
good hous ing c o n d i t i o n s and the a v a i l a b i l i t y of medica l 
f a c i l i t i e s had lowered t h e crude dea th r a t e of t h e S a n t a l s 
of the v i l l a g e of J h a l a k d i h a , 
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234 , ,SOCIAL LIFE, FESTIVALS, FLOWER -
TROISI ( J ) . Trit>al Communion With the S u p e r n a t u r a l s 
an a n a l y s i s of the San ta l f lower f e s t i v a l . S o c i a l Act ion ^ 
2 8 , 2 ; 1978, Jan-Mar; 149-163 . 
The "Baha" o r f lower f e s t i v a l i s one of seven 
impor tan t S a n t a l f e s t i v a l s t h a t c e l e b r a t e a sequence 
of even t s i n the a g r i c u l t u r e c y c l e wi th t h e observance 
of t r a d i t i o n a l r e l i g i o n s r i t e s and s a c r i f i c e s . Th i s pape r 
o f f e r s bo th a s y s t e m a t i c d e s c r i p t i o n of t h e f lower f e s t i v a l 
and an a n a l y t i c a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of i t s r e l i g i o n s s i g n i f i c a n c e 
The r i t u a l a c t i o n i s seen t o have ins t rximental e f f i c a c y , 
t o r e i n f o r c e s y m b o l i c a l l y t h e s o l i d a r i t y of t he t r i b a l 
Ccwnmunity and t o r e a s s e r t i t s s o c i a l r e l a t i o n s h i p wi th 
t h e world of t h e s p i r i t s . 
2 3 5 . ;SAURIA PAHARIA, SOCIAL LIFE, BIHAR , 
SACHINDRA NARAYAN.,p L igh t of a Bihar t r i b e . Mainstream . 
20 ,50 ; 1982, Aug 14; 27- 8 . 
S a u r i a P a h a r i a a r e among the more p r i m i t i v e t r i b e s 
of B i h a r . They l i v e i n S a n t h a l Pargana . Economical ly they 
a r ^ q u i t e backward. No medica l f a c i l i t y i s a v a i l a b l e and 
they s u f f e r from v a r i o u s d i s e a s e s . They a r e e x p l o i t e d 
by mahajans , o f f i c i a l s , n o n - t r i b a l s t r a d e r s . Many w e l f a r e 
and developmental programmes were launched i n the d i s t r i c t 
b u t no th ing t a n g i b l e has come o u t of t h e s d . There i s need 
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for careful consideration before any development 
measures are chalXed out. Redemption on paper will 
not do, 
236, ,SOURAS DEVELOPMENT, PROGRAMMES, ORISSA» 
THOMAS (VJ), Souras Suffer on. Hindustan Times, 5 6, 
306; Nov 20j9j3. 
The Orissa government started a Soura development 
scheme in 1973, The programme included digging drinking 
Water wells, land reclamation, irrigation through dug 
wells, lift irrigation supply of bullocks goats and 
other agricultural facilities. The government spent 
Rs 5/ crore for the tribal development programme. But 
much development is not discernible, A good number of 
officers in these development programmes ard more devoted 
The tribe Is 
to their own interests than to the tribals/exploited in 
different ways from the time he saw his seed to the time 
of harvest and selling the crops in a far away market. 
The forest guards, the revenue officials and the police 
exploit their ignorance. The tribals have no ownership 
records of their land, communication facilities are non-
existent in the villages. Many tribals are not ev^n aware 
of the development programmes for their uplift. 
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2 3 7 . ,SOCIAL LIFE, CUSTOMS, RELIGIOUS CEREMONY, ORISSA-
CHATTERJEE ( S a j a n ) . S o c i o - l t e l i g i o u s cus toms , Admln i s t ra to r> 
2 2 , 1 ; 1977, Spr ; 167-171 . 
The t r i b e s s t u d i e d i n Gunupur b l o c k of O r i s s a was 
t h e S a u r a s . The Sauras b e l i e v e i n t r e e w o r s h i p . The i r 
two p r imary d e i t i e s a r e 'Babusing* and ' T h a k u r a n i * . 
Thakurani i s a t r e e which i s a common d e i t y f o r e n t i r e 
v i l l a g e . I t i s prayed a t t h e sowing and h a r v e s t i n g t ime 
Most of t h e Impor tan t r e l i g i o u s ceremonies a r e he ld wi th 
•Babuasingh* a s the d e r t y . A very impor t an t r e l i g i o u s 
cdremonjT amongst t he Sauras i s ' t h e ceremony f o r the d e a d ' , 
238 . ,STRUGGLES, BIHAR» 
BOGAERT (Michael V D ) . Tribal is beautiful: Cultural 
awakening in Chotangpur, Social change 14,2; 1984, June; 
34-40. 
The tribal unrest in chotanagpur, Bihar has been 
discussed in the perspective of "awakening of indigenous 
people in the world". The socio-political implications of 
tribal awakening have been examined, "The negative aspects 
of tribal protests, and the violence with which it is 
repressed, is what comes in the newspapers. To find out 
the positive messgae that tribal people are trying to 
convey, one must dig deeper and often read between the 
lines*. 
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239. ,STRUGGLES, BIHAR* 
NARAYAN (S) and BINOD KUMAR, Tribal movements in Bihar. 
Mainstream, 21,26; 1983, Feb 26; 22-4, 
When the existing social and administrative setup 
does not satisfy the needs of the people and any community 
exploited then there is necessity of a leader is felt to 
provide a new direction of action, Chhotanagpur and Santhal 
Parganas have Witnessed a series of rebellions right from 
the days of the foundation of British ruld. The first 
tribal movement in Bihar was against the British by the 
Sauria Paharias in 1772, Later, movement of different 
tribes in Bihar have been reported, 
240, ,HIST0R5ir, BIHAR, 
DA3 (^ rvind Narayan)• Struggle of Workers and tribal 
peasants in chotanagpur. Economic and Political Weekly, 
10,9; 1975, March; 384-6, 
The tribal peasnat revolt in the hilly forests 
of Chotanagpur, For mord than 100 years, the tribals 
of Bihar have been ruthlessly exploited, oppiressed and 
deceived by traders and money lenders. Their lands 
have been aliented, their children have been made slave 
in tea plantation. The tribals rebellions revolt led by 
Birsa Bhagwan, Tana Bhagat movement and the Jharkand 
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agitation for a separate state. The plunder of the 
natural resources of the tribal homelands resulting 
in the desintegration of the tribal peasant economy 
has led to the creation of a organised working class. 
Realising the weakness of their own isolated struggles, 
the workers joined the struggles of tribal peasants, 
241, ,HISTORY^ BIRSA MUNDA, BIHAR . 
SHARAN(VP). Birsa Mvinda the militant Gandhi * Link. 29,1; 
1986, Aug 10; 23-4. 
Few people know that synchronous with Mahatma 
Gandhi's movement for the freedom struggle, there appeared 
in the Billy tracts of chhotanagpur a man who resembled 
the Mahatma in his deeds moral principles and appearance. 
like Mahatma, he challenged the alien rule when they were 
making efforts to subjugate the freedom loving ryots and 
original inhabitants, of the chhotangpur plateau called 
the 'dharati aba* by his tribal brethern. The life of 
his great leader is atill cherished by his prople. This 
charismatic tribal leader, Birsa Munda soon became Birsa 
Bhagwan for his followers. 
242, 
,JHARKAND * 
JHA (Vinayak). Rising demand for a t r i b a l s t a t e . Link. 
1987, Jan 11 ; 26-7. 
83 
The state government, already gripped with 
problems like the land dispute killings, caste wars 
and the extremists jihad against landed gentry, is 
facing now the recently revived Jharkhand state 
agitations by adivasis in Chotanaqpur and the Santhal 
Parganas, They demand for a "Birhat Jharkhand state", 
243. 
ROY CHOUDHUKf (PC). Tharkhand Time Running Out. Mainstream. 
17, 27; 1979, Mar 3; 10, 
The Jharkhand movement is revived, Santhal villagers 
have been cutting crops on their alienated lands and taking 
them away, Jharkhand movement was for the unification of 
the tribals in the jungle areas in the Bihar state. Santhals 
villagers are attacked by non-santhal villagers. So there is 
unrest and frustration among the tribals in Bihar, 
244, 
RAJAGOPAL ( P R ) . Tribals want a fair deal, Hindustan 
Times. 64,342, 1987, Decll»7, 
The author, a retired director General of Police, 
pleads for a fair deal for the tribals whose neglect has 
led to the demand for a separate Jharkhand state. The best 
way to bring them to the mainstream of national life, h^ 
argues, is to mainstream of national life, he argues, is 
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to undo the i n j u s t i c e t h a t has been meted out to 
them. 
245. 
SAXENA (KB), T r iba l development in Bihar: an appra isa l 
Bull? Bihar Tri .Wel. Res. I n s t t »25 , 182; 198 ; 1983, 
The t r i b a l area in Bihar has been again dis turbed 
for sometime. From Damin-I-koh in the Santal Parganas to 
the Koll ian area of Singhbhum d i s t r i c t Parganas to the 
Koll ian area of Singhbhum d i s t r i c t , there have been 
nvunerous a g i t a t i o n s , sometimes involving v io l en t inc idents 
h igh l igh t ing spec i f i c grievances of t r i b a l people voicing 
t h e i r demand for a s epa ra t e . Jharkhand province . The t r i b a l 
unres t in Bihar i s not a new phenomenon. In B r i t i s h regime 
a l so , t r i b e s r e b i l l e d aga ins t inequi tous agrar ian setup 
and won c e r t a i n safeguards aga ins t the cunning new s e t t l e r s . 
But these measures have fa i l ed to p ro tec t the t r i b a l s agains t 
ufturpetion of t h e i r lands and denial to them of due re turn 
from t h e i r produce by unscruplous money l enders , t r aders 
and other non t r i b a l s , 
24 6, inf luence of EXPLOITATION, BIHAR. 
RAJAGOPAL (PR), Jharkhand: Wages of Heqlect,Mainstream. 
26,10;1987, Dec 19; 27. 
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The S t a t e of Jharkhand v i s u a l i s e d by the t r i b a l s 
embraces seven d i s t r i c t s of B iha r , Th< J h a r k h a n d i s 
c o n s t i t u t e a l a r g e segment of the slum d w e l l e r s . The 
t r i b a l we l f a re commissioner had sxibmitted a r e p a r t to 
the s t a t e government i n 1982 s t a t i n g t h a t t h e t r i b a l s 
f e l t aggr i eved on account of the inadequa te monetary 
compensation p a i d to them f o r t h e l and a c q u i r e d from 
them. The s tudy has po in ted ou t s e v e r a l s e r i o u s i n f r i n g e -
ments of t he d i f f e r e n t p r o v i s i o n s of the l abou r laws and 
r u t h l e s s e x p l o i t a t i o n of t h e i g n o r a n t and i l l e t e r a t e 
Ad ivas i s by the c o n t r a c t o r s , 
247, r o l e of LAND ALIENATION, BIHAR . 
SINHA (Arun) . Resurgent A d i v a s i s , Economic and P o l i t i c a l 
weekly , 13 ,36 ; 1978, Sep 9; 1544 - 6 , 
In B i h a r ' s a d i v a s i r e g i o n , which makes h a l f of 
a y e t t o be ach ieved Jharkhand , t he government i s awe-s t ruck 
by the resugence of p e o p l e ' s m i l i t a n c y . A l l 'development 
p r o j e c t s which have i n v a r i a b l y meant the a d i v a s i f u r t h e r 
d i s p o s s e s s e d of h i s land have had to be s t o p p e d . In Ranchi 
where the r i v e r v a l l e y p r o j e c t was i n p r o g r e s s , t h e a d i v a s i s 
s topped t h e l o r r i e s . Since 194 7, over s i x l akh peop le have 
been made homeless a s a consequance of t h e development of 
Ghotanagpur . Even s i n c e the B r i t i s h e r s s e t foo t in Jharkhand 
i n 1771, t he a d i v a s i s have been duped and p l u n d e r e d . The 
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s e l f - s u f f i c i e n t economy of t h e Adivas i s have been 
d e s t r o y e d . The a l i e n Zamindars make t h e a d i v a s i s 
l a n d l e s s . All t h i s has given s t r e n g t h to n a t i o n a l i s t 
s e n t i m e n t , 
,MADHYA PRADESH. 248 . 
KESWANI (Raaj Kumar)• S u r v i v o r s , I l l u s t r a t e d Weekly 
of I n d i a , 1986, Nov 23-29; 2 o - 3 , 
Undaunted by a t r o c i t y , t h e Sihava t r i b a l s i n Madhya 
Pradesh have con t inued t h e i r s t r u g g l e f o r a more human 
e x i s t e n c e . T h e i r c rops have been des t royed wi th monotonous 
r e g u l a r i t y , t h e i r l e a d e r s c l apped i n i r o n s a t t h e refused 
t o kow-tow t o t h e i r o p p r e s s o r s . The s t o r y i s unending and 
s t r u g g l e of t r i b a l s i s c o n t i n u e d . The scene of a c t i o n may 
s h i f t from Sihava t o Jhabua ; peop le and faces may change 
from Gonds t o B h i l l s , o p p r e s s i v e f o r c e s may change p e r i o d i -
c a l l y b u t t he s t r u g g l e w i l l con t i nue t o remain the same, 
249 , 
KHER (MV). V i c t o r y for the i j r i b a l s , Sunday . 1 4 , 4 1 ; 1987, 
Aug 30; 37 , 
Once a g a i n , i t has been a s i g n a l v i c t o r y fo r t h e 
t a c t i c s of non -v io l ence over r e p r e s s i o n and v i o l e n c e on 
t h e p a r t of a s t a t e machinery . The t r i b a l s of Raipur d i s t r i c t 
of Madhya Pradesh have been a g i t a t i n g t o e s t a b l i s h ownership 
ove r an a r ea of c u l t i v a t e l a n d c l e a r e d out of t he f o r e s t s . 
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In tribal land movement, tribals from 18 villagers 
occupied land within the forest and started cultivation, 
250. role of LANGUAGE AND SCRIPT, 
SINGH (KS), Tr iba l i d e n t i t y movements based on s c r i p t 
and language, Man in Ind ia . 62 ,3 ; 1982, Sep; 234-45. 
This a r t i c l e explores various dimensions of the 
cur ren t t r i b a l movements r e l a t i n g to s c r i p t and language 
cent r ing on e thn ic i d e n t i t y and the maintinance of 
c u l t u r a l symbols and t r a i t s . Pour movements from d i f f e ren t 
p a r t s of t r i b a l India have been taken up to descr ibe the 
o r ig in , development, impact and present s t a tu s of these 
movements and how they r e l a t e to and are p a r t of an overa l l 
at tempt to define and a s s e r t e thnic i d e n t i t y on the p a r t 
of t r i b a l correnunities. He p o l i t i c a l movement for formation 
of a separate s t a t e involved the Santals in t h e i r land 
lying across the horders of thett lhar, Orissa and West 
Bengal. Mayurbhanj witnessed two major even ts , the meli 
pf 1917 an upr is ing and the dis turbances in 1984 when the 
t r i b a l s of these s t a t e s organised an abor t ive movement to 
form a separate s t * t e . 
251. SANTHAL, BIHAR, 
KETKAR (Kuipar), Adivasi*s movement: feattle for survival 
in Bihar. Economic Times. 5,341, 1979, Mar 6; 7:3-6. 
.88 
The cause of the Santhal rebellion is gradually 
become clear. The main grievance of the Santhal was the 
oppression exercised by the money lenders. The adivasi 
movement in the Singhbhtim district, particularly in 
Chaibasa is different nature. The adivasi youth influenced 
by J.P. movement in 1974 and feel that they can defend 
themselves only if they organise themselves on a class 
basis. This awareness has given a complete new dimension 
to the whole movement and a battle start between 'exploiters 
and exploited'• 
252. 
SINHA (Ajoy Kumar). Santal Insurrection of 1855 ADt 
its causes and Result with special reference to the 
contributions of Sidhu-Kanboo Brothers to it. Bull; Bihar 
Tri, W el. Res. Instt. 25, 182; 1983, 135-144, 
The Santal Hul of 1855 AD was a catastrophic event 
in the history of Bihar, The Santals have settled in the 
district of Santal Pargans between 1790 to 1810 having 
their way north words from Birbhvim district where they 
had been brought in 1790 to clear jungle and drive out 
the wild beasts. These Santals raised their voice against 
the Bard tish authorities in 1787 on the issue of payment 
of the revenue dues. The Santals leaders were arrested 
due to this movement by the British officers and their 
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proper ty was attached• The Santsls •fere used to serve 
the non-Santal land lords as bonded labour . They were 
purely i l l e t r a t e . Their econondc condit ion was very had. 
The o lder Santa l who came i n t o d i r e c t contac t with the 
B r i t i s h people took t i t t l e p a r t i n the i n s u r r e e t i o n . 
253. ,WELFARE, MADHYA PRADESH, 
MATHUR (JML), , Bastar on the threshold of progress, 
Kurukshetra. 30,13; 1982, Apr l;15-7, 
Sunday looks like a festive day at Geedom village 
of Bastar with Bailadiia iron ore deposists in Madhya 
Pradesh, The Government take several measures to save 
tribals from exploitation. Education facilities, training 
facilitv for giving employment to youths and women, are 
provided. Various industries have open in Bastar, Drinking 
water facilities givep to tribals of Bastar forest depart-
ment of Bastar has been planting new trees. The process 
of development in this area faced numerous constrainst. 
In Spite of difficulties, considerable progress has been 
achieved in various fields, 
254, ,WOMEN, BIHAR, 
SHASHI (SS), Tribal Women of India. Kurukshetra. 34,4; 
1986, Jan; l5-6. 
90 
The tribal woman occupies an important place 
in the socio economic structure of the people who live 
in far flung areas and particularly in tribal belts. 
Government provides all facilities to them for their 
free education. Now adivasi women is a teacher, a nurse, 
doctor and also a politician. The present article is a 
glimpse of tribal women of different states of India, 
Santhal women of Bihar go to market, do bargaining 
since all the production is in their hands. They are 
responsible to maintain law and order in the community, 
Santhal women dances in group of either sex. 
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